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Constantly revised and augmented during the years, this proven
plan now offers you a complete and comprehensive me~ns of
imparting to your students - not only the most modem plano
instruction, but much more.
. a deep appreciation and greater
understanding of music that will endure for a lifetime.
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And don't worry if you can't play now. You'll
be playing the Hammond Organ surprisingly
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you can put more of yourself into everything
you play. You can make your music come alive
with fresh and exciting shades of personal feeling and color.

And now, without changing traditional performance, Hammond adds a new thrill
"Touch-Response" percussion. Now you can
get hundreds of intrigUing effects never before
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A copy of the handsome brochure
"The Career Private Piano Teacher"
will be sent without obligation.

Here at last is an organ truly responsive to

vast range of tones and almost endless variety
of tonal colors make even your Simplest tune
sound astonishingly rich and beautiful.
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This is the wonder of a Hammond Organ: its

,
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"Fouch - Response" Percussion - Brings you a
whole new world of fascinating percussion effects
no other organ at any price can produce.

Selective Vibrato - From either manual or both at
once, in three degrees of vibrato and vibrato chorus.
Reverberation Control - Adapts cathedral tones
to your living room.

Harmonic Drawbars - Let you blend tone colors,
the wayan artist blends paint colors, to get just the
shade of expression you want.

New "Touch-Response"
percussion gives you dazzling
effects like harp, chimes, bells, xylophone,
marimba.

No Tuning Expense - Hammond is the only organ
that can never get out of tune.
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Give your family the gift of a richer life ... a Hammond Organ
Low as $135 down for the Spinet at most dealers, Ohen 3 years to pay.
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"Progressuse Series Teachers are located in every state and 14 foreign coun'ric..
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MOST

O.llGAN

GLORIOUS

VOICE
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Hammond Organ Company
4210 W. Diversey Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Without obligation,send details about the Hammond
Organ with new "Touch-Response"
percussion. I
am interested in the models checked.
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GULBRANSEN

ETUDE

MUSIC THEORY
PAPERS

(Editor,

1907·1949)

MY
DAUGHTER,

~

B.othvisual and aural concepts
are combined to make learning
end

more

\
$ .7S

Order y.our copy today

CARL FISCHER,

INC.

62 COOPER SQUARE
NEW YORK 3. N. Y.

c/~Ir!edJ&1Jt
But

first I want her to know

how to play your Spring Song,
I want everything that's
beautiful

to come to her.

I'm making sure it will... by
giving her a Gulbransen to
create beauty for herself.

by Dr. MERLE MONTGOMERY
Teaches the beginning student
how to actually think out the
fundamentals
of music theory
rather than just memorize them.
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XAVER SCHARWENKA-A
GREAT ARTIST AND TEACHER
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~•... Richmond E. Myen
MUSIC IN THE LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE
_
- .••..
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BIRTHDAY
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_ .••• - • - - .. Ro~e lIeylbut
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Emanuel l1ay
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Piano

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
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E, 2050 N. Ruby 5'.
i\lelroee Park, Ill.
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Director of Music Education
Philadelphia
Public Schools
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Choral Music
alld S.A.T.B_ dh'isi,

monthly by Theodore

Press~r Co., 1712 Chestnut

Emered as Jecond c/aJJ matter January 16 1884
b P
.
of Mar~h 3, 1879, Copyright
1955. b. Theod I at t e
. O. at PhI/a.,
InternatIonal
copyright Jecured. All rlshts
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Co., U. S. A.

PROGRAM: Hear and see operas.!
symphonies.
native musicians and
dances; meet music educators. cam·
posers; visit music classes. museums,
scenic points.
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Stanley
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COUNTRIES:
Via Pan·American\~
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Uruguay, Argentine, Bratil'll
Trinidad.
Puerto Rico.
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nationwide observance of Jewish Music Festh'al took
place from February 5 to March 5. Dedicated this year to the American Jewish
Tercentenary, the festival included con·

$1460

oil ;,01";,,
iii
Four credits (for undergraduate or
graduate
students).
Also ~peni
without
credit. to peMns ,n,eri I
ened
in Music and trayel. Trove!~
arrangements
by populoris Tours'l~
Inc;.. New York 16. N. Y.
Ii
RATE:
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University
Philadelphia 22. Po.
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George Szell, conductor of the Cleve.
land Orchestra, has been presented with
the Laurel Leaf Award of the American
Composers Alliance, Henry Cowell president. The award, made annually, was
presented to Mr. Szell in recognition of
his "distinguished achievement in fostering and encouraging American music
and American composers."
E ..nst J. M. Lert, operatic director
of Peabody Conservatory of Music in
Baltimore, and former stage director
with the Metropolitan Opera Company,
died in Baltimore on January 30, at the
age of 71. From 1923 to 1929, he was
director of German opera at La Scala in
Milan under Arturo Toscanini. Dr. Lert
was known in Europe and America as a
guest lecturer, conductor and writer.
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Organ

• Two full 61 note munuuls,
25 pedals
• Self-contained utnpliflcation-ecompletely portuble
• Standard controls
• 19 independent stops, four
couplers.selcetive
vibratos
• Traditional Baldwin
tone quality
• New mod est cost

An innovation
in organ building;
almost unbelievable in versatility and
scope of true organ tones, the new
BALDWIN Model 45 commands all unusually broad selection of Slaps in all four
organ tone families-Diapason,
Flute,
String and Reed. Allhough self contained, requiring no special installation,
the Model 45 is so designed tha' it cau
be used with Baldwin's standard auxiliary tone equipment where desirable.
See this amazing instrument
today!

Oglebay Institute will conduct it~
Fourth Annual Opera Workshop at
Oglebay Park, Wheeling. \Vest Virginia,
from August. 22 through September 5.
Boris Goldovskv, distinguished head of
the New England Opera Theatre, will
again direct the two weeks' intensive
activities, with Leonard Trcash serving
as Associate Director. Opportunity is
given to students in attendance to take
part in productions of operas and oratorios.
Two American-born
and entirely
U.S.-trained
conductors have been
added t.o the staff of the New York City
Opel·a Company and are scheduled to
conduct several performances durin'"
the spring season of the City Cente~
opening on :March 17. Emerso~ Buckly,
former l\'1usical Director of \VOR. and
since 1950 l\Iusical Director of the
I'l'1iami Opera Guild. will ,onduct per.
formances of "Rigoletto." "Cavalleria
(Continued 0/1. Page 7)

MONTH

.'.

MODEL 45

Elaine Brown, director of Philadelphia's Singing City choral activities, will
promote a Choral Conductor's Workshop
in a rural location outside of Philadelphia from July 25 through July 31.
Courses of intensive training will be
offered by Mrs. Brown and a staff of
guest specialists. Details may be secured
by addressing Singing City, 1431 Brown
Street, Philadelphia 30, Pa.

ETUDE's cover for this month shows the Trombone Choir (see
story on page 12) playing on Easter Sunday morning in fronl. of the
Cen~ral Mo:avian Church in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. just prior to
leavmg on Its tOur o[ the city. This custom prevails in all .Moravian
communitjes. The photograph was secured from Three Lions. Inc .. New
York, ~\'i.ththe c~-op~ration of The .Hist.orical Review of Berks County.
the offICIal publJcatlOl1 of The HJstorJcal Society of Berks Countr.
Pennsylvania

Ii,
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certs, choral recitals, exhibits, contests,
plays and lectures. Several radio and
TV shows presented Jewish music programs.

THE COVER FOR THIS

11

send folder for

South Amerita Music Tour.

Write for
Dtpt. E2 • 3015 CASITAS AVE.
LOS ANGELES 39, CALIF.

11

13 to Augu,t 12, 1955il

July

Temple

catalog

by

!

Pra:rer (fur Solo Voice [or Junior Choir]
a cappella)
•..••...•......•.......••••.••••••

Published

Moody Bible Institute
in Cbicago
dedicated during Founders Week in
January the Torrey-Gray auditorium and
adjoining music building, a significant
step in the development of the In.
sfitute's
sacred music program. The
dual structures represent an investment
of $1,500,000.
Music Week will be observed from
:May I to 7. Copies of the 1955 "Letter
of Suggestions" are available frolll T. E.
Rivers. Sec., National and International
Musie Week Committee, 315 Fourth
Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
The Symphony of the Air, con·
ducted by Werner Janssen, presented on
February 18, the first all Sibelius con·
cert held in New York in many years.
The soloist was Jennie Tourel, who performed the tone poem "Luonnotar," never
before sung in New York. It is a work of
tremendous difficulties, making terrific
demands on the singer. Werner Janssen
in 1934 was made a "Knight First Class
of the Order of the White Rose" in ap·
preciation of his interpretation of the
works of Sibelius.

53

for ¥oul1g Players

•••••••••••••

Only Gulbransen rul188-note
Minuet
Consoles arc equipped
with the wonderful, new
Super/olle colt ... the exclusive
miracle scale and the reason for
glorious deep-dimension tone.

24-

COJltpositions

(f.r~:u Bb minor

...

LOUIS G. WERSEN

Norlhern
Lighls ...............•....
_ ., ....•••••....
Dew Drops .....•...
" .•...•
_ ......•..•....•••...
}\Iy Easter Bonnet
- •......•.••..•...•.•••.......
The Country Fiddler
__ ....•.••......••••....
MU8}C)

SP[CIAL
TUCHEI'S
"'IOU'Y

2223

for PiallO (Solo)

Romany Caprice (Flute) .......•...•.......
_ •.•.
_ . __ ••.
Ach wie uicbtig, nch wie Roehtig (from "The Church Organist's
Golden Treasury" Volume I) (organ)
.. , .....••.•••.....

Theme

__

19
21

Berkley

Valse Brillantc, Opus 34 No.2 (from "Selected Works for
The Pianoforle")
.•......................
Frederic
CllOpill.-l. Philipp
Prelude (from "Six Preludes for The Piano")
..••.•••••••..
Ilhan UUflllnba.
In lhe Land of Israel (Hora) ..•••.........•.•••••••••.
Michael
Brod.ky
Gavotte (from "Pianorama
of American
Classics")
Reilla#!.'e-Agay
:l\'Iexiean Hat Dance (froin "Highlighls
of Fam.iliar Music")
. orr. by Dene. Agar
CODle After ]\[e (A Canon) ••••.•......••.•••..••
__ •• William Fichandler

Pieces

•

12

JUUSIC

lllstrluuclital

lOR
FIlE
IIOCHURIS

)l

A RoT n &N T S

VIOLIN QUESTIONS
.••••...•.•••••••.•.•.....•..
ORGAN AND CHOIR QUESTIONS
.•..
JUNIOR ETUDE ••......••••••..•••..•.............

WRllI

to

WORLD OF MUSIC
• • • .. . • .. .. .. • . .. .. . • • • • .. . . . • . • . . .. .
MUSICAL ODDITIES
.......•.•...........
_ ...•....
- Nic.olu~ Slnnil/u/(y
l\'IUSIC LOVER'~ BOOKSHELF
•.••....
_ ...•••...
..•. Dale Ander.on
THE MIDDLE WAY FOR SCHOOL ORCHESTRAS
..•••.
_ . - Tru1IUHl lIulf(H1
STAGING A CHORAL CONCERT •........
_
__
George
lIowertoll
NEW RECORDS
.•.••••....••.....••
_ ..........•....
- .Paul N. Elhin
DOUBLE TROUBLE _
_ ••. _. _
Larry Tpal
A PART-TIME
PIANIST ••••••..
_ .••.••••..
_ •..••••.•.....
Cuy Maier
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS .•••....•....••..
. . Karl JrI. Cellrk,.,I.
TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABL~
••......................•
Maurice
DrwH'.lIil
BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE •...•••.•....••.•.....
Aluander
McCurdy
THE KAYSER STUDIES: AN ANALYSIS OF TIlE SECOND TWELVE

CantpOsitiml.8

Pierre
Monteux,
veteran French
conductor, will observe his 80th birthday
on April 4 by conducting a special concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
for the orchestra's pension fund. Leon
Fleisher, pianist, will be the soloist in
the Concerto No.4 in G, by Beethoven.
The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy music director and conductor, will make its first concert tour on
the European continent this spring. Con.
certs will be given under the government's international exchange program
in Belgium, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, West Germany and
Finland. Three concerts will be given in
Paris in connection with the American
"Salute to France" Festival, a cultural
gift from the people of the United
States to the citizens of France. The
tour will open in Paris on May 19. It is
expected to close not later than June
18, to permit the or~hestra to return
by air to Philadelphia in time for the
opening of Robin Hood Dell on June 20.
It is Maestro Ormandy's intention to
include an American work on each program.

Some day she'll walk lip the aisle
to your Wedding l\larch.

April 1955
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Guy McCoy, Managing Editor
George Rochberg, Music Editor
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Editorial and Bnsiness Offices, Bryn Mawr, Pa,

Eye and Ear training
for rhe beginner
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america's

$4.00 A YEAR

Is Financing a Problem?
The Baldwin Piano Compan:r w;lljinallce
your purchase Of any Baldwin-built
piano 01' m'gan.
Thousands of churches are nolV laking
advantage of lhis unique mUI",/ucllfre,.cuslomer Finance Plan.
For complele (lelails usl•. 1"0",. Baldwin
dealer, 01' write us.
NOW BALDWIN
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The claims of Will Hays are
contradicted by the general acceptance of Dan Emmett's authorship of both words and music.
Emmett gave this account of the
origin of Dixie in an interview
published in The Boston Globe of
July 5, 1898: "One Saturday night
in 1859, as I was leaving Bryant's
Theater where I was playing,
Bryant caned after me: 'I want a
walk-around for Monday, Dan.'
The next day it rained and I
stayed indoors. At first, when I
went at the song, I couldn't get
anything. But a line, 'I wish I was
in Dixie' kept repeating itself in
my mind and I finally took it for
my start. The rest wasn't long in
coming. I sold the copyright for
$500, which was an I ever made
from it." Emmett went into the
house and returned in a moment
with a yellow, worn manuscript.
"That's Dixie," he said; "I am
going to give it to some historical
society in the South, for, though I
was born in Ohio, I count myself
a Southerner, as my father was a
Virginian."

NEW RECITAL PIANO PIECES
BY

FAMOUS COMPOSERS
LOUISE GARROW

.35
.35
.35
.35

Dancing Princess ...•.•..........•...•.•......
Dream Doncers .......•...•
, .•.....•.•........

Restless Robin

.

Two Moods
DAVID

·······•·········••·····

CARR GLOVER,

JR.

Candlelight Supper Club
Cot Tole ........................•.•.........

'.'

.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
040

.

Commandos
Coolie Cart ..........................•.......
Country Scene
Don't Wanna Practice Blues ...............•..•..
Grannis Serving Tea
, .......•.........

.
.

Happy Holland .. , .............•..............
I Don't Care

...............•.................

It's Playtime
Wishing Waltz

.
, ...........•

CLEO ALLEN HIBBS

.35
.35

Happy Go lucky .........................•...
Western

Nocturne

........................•...

MARIE SEUEL-HOLST
Sonatina in G Major

.75

.. , ................•......

G. MARSCHAL-lOEPKE

Starlight

.35

.......................•............

HAZEL MARTIN
Magnolia Time

...............................

.35

EVERETT STEVENS

Of long Ago
EARL TRUXELL
Baby Kangaroo
Dancing Waters

.35

..
....................•.........
.

Fiddle Sticks ..................•....•.•.......
I'm a little Black Sheep' .........•..•...•.......
leaping Squirrel
little Jumbo
,
Monkey Shines ........................•......
Nocturne In Springtime
Pop Goes The Weasel
.......•...•.............
Three Movements
1. On the March
2. In Vienna
3. Boogie
Summer Night ......•........•..•............

.
.
.

HENRY VOLZ
Vienna Valse

.35
040
.50
.35
.35
.35
.35
040
.40

.50
.50

ELIZABETH OLDENBURG
MINIATURES
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . ..

1.25

Thirty Short Studies in all
Major and Minor Keys
Order From Your Locol Deoler or direct From Us If They CO!'lnot Supply
COPIES

MAY
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APPROVAL

Published By

VOLKWEIN BROS., INC.
632

LIBERTY AVENUE

PITTSBURGH
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By

NICOLAS

AULINE LUCCA,
the celebrated Viennese prima donna,
unexpectedly becal11~ th~ center of
a minor political
jntngue
when
she met Bismarck, the Iron Chancellor , while staying in Ischl in
1865. She asked him to have a
photograph
taken w~th h~r. Bisrnarck demurred saY111g, '1 have
sorue dispatches to decode." ",Let
them wait," retorted
Lucca. Despite his nickname, the Iron Chancellor proved malleable,
and ullowed Lucca to conduct him to a
local photographer.
The picture,
showing Bismarck and Lucca sitting together on a bench, was
widely reproduced,
and caused
considerable embarr-assment
to the
Chancellor.
One journaU t who
interviewed Lucca wrote: HI met
Delilah
who sheared
ofT Bismarck's remaining
three hairs."
Bismarck
himself
remarked
in
jest: "Had I foreseen all this publicity, I would have removed tHy·
self from the camera's range." Yet,
when twenty years later Lucca advertised for a copy of this photograph
(she had lost her own
print), it was Bismarck
himself
who volunteered
to let her have
the picture
from
hi~ private
archives.

P

Kit. Clark reminisces
in Dramatic News, May 1893: "About
the middle of June, 1863, forty
counties of the state of Virginia
represented
ill
convention
at
Wheelillg~ repudiated
secession,
and applied for admission in the
Union. I recall the event because
the following day Stephen Collins
Foster, Daniel Decater
Emmet4
and myself were seated in what
had been the CaHamore
House,
corner of Broadway
and Spring
Street, New York. Presently
we
heard music, and stepping to the
window~ saw a brigade of boys in
blue coming
down
Broadway
journeying to the front, led by a
band playing, f Wish f Was in
Dixie. "Your song," said Foster.
"Y"
es, rep \.Ied Emmetl. TIle regt..
ment passed by when another

SLONIMSKY
band came along playing, Old
Folks at H cnze. "Your song," said
Emmett. "Yes," answered Foster.

.Vegro min trelsy is a unique
A merican art. the 1110stremark.
able characteristic of which is that
Negro minstrels were white men
who blacked their face. MosL01
tephen Fo t r' ongs were written for performance by Negro
min tr I,
and he himself er.
pressed the hope of building up
"a ta te for the Ethiopian songs."
The description "Ethiopian song"
appeared
on the till pages of several of Foster's famous melodies.
Who wa
the originator of
egro min trel y? In Dramatic
News of Mny. 1893, Kit Clark, a
friend of many singers and cornpo ra of Foster's time, gives
credit to Dan Emmett. the author
of the music of Dixie: "Dan Em
mett wa th founder of Negro
minstrel
y in 18-11 or 18·13.at the
Chatham Theater, ~ew York.The
idea of appearing upon the stage
with faces blackened, giving a per·
formance imitating the songs and
dialect of the outhern Negro,was
conceived by Emmett. and in its
first presentation appeared WiI·
liam Whitlock as banjoist, Frank
Bower a ·bones.' R. W. Pelham
as tambourine.
and Emmett as
violinist."
IF?ho wrote the original \fords
of Dixie? On January 26, 1898,
the BosLon Herald published.. fac·
simile reproduction of the fan~Ihar
verses, crediting the authorshlpto
William
Shakespeare Hays. or
Will Hays as he was generally
known. According to the storr
Will Ha s wrole the words til
1857 when he was a young clerk
in L~uisville. Kentucky. Will Hays
.
InmseH
confirm edl' liS CI',aslate
alll
.
as 1898. when he W8S still liVing.
The initial lines are:
I wish I was in de land of collon
Old times dar am not forgonekn
Look away! Look away.r Loa'
away!
Dixie Land.

•

THE AUTHORSHIP

of popular
songs of yesteryear sometimes
presents a knotty problem. Often
the bandleader or the publisher
himself puts his name on the title
page as composer
by mutual
agreement. This happened to Stephen Foster: his most famous
song, Old Folks at Horne, was
originally published
under the
name of E. P. Christy, the leader
of Christy's Minstrels. The following communication regarding the
music for the Civil War song, We
are Coming, Father Abraham, was
published in the New York Sun of
August 15, 1897: "The man who
composed the music for the song
We are Com.ing, Fa.ther Abraham
is an old and somewhat decrepit
piano tuner, who carries on his
business in Minnesota. His name
is A. B. Irving. On his way to
Defiance, Ohio, he read the poem~
just published, formulated a tune,
hummed it, and got the rhythm. It
was published and sold more than
40,000 copies, hut the publisher
failed, and Irving never received a
dollar for his music."
When the tune of Di:t;ie became
a popular song in the Confederate
Army, several attempts were made
to ",rite lyrics expressing the
Southern sentiment. A letter to
The New York Sun of September
18, 1898, signed R. G. Powell of
Wilmington~ Delaware, gives this
story: "For many years the
ETUDE-APRIL
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authorship of the Southern words
of Dixie "Live and Die in Richmond" has been disputed. I am
the man who gave the words to
the press, as taken from the author's own lips in his tent, and
sent to the Richmond Dispatch in
June or July, 1861. Those words
were written and set to the tune of
Dixie by E. K. Harris, the son of
a prominent physician of Clarksville, Virginia. After the war, he
returned home, married, and was
elected prosecuting attorney for
his county."
Arnold Schoenberg, the originator of the most revolutionary
method of musical composition in
twelve tones, earned his living as
a young man in Vienna by orchestrating popular operettas. The payment was not too generous. Recently a music dealer advertised
for sale a 30·page manuscript of
Schoenberg's orchestration of the
operetta Miidchenreigen by Bogumil Zepler, made by Schoenberg
in 1902. The net price was about
$160! This was undoubtedly much
more than Schoenberg could ever
hope to receive for his work fifty
years ago. If composers could only
wait half a century or so for their
fee, they could sell their manuscripts to autograph collectors at
a high figure. However, this does
not applv to all composers.
One of the most celebrated
musical anecdotes that is found
with some variations in every anthology of musical humor deals
with George Cershwin's desire to
study with Igor Stravinsky. Gersh.
win cabled to Stravinsky in Paris:
"Wish to study with you. How
much do you charge?" Stravinsky
to Gershwin: "OK. How much do
you make a year?" Gershwin to
Stravinsky:
"$100,000." Stravinsky to Gershwin: "Am coming to
America to study with you."
A wonderful story, authentic in
every respect except that it wasn't
Stravinsky, but Ravel, and that
Gershwin never asked that vulgar
question:
"How much do you
charge?" The ascertainable facts
and circumstances are these. In
the summer of 1928, Gershwin was
in Paris. He met Ravel and spoke
to him about the possibility of
studying with him. Ravel facetiously inquired about Gershwin's
annual earnings, for he was well
aware of Gershwin's fame. Upon
being informed, Ravel suggested
that he and not Gershwin would
profit by a special seminar on how
to make money with music.
THE END
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GREAT 'YWw
CONN ORGANS

THE All-NEW

..Atinuet

Now, from CONN, an all-new spinet
organ (above) co thrill the most
critical music lover! Gorgeous rureorgan tones and wide range 0 true
solo "voices" you'd expect only of
more costly instruments-and,
the
rwo manuals are fully independent!

*
G"ach a ffUum/t1t
in ffone

THE NEW. ENLARGED

~t

Here is a vastly improved, superior
instrument, (replacing the former
model2D Coonsonara) ... featuring
two full ct-nore independent manuals,
new "rocker-type" coupler tabs, and
completely new styling! See and
hear this CONN Artist model (left) if you're inreresred
in a fine organ for home,
church or chapel.

and f!}J~ance

THE NEW,
IMPROVED

1&'kMk

Acclaimed by organists and
music lovers throughout the
nation
as "America's
Finest" ... this great instrumenr with full A.G.O. pedal
board - below - (replacing
the former model 2C2
Connsonara)
has been improved with flew features
such as: Two expression
pedals, one for each manual; A 1JeUJ "built-in" lighting system for music rack,
keyboards, and pedal board.

No doubt

about it- here
are the three fi nest
organs we've ever built .. ~
each a Triumph in Tone
and Musical Performance!
You'll wanr to make
a date with your CONN
organ dealer at your
early convenience-to
see,
hear, and play these
superb instruments. Why
not do it now ... for
the mmical thrill of your life!

~'Ue BOOKLET,
"How to Choose an Organ,'!
available at your dealers
or direct from ...

IN

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENT

TONE"

C_ G. CONN
LTD.
ORGAN
DIVISION,
Dept. 'h6-•.Elkhart.Ind.
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Music Lover's

World of Music

BOOKSHELF

The FRED WARING
MUSIC WORKSHOP

By

DALE

(COntmuetI' from Page 3)

ANDERSON

and "Pagliacci." Everett Lee,
former director of the Opera Department at Columbia University, has been
engaged to conduct a performance of
"La Traviata," and thus becomes the
first Negro ever to direct a performance
for a professional opera company in this
country. In 1953 he was guest conductor
of the Louisville Symphony.
Rustlcana"

Announces

The 1955

PIANO SESSIONS Workshop
Thc Conductor's
WOI'ld
The Psychology and Technique
of Conducting
by D. E. Lngbelbreclw

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
A special one~week.
ginning July 24.

course for piano

teachers be-

Considering the piano as the basic instrument for developing
balanced musicianship. the Waring Workshop has been carrying on research in the area of beginning music instruction
through that instrument for the past six years. The result has
been the development
of an exciting new attitude toward
piano instruction. The Waring Workshop calls this attitude

PIANO SESSIONS.
In 1954, the first PIANO SESSIONS WORKSHOP

was held

to present the results of these studies and this new approach
to piano teachers. The response was immediate and enthueiastic--,"
opened my eyes to new teaching opportullitjes"

•.. "
crystallized my own thinking" ... " ... masterful
teaching"-thcse
were a few of the typical remarks.
The 1955 course will be based on the Waring Workshop's
basic findings as well as an evaluation of continuing expertmental work.
The staff for the PIANO SESSIONS WORKSHOP will include Fred Waring; Edward J.l\fcGinley, author and master
teacher; Dr. Earl Willhoite;
Wallace Hornibrook
and
Charles Webb. duo-ptenists and staff pianists for all Workshop sessions, as well as guest recitalists and lecturers.
,Tltecourse 0# instruction
•

•

will include:

THE YOUNG BEGINNER-Individual and group instructional techniques for the pre-school and "average-age" beginner. Demonstration
teaching with children not especially prepared in advance. The psy·
chology of the young child. Whot is a "Music Kindergarten?"
THE 'T~EN and ADULT BEGINNER-How to sustain initial interest
and reduce student "mortality," How to teach informal music and the
classics side-by-side. What is a Family Music Consultant?

•

MUSIC READING-Introducing a new, directional approach to music
reading that does not depend on the use of finger numbers, rate or
letter name memorization.

•

KEYBOARD HARMONY-A new approach to functional keyboard
harmony. How to develop flexibility and freedom-particularly
in the
playing of accompaniments to familiar melodies.

•

CLASSROOM ~PPLICA'ION-How
to supplement ellisting school
music programs in the elementary grades with piano instruction.

•

ACCOMPANYING-What are the responsibilities of the accompanist?
How can he contribute to a musicianly interpretation?
Accompanying tips for solo, group or fun singing.

•

RECITALSond demonstrations by staft members and guest performers.
In short, more than 40 hours of dynamic
instruction
and
participation guaranteed to open new horizons to the teacher
who is on the alert for impro'ved techniques
and carries an
attitude of pioneering
leadership in the music activities of
the com.munity.
Complete fee: $80 (ind~des registration, room, boord, tuition end
materials).
For registration form, send Coupon

to:

r-----------------------------Carolyn Davis, Registrar
Fred Waring Music Workshop
Deloware Water Gap, Pa.

o
o

'

Please send me enrollment application for
1955 PIANO SESSIONS WORKSHOP.
Please send witho~t obligation the Woring Workshop's
16 page PIANO SESSIONS report.

Name'
Address

_
,,-_.

!"._.------'-----

Few in America
have yet heard
of the French composer,
conductor
and extremely
effective
feuilletonist, D. E. Inghelbrecht,
or his musical and literary
works. He is held
in extremely high repute in France
and in Europe.
Sir Adrian
Boult,
M.A., Mus.Doc. (Oxon.),
F.R.A.M.,
distinguished
British
composer,
in
his foreword, deplores
the fact that
Inghelbrecht's
extreme
mode ty
and unselfish nature
have confined
him 1.0 his native Paris,
where his
works and his influence
upon contemporary
musical
progress
are
greatly esteemed.
In his new
book,
excellently
translated
by G. Prerauer and S.
Malcolm Kirk, he writes in a very
impersonal
manner
and with great
charm as well as wit and humor
upon
conducting,
indicating
hi
wide experience
with his foremost
contemporaries.
Inghelbrecht
is a
very effective
satirist.
Note thi
timely observation:
"It goes with·
out saying
that we are speaking
only of the really great conductors
-becoming,
alas,
less numerous
every day~but
not of the 'stars' of
the
head-tossing,
rump-twisting,
and cuff·shaking
type."
Ever encounter one of that type?
Inghelbrecht's
short penetrative
appraisal
of the inimitable
finesse
of Toscanini
is a revelation.
He
also has the reverence
for the bril.
liant Hungarian
conductor
Artu.r
Nikisch
(1855-1922),
which
all
conductors
have. Those who heard
Nikisch
when he was in America
conducting
the Boston
Symphony
never forgot this great conductor's
insight.
Inghelbrecht's
comments
upon
the effect of war upon music are
striking:
"It is a fact that wars
often favorable
to science and medicine, are disastrous
to art. eer.
tainly, music knew the 'camp-followers' of the time after the first
World War lived on turnips
after
1939, and met the profiteers
of the
_~ibe~ation. But it would be absurd
not to Count Upon youth
for the

--~:-----~------~---~~'-----.----~------~
6

future
of music. With the whole
world influenced by the disaster of
war,
we should
not despair of
peace
any more than of spring
coming
after winter."
"The Conductor's
World" is ill
no sense a didactic book-a "hand.
book for pro pective condueton''
Perhaps
the one who will get the
most from thi book is he who has
had the most experience as a conductor. But anyone with a general
knowledge
of music and is in possession of a radi I phonograph or
a televi ion will be able in these
days to spend very enjoyable mo.
ments
in thi
revelation of the
mysteries
of the podium. lngbel.
brecht
has the real writer's gift,
plus ri h musical insight and a
long experience.
Library
Publishers
$4.75
The Fh-st Book of Musie
by Certrude

Norma1/.

This i a gay little book of 69
pages
which might be classed as
a "pre-music-teacher'
book. Miss
orman
ha taught music appreciation and music his.tory at Vassar
and at Barnard Colleges. This fine
introduction
to the arl is in no
way a music method. While the
initial appeal is to children: it doe;
not speak to the modern youngsler
in baby·talk
and llJay be used with
the musically
uninformed of any
age as a kjnd of door opener to
important
facts that tllOse who
would like to be introduced to mu'
sic should know. The illustrations
by Richard
Gackenbach are nu·
merou
and excellent. The book is
bound ill board covers.
Franklin
Watls, Inc.
1.15
Singing and
peaking
by Teo(/olJ;o wllgo

A very

thoughtful
and helpful
book upon the "oice which will
give teachers
and singers much to
think about. The didactic sugges. . ot
tions
are specific an d It tS n
cluttered
with physiological terms
so that only an anatomisl c~uld
understand
it. Many il1ustratI~D5
and
notation
examples are iD'
eluded.

S. F. Vanni

53.00
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The
Berkley
Summer
Musie
School, under the direction of Harold
and Marion Berkley, will open its six
weeks season on July II at Bridgton
Academy, North Bridgton, Maine. As
in past seasons, instruction in violin,
viola, 'cello and piano will be available
and also there will be classes in theory
and composition. Chamber music is an
important part of the school's activities,
and amateur string players will have opportunity for enjoyable ensemble work.
William Grant Still, distinguished
Negro composer, was honored by his
native state of Mississippi in February
when his new work "Little Song" was
given its first performance by the Jackson Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Theodore Caskey Russell. Dr. Still was
born in Woodville, Mississippi.
An exhibit of $150,000 worth of
stringed instruments was presented in
a month long showing by William Moennig and Son, internationally
known
violin makers of Philadelphia. The in.
struments were on view in the Carl
Schurz Memorial Foundation in Philadelphia from Febrnary 15 to March 15.
Included were instruments
of such
famous makers as Stradivarius, Rogerl,
Guadagnini, Amati,
Guarneri
and
Seraphin. Moennig instruments shown
included the violas made by William
Moennig, Jr., for Samuel Lifschey and
William Primrose.
Victor Fuchs, eminent vocal au·
thority, lecturer and teacher of Holly·

wood, California, will conduct a tour of
all the important European music Iesti.
vals this summer, leaving New York on
July 19 and returning September 8.
Professor Fuchs, who has conducted
several Music Tours, will lecture before
each festival event.
William

Walton's
"Trollus
and
Creseida," which was given a most successful premiere last December at Covent Garden, London, will have its first
United States performance in October
when it will be played during the regular season of the San Francisco Opera.
Erich Leinsdorf is scheduled to be the
conductor.
Ohm-lea Hauhiel, New York composer, is the winner of the fourth annual
award contest conducted by the Mendelssohn Glee Club of Ne1" York City.
The winning work was a chorus for
male voices, entitled The Revolt of the
Hills.
"Carmlna Burana," a choral work
by Carl Orff, which was given premiere
performances
last November in Boston
and New York by the chorus and orchestra of Boston University, conducted by
Leopold Stokowski, has been honored
by the New York Music Critics Circle as
the finest choral work introduced during the year 1954.
Ramh-o Cortes, Sl-year-old composer
of Los Angeles, California, is the winner of the Tenth Annual George Gershwin Memorial Contest for the best original unpublished orchestral composition by a young American composer.
The award consists of $1,000, and' performance of the winning composition by
the New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Dimitri Mitropoulos. The George Gershwin Memorial
Contest is sponsored annually by the
George Gershwin Memorial Foundation
of the B'nai B'rith Victory Lodge, Inc.

You can depend on
the accuracy of
METRONOME de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS
RHYTHM
HABITS are vital to
fine musicianship . . . accomplished
dancing. That's why teachers and students concentrate early on developing
this important technique. That's why
so many of them turn to Metronome
de Maelzel by Seth Thomas" ... the
company whose name has meant precision in time for 141 years.

GOOD

This durable instrument is famous
for its exact and dependable measuring of time-audibly
and visibly-by
distinct tick and oscillating pendu-Re&".u.a.

An architectural
competition
for
plans for a new opera house has been
launched in Dortmund, Germany. The
new opera house, taking the place of
the old theatre destroyed during the war,
will seat 1,200 and have a primary stage
in addition to a rear and two side
stages.
Paul Paray, Leonard Bernstein and
Paul Kletzki will share conducting honors when the Israel Philhannonic goes
on its spring tour of Europe. The open·
ing concert is scheduled for May 3 in
Copenhagen, and the tour will close the
first week in July. Concerts will be given

ETUDE-APRIL

in Denmark, Sweden, France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Britain and Holland.
Leonard Bernstein will conduct five performances in Italy. Fur these concerts
Isaac Stern will be the soloist in Mr.
Bernstein's new Serenade for violin and
string orchestra.
The Yugoslav National 'Eheatre of
Belgrade will give several performances
at the 1955 May Festival which will
open at Wiesbaden, Germany, on April
30 and run through May 29. Italy with
two opera companies will he the largest
non-German contributor to the 30·day
festival. The Cadetti della Scala of
Milan, appearing for the first time in
Germany, will perform "The Italian in
London" by Cimarosa, and "Signor
Bruschino" by Rossini, both conducted
by Confalonieri. The Theatre Fenice of
Venice, conducted by Olivero de Fa.
britiis. will present two operas, "CenerentoIa" by Rossini. and "Madame Butterfly," by Puccini.

oe.

tRetall-Prlce

lubJect

r.;Clocks

to

cbanE'

Seth

MARVIN

KAHN'S THEORY

PAPERS

~ c~mple'e set of theory popen 10 teach: Ih~ piano student. lower inter.
",edlote vrade level, the rudiments of harmony and their opplication.
.Streues chordl and, chord progreuions, ·-specialemphasis on eor training,
~nd.u~es Key~oard Hatmony drills. Sel. of 1 2 separate papers for
Indl'lldual assignments and additional teachers lupplement all under one
cover ..
1.00

Musical News Items
from Abroad
"Dance Around the World" was
the theme for this year's Berlin Opera
Ball held in the Municipal Opera House
in West Berlin for the benefit of the fa·
mous opera company. Conductors ap·
pearing on the program were Artur
Rother, Richard Kraus, Wolfgang Mar.
tin, Hans Lenzer and Reinhard Peters.

Pat.

lum. It is easily adjustable for tempos
from 40 to 208 beats a minute.
Enclosed in a handsome hardwood
case, its sturdy keywound mechanism
is built by the skilled hands of master
craftsmen. Painstaking attention is
given to every detail of construction
to assure you unparalleled qualityto make Seth Thomas Metronome the
finest you can buy.
Ask your music dealer, department
or jewelry store to show you this fine
metronome. Only $13,50t•

Natural .follow-up to "ONE,
FOUR. fIVE". Teoches the student
how to horm·onile melodies with
the three principal chords.. 1.00

. GUY MA/flrS

"THINKING FINGERS, Vol. 2"

Follo.""s.hl.ghlylucceuful first volume. Essential eurcises for development
of. plonuhc. control and facility in Chromatic and Majot and Harmonic
Minot Scole~, Broken Chords, and in Major, Minor, Dim. 7th, Oem. 7th
and ArpeggIos ..
...,.. ,.........
1.$0

MERRILY

WE PLAY AND SWAY
by Esther Rennick

Familiar melodies, easy to play-harmonized with fundamental
'chords in their simpl~5t form. 23 beloved melodies including
- Pop Goes. The'~easel_
!urkey In The Straw - Skip To My
Lou - 'Red River V.alley - etc••...•.•...•...
'.' .. ~. ..
.75
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Problems of the Operatic Conductor
An interview with Alberto Erede
Secured by Myles Fellowes
.
. .
Alb to Erede's wide experience as conductor 1Il the lead.
Maestro
er
. hi
di
I
'
.
mg
opera Ilouses of the world wen equips . im to ISCUSS t te VarIOUs
problems which must btl solved as they arise.

'1:~~m: -
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The Mustcal Experience
Music by permission
of G. Schirmer,

~
USE

THE

FINEST

Inc.

,

TOOLS

j

And in no profession should this 00 more true than ill piano
instruction ....'. for a fme Instrument Inspires successful teaching.
lIere,in this Mason &"HarnJin Grand Pianoforte, is perfection in
piano craftsmanship. This Isapieuo 'you will own. ".'>~.. ,.
proudly ... for its matchless tonal quality, its beauty of' .~~. if
encasement, its incomparableperformeuce.
,The World'.

l~::~ISI,?N

O~A~~~I~.N

Fine .. nnd Costliest

~:ERICAN"

~

Piano

CORPOR"T:~:~:::'OChe$ter.
He.

---h

by Charlotte Du Bois
".
Miss Dubois, Associate Professor of MUSiC E?ucatlon at the Ual.
I Texas gives practical advice concerrung the needs of the
versity 0,
'I
.
d r II I I If)
classroom teacher of music. The artrc e IS cramme
1I 0
Ie p u
information.

York

I\

Pupi/f. ate failing tight thtough•••

Does Practice Make Perfect?
by Chester Barris
Written by a Professor of Music at Ohio Wesl yan University,this
article presents a very keen analysi
of w!Utl consritut s correct
practice procedure. Mr. Barris i a concert arust 4S well as a teacher.
The Development

What

-~-::?~~~

---~~-

teachers
report that students are finding the
clarity, logical layollt, coherence,
absence of barriers ... the great EASE of this fine method
... has set them, on a true course of smooth sailing!

I

by William D. RevelJi
Who is better able to discuss rhythm than th dir eror of bands of
the University of Michigan? And where is rhythm more important
than in band work? Read what "Bill" Revc.l1i has to say about this.
111llll.Y

other

excellent articles on. a wide range oj
All in. tlve May ETUDE:.

...........

10

spott~or liJ/ed)

• Capital University Chapel Choir Conductors' Guild annual anthem cernpetition. Open to all composers. Closing date September L 1955. Oet~ils
from Everett W. Mebrley, Contest Chairman. Mees Conservatory,Capital
University, Columbus 9, Ohio.
• Women's Committee for the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra,second
annual composition contest for a work for orchestra. Award of lJXKlJJO and
performance by the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orcb ~tra conducted by
Alfred Wallenstein. Closing date June I, 1955. Details from DavidParry,
6363 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 48. Calif.
• Sigma Alpha Iota Third American Music Awards Competitionfor a
three-part women's choral composition and a vocal solo. Cash awa~s of
$300 in each class and performance at the 1956 I aLional Conventionof
Sigma Alpha lita. Closing date March 1. 1956. Details from ~Liss Rose
l\Iarie Grentzer, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.
• The Mendelssohn Glee Club,
ew York City, Filth Annual Award, ~~r
SlOO, for an original chorus for male voices. Closing dale SeplemberI, 1~J;:l.
For details write The !\Iendelssohn Glee Club. 154 West 18th Street. New
York 4, NS,

Pre-School Book 60¢
Books I, II, III (Early
Beginner) 751 • Book IV (Early Beginner) $1.00
"Keyboard Games" (Supplementary material to be
used with last half of Book 1'0 and all. of Book II) 75¢

• American Guild of Organists ~alional Open competilion in Organ playing
for all organists not over 25 year:;, of age on January 1. 1955. Detailsfrom
American Guild of Organists, National Headquarters. 630 Fifth Avenue, New
Yo,k 20, N, Y,
.

-'-

See it af gou, deale" wifhout delag

M. WITMARK& SONS' 619 WEST54th STREET, NEW YORK 19,N. Y.
8

(For deioils, write

• Clear
• Comprehensive
• Contemporary
for the Teacher

l
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world-famous maestro.

From an interview with Heroa Nelli, secured for ETUDE by Gunnar Asklund

About Rhythm?

CO~IPETITIONS

Fr0l11 all over the country

....._.::- __~-~_

singing under the guidance of the
Herve Nelli

the new

• EasV
• Effective
• Entertaining
for the Student

Gems of wisdom gained in

of Pianism

subjects ...

ADA RICHTER
PIANO COURSE

with Toscanini

An interview with Robert Cnsadesus
Secured by Rose Heylbut
Mr. Casadesus recently eel b-ated his twentieth anniversary as a
concert artist in America j and from thi wealth of experience he is
able to discuss with authority his views on piano playing.
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Soloist

of the Claser-oom Teacher

• Contest to secure in one individual the perfect composite talents 10 qualify
£or the role of Carmen. Candidates must excel in acting, singing and danc. ing. No closing date announced. Details from The International .MusicNews
Syndicate, 30 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago 2, Illinois.

seven years, I have had the
FORhonorthe ofpastsinging
under Maestro Toscanini for many of his broadcasts and many
of his recordings. I had had but a modest
number of important engagements before
he accepted me as leading soprano soloist,
and most of what I have learned may be
attributed to his remarkable influence, as
conductor and
teacher-although
the
Maestro does not regard his advice as
teaching.
My earliest experience with vocal teaching had not been a happy one. I inherited
a sound, natural voice from both my parents, who sing beautifully though not professionally, and took pleasure in singing as
long as I can remember. Such singing as I
did at home felt entirely comfortable. At
sixteen, however, I began formal studies
with a teacher who allowed me to sing from
the chest. Suddenly, the pleasure of singing
was gone; I could never produce my voice
as easily or as comfortably in the studio as
I did at home and, in due time, I left this
teacher and went to the late Mme. Frances
Lewandos.
Under her fine guidance, I was made to
un·learn all I had studied; I was kept for
two years on nothing but scales and vocalises, and before too long, my singing felt
free and comfortable again. It was at that
point that I realized that the "new" method
of singing with full fronta] resonance, with
good diaphragmatic support, and without
a trace of chest pressure, was the way I'd
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been singing naturally at home, when Ihad
made music with my parents.
The two years of sound vocalizing gave
my voice a good start and helped me gain
security. Mme. Lewandos did nothing to
confuse my mind with special "methods"
of standing, using my facial muscles, etc.
She allowed me to sing naturally, as, the
voice came out, and corrected me only when
something sounded wrong, never simply for
the sake of correcting me or of making me
do things according to preconceived rule.
This, I think, was good teaching.
To this day, I make use of strong
diaphragmatic support, full masque resonance, and the completely free flow of tone
without any of the muscular tightness
which tends to throw it back. My favorite
exercises, today, are scales, sung up and
down, at varying tempi, and with varying
attacks. I never attack high tessitura with.
out first warming up the voice with scales.
Before singing a heavy role, I spend ~ome
time vocalizing; and then, in order to save
the voice, I warm it up further by singing
with closed mouth-a
kind of humming,
taking care to keep the tone well in the
masque. This exercise is an excellent test
both for for.ward resonance and the free
flow of tone. By using it (always, of course,
with strong breath support), I have found
it possible to sing when I have had a cold.
Beyond those two years of vocalizing, I
have had no further formal teaching. I
learned in my own way what to do with my

voice. In the beginning of my actual sing.
ing career, I had two great faults: in
attacking a high note, I would tend to
swoop up to it, with the result that I often
went sharp-e-never flat. My excellent coach,
Nicola Palumbo, worked with me until I
overcame these habits. I now am able to
attack high tones exactly in the center-sor, sometimes, to come down upon them
from a higher point. In mastering this, my
tones are clearer and I never go sharp.
Intonation and tonal purity are greatly
aided by correct breath control. To sustain
tone, one keeps the diaphragm high; the
moment one neglects this and lets the diaphragm down, the tone goes down with it.
I came before Toscanini largely by acci.
dent. Licia Albanese had heard me singwe coached with the same teacher-and
recommended me to the Maestro. Shortly
after, he began auditioning candidates for
the· broadcast and recording of Otello. He
heard over forty dramatic sopranos, and
still 'was not able to choose his Desdemona.
Suddenly, he remembered Mme. Albanese's
suggestion, asked for my address, and put
through an immediate telephone call to me
at home. When I answered the 'phone and
heard that Toscanini wanted me to sing for
him, I thought it was a practical joke,
laughed, and hung up. But a moment later,
the call was repeated, and then I really
believed it. I took three days for complete
relaxation and voice-warming, and went to
sing for Toscanini. (Continued on Page 61)
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my privilege to study with ScharITWAS
wenka at the Klindworth-Scharwenka
(R.) A favor-he porlrail of Beethoven
originally mode by Schimon in 1818-19.
Birthhouse
(1'0111

and MuseulU viewed

Bonngasse,

Beethoven of
An uuercsung

BORR

uisu. to "Beeihouen's

Town" where the annual Beethoven
Pestioals perpetuate his memory,
by Norma Ryland Graves

"B ONN

on the Rhine-Beethoven's
Town"-reads
the title of a small
booklet issued by the city tourist bureau.
Although today Bonn is the provisional
capital" of West Germany's Federal Republic, still to the city itself as well as
thousands of music lovers the world over
it will always remain "Beethoven's Town."
Here the great master was born and lived
the first 22 years of his life. Here yearly,
Beethoven Festivals, Beethoven House and
Archives forever perpetuate his memory.
Bonn is only 15 miles south of bustling
Cologne, but far more than a few miles
separate the two cities. Like Cologne, the
provisional capital has witnessed the drastic changes of two World Wars. It, too,
has its new buildings, apartments, stores,
residential areas ...
its quota of foreign
cars and American jeeps. But in its present tempo of life, in its ability to detach
itself from today's confusion and frustrations, Bonn is reminiscent of the latter
18th century when Beethoven lived there.
If it were possible for the master again
to tread the narrow cobbled streets of the
old university town, he would find himself
among familiar landmarks ... The residential palace which houses the University ...
the Minoritenkirche (now S1. Remigius),
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where as a boy he played the organ ...
the ancient Town Hall and market place
in 'the center of the city . • . and, just a
few steps beyond, his boyhood home at
20, Bonngasse.
The entrance to Beethoven House and
adjoining
Archives
would attract
little
attention were it not for a small plate,
bearing these significant words:
"In Diesem Hause
wurde
Ludwig van Beethoven
Geboren
Am 17th Dec. 1770"
From the entrance a narrow stairway
leads up to the birth room. Here in N ovemher, 1767, Johann van Beethoven, tenor of
the Prince Elector's private orchestra and
choir, brought his pretty young bride,
Maria Magdalena Beethoven. Their three
tiny rooms overlooked
an equally tiny
garden. In the corner house lived Johann's
father, Ludwig
van Beethoven,
Bonn's
most highly respected musician.
Three years later, December, 1770, a son
was born to the young couple and named
Ludwig for his grandfather. The exact day
of the great musician's birth is uncertain
b~t the c.hurch register of St. Remigius (o~
display ill the Musenm) records his hap-

tism date a December 17th. On this day,
slanding next to his father and grandfather
at the baptismal font was his godmother,
Frau Gertrnd Baum, who later held the
christening party in her home adjoining
that of the Beethovens. In 1927, this house
hecame the Beethoven Archives.
Today, as you view the garret room
where some 184 years ago Bonn's famous
son first opened his eyes, your attention is
focused on its sole object: a marble bust
of the composer. On the bare Roar at the
base of the pedestal lies a huge laurel
wreath. Two tiny dormer windows are the
only means of light.
The Beethovens
lived in these attic
rooms until Ludwig wa four years old.
Even at that early age, the future composer
revealed char acted tics which later pat.
terned his life· his intense craving for
affection, and his passionate love of nature.
Fortunately at this time he had the co~'
panionship of his beloved mother and his
grandfather.
Although Maria Beethoven early recognized her son's headstrong, tempestucw
nature, her affectionate control tempered
his actions. In one respect, however, she
utterly failed. Let her relax her vigilance
for a moment and (ConLinued on Page56)
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Conservatorium in Berlin from 1900-1902,
and the inspiration of his teaching and of
his own superb playing, so musical and
distinguished, has been a continual stimulus to me in my own studies. For the
younger students of today who never heard
Scharwenka and who never came in contact with his distinguished and attractive
personality, a few biographical details in
opening may be useful. He was born at
Samter, Poland, January 6, 1850. Like his
elder brother, Philipp (a good composer
and excellent teacher), he received his
musical education at Kullak's Conserva.
torium, studying with Kullak and Wuerst,
afterwards holding an appointment there
for a few years. Two of his fellow students
and friends at this school were Moszkowski
and Nicode. At the age of nineteen, Scharwenka gave his first piano recital in
Berlin, at the Sing-Akademie, and for
some years afterwards toured Europe as a
concert player with great success. In 1877,
be produced his first Piano-Concerto in
Bflat minor, one of his best works, making
quite a sensation with it. Liszt, to whom
the Concerto is dedicated, was particularly
enthusiastic, and not only played it himself, but recommended it to all his friends.
In 1891, Scharwenka went to New York,
being invited to establish a Conservatorium
there. Scharwenka remained in America
for seven years, returning to Berlin- to become Principal of the Klindworth-Schar,
wenka School. His many concert tours in
Europe and America established his fame
as a pianist of exceptional distinction, the
outstanding qualities of his performance
being his beautiful tone, and the rhythm
and musicality of his playing. His piano
compositions, including
four concertos,
have been widely played.
When I went to Berliri in 1900, Scharwenka was then at the height of his power
as pianist and teacher. I was admitted to
the highest class which met twice a week,
and among my fellow students, an international and brilliant group, were some
whose names are now well known.
In 1900, Berlin was one of the most
interesting cities in Europe for a music
student to work. Of distinguished pianists
alone, there were then resident in Berlin:
Carreno, Busoni, D' Albert (with both of
whom I later had short spells of study),
and Godowsky. Joachim was at the head
of the Hochschule (at that time an oldfashioned villa in Potsdamer Strasse] , and
the Joachim Quartet
(Joachim, Halir,
Wirth and Hausmann)
was probably at
its best. Richard Strauss and Karl Muck
were the conductors at the Royal Opera.
Weingartner (with whom I also had some
lessons in conducting) was then a young
man of magnetic personality and enthusi-
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Xaver Scharwenka

XaverScharwenka:A"Great
Artist and Teacher
Personal remuuscences

of student

days in Berlin
by A. M. Henderson

85m and conducted the Royal Opera Symphony Concerts. Nikisch, as conductor of
the Philharmonic Orchestra, was probably
the greatest artist of all in his own domain,
obtaining the most finished and artistic
performances (and, unlike so many present day conductors) with the minimum of
movement.
Other memorable
performances
we
heard at this time were those given for a
week, once or twice each season, by the
Meiningen Court Orchestra under Steinbach. This wonderful orchestra (the private orchestra of the Duke of Meiningen)
was formed by Hans von BUlow, and under
his direction and training attained a standard of finish which won it an international
reputation. A number of the standard
pieces in the repertoire had been memo-:
r ized, and I still remember the thrill of
hearing a magnificent performance from
memory of the Egmont Overture, the entire
band playing standing up. From these few
notes the reader will realize that music
study in Berlin at such a time was, in itself,

a valuable experience and education.
To return to Scharwenka. In appearance
he was above average height, with broad
shoulders surmounted by a fine head with
grey-black hair brushed back. He carried
himself so well and his bearing was so
dignified and distinguished that he really
looked taller than he was. I had the happiness of being a frequent guest at Scharwenka's house, especially on Sunday evenings, and on these occasions I had the
good fortune to meet many well-known
Berlin musicians. Among others, I met
Moszkowski, ever very witty and entertaining, who played his own pieces with
particular
charm and effect; Richard
Strauss, Weingartner and D'Albert, who
was then considered the finest pianist in
Germany. At these gatherings, Scharwenku
proved himself a genial and kind host, and
had a happy way of making everyone feel
at home.
I have added these lines to give an idea
of Scharwenka in his own home and of his
kindliness and (Continued on Page 47)
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The playing of the trombone choir

Music in the Little Red Schoolhouse

on Easter Sunday morning is just

A revealing story of the music teaching situation in the many rural

one of the many occasions in iohich.

schools still existing in our country.

these instruments

traditionally

by Thomas Annett

play an important

part in the life of

Moravian folk of Bethlehem,

Pa.

•

i

.,
The trombonists announcing a church festival from
the belfrv of Central Moravian Church in Bethlehem.

Two Centuries
of Trombones

The choir playing at an Easter sunrise suevl e. fete the largeF·
bass insts-urucnt in the Joregrouud. The bnudl ounblesthe player
(0 reach
the lowe." posttlous,

by Richmond E. Myers
NOVEMBER 15, 1754, in a small
ONpioneer
settlement, far out on the
frontier of colonial Pennsylvania, an event
took place that was of interesting significance in the history of American music.
There a child was laid to rest in a plot of
ground that scarcely a dozen years earlier
had been set aside as "God's Acre." A funeral on the fringe of settlement was not an
uncommon happening, yet this one marked
the beginning of an organization which in
November 1954 celebrated its bicentennial
as the oldest musical organization in the
United States, having two hundred years
of unbroken existence and continued
service.
The burial was conducted with the accompaniment of a "set of trombones,"
which undoubtedly had been brought to
America from the old world. It took place
in the Moravian settlement of Bethlehem,
and from that time to the present a choir of
trombonists have functioned in a similar
manner, not only in assisting at the final
rites, but also in announcing the passing
of all members of the Moravian congregation.
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How did this start? The answer to that
question carries us back across the ocean
to Saxony, Moravia and Bohemia, the lands
from which these Moravians came. There,
in the eastern plains and mountains
of
Europe, these people had developed a rich
musical heritage in common with the cultural pattern of the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries. A part of this
was the use of portable musical instruments
which could be played out-of-doors
for
many occasions. Of these, the slide trornbones, or "Posaunen," had an important
part, although various other instruments
were used such as trumpets and French
horns.
Prior to the introduction
of the trombones in Bethlehem, these other instruments were played at religious services,
funerals and festivals of all sorts. In referring to the appearances of musicians, the
early Bethlehem records use the term
"Trompeten Schall," but after November
1754, the term "Posaunen Schall" is used:
Thus the Trombone Choir came into official
recognition.
Why trombones? It has been suggested

that the somber tones of these slide instruments were in keeping with the idea of
playing chorales to announce a death as
well as providing music at the funeral. Add
to that an all-weather instrument for out.
door playing (although the slides of trombones will freeze in very severe winter
cold), and you have a practical as well
as an aesthetic
reason for the use of
trombones.
Only the sLide instruments were ever
used, and this is still the case today. The
original set probably consisted of an alto,
tenor and bass, with the addition of a small
soprano or descant horn, sometimes incorrectly called a slide cornet. Bethlehem is
one of the few places where the alto and
soprano slide trombones are still in use. In
time, a heavy or F bass horn we added to
the choir. This instrument is so large that
a handle is needed {or the player to reach
the lower positions 00 the slide.
A few words about death announcements
are in order here. As soon as convenient
following the passing of a Moravian, the
trombonists gather and play tbree choral,:,"
Originally this (Continued on Page 45)
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of us reel today that music
MOST
become a standard subject in

has
the
schools of our land. Perhaps we think that
a school without a fine band or a trained
chorus is almost non-existent. But when
we mention schools, do we even think of
the school of one or two rooms? Do we
notice the little red schoolhouse as we
speed down the road or have we relegated
it to the past along with the horse and
buggy, the open sleigh and the blacksmith
shop?
A recent survey made by the Music Educators National Conference gives the number of one-room schools in the United
States as 45,784. Does that sound as if the
day of the one-room school is over? If you
live in' Connecticut, you may be surprised
to know of the great number of rural
schools in our "country, as there is not one
one-room school in Connecticut. There are
only four in New Hampshire. But you will
find 4,243 on the plains of Nebraska and
4,052 beside the cornfields of Iowa. You
may be surprised, too, to know that there
are 1l,555 two teacher schools in the United
States. Tennessee reports the largest number, 1019, and the state of Washington,
998. Obviously, any plan of teaching which
neglects or ignores the one- room or tworoom school is disregarding a very large
number of schools.
It may interest you to know that only
nineteen states require by law the teaching
of music in the schools. There is probably

no way of measuring the influence of such
a requirement. We do know that the music
teacher was dismissed in many schools
during the financial depression a few years
ago, and it seems likely that a non-required
subject would be dropped first when funds
are low. In any case, if you were teaching
all eight grades in a typical rural school,
what would )rou do about teaching a nonrequired subject?
Remember, 'too, that the classroom
teacher is far from being a music specialist. The amount of music education reo
quired of the teacher of the rural school
varies greatly from state Io state. More
often than not, two to four hours are specified by the state department of education.
In fact, nine states have no regulation as
to the number of hours required.
'VeIl, what has been done to promote
music in the rural school and what lies
ahead?
First and foremost, we are thankful for
the state music supervisors. At present,
seventeen states have music supervisors
who are appointed by the State Superintendents of Education. You might like to
know that these seventeen states are
Alabama, Delaware, Illinois, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin.
All states with state music supervisors
have, at least, a general overall super-

"Today's the time for singing." Music £0.' Fun Program, White County (Ill.), Schools.
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vision of music. The work of the supervisor
has centered around the smaller schools.
This is only to be expected as the larger
schools are more adequately staffed and do
not need as much aid.
Of course, the state is a very large unit
and cannot be supervised in detail by one
person, In large cities or good-sized towns,
a music supervisor directs the music activities of the entire school system in a
much more specific manner. In the same
way, a number of rural schools can be
supervised by a music teacher who visits
them periodically.
Illinois reports that 992 schools of the
stale are supervised in music; Tennessee
has 623, and Florida has 608.· Michigau,
Vermont and West Virginia report that
one-third of the schools in their states are
supervised. North Carolina reports that
thirty percent are supervised and New
Jersey has fourteen counties supervised
out of twenty-four. Just how many of these
are rural schools is not known. In Oregon,
about 100 rural schools out of the 194 oneroom schools and 179 two teacher schools
are supervised.
Here are a few examples of supervision
of music in the rural school:
Mrs. Lucille Aarrestad, music supervisor
.of fifteen rural schools in Grundy County,
Illinois, visits each school twice a week for
thirty minutes. At Christmas, each school
presents an operetta. In the spring, the
schools come (Continued on Page 48)
We sing and we play the I.'an American Way.
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ORCHESTR~ DEP~RTMENT
Edited by Ralph E. Rush

Birthday Bells for Bell

The Middle Way for School Orchestras

The Telephone Hour celebrates its fifteenth year on the aira significant event

ut

"There should, however,

the music life of our country.

by Rose Heylbut
N THIS month of April, 1955, the Bell
Telephone Hour completes its ~fteenth
year on the air, marking an an~lV~rsary
which has more to do with the building of
America's musical standards than with the
mere passing of time. Winncr of eleven
radio awards and citations (several of them
annually repeated),
the Telephone. J:!our
stands as the only broadcast to or-igmate
radio music calculated to duplicate
the
form and the quality of major concerts.
Through the years there have been, and
still are, notable programs of orchestral
music, of vocal music, of light-classical and
"arranged" music, of recital music to piano
accompaniment,
of music originating
in
concert halls; the Telephone Hour continues as the only program to offer clnssical repertoire performed by a full symphony orchestra together with both vocal
and instrumental soloists who are chosen
from among the world's greatest artists and
are free to present any selections they wish,
whether "light" or "heavy," provided only
that they believe in them as good music.
The Telephone Hour ranks among the
all-too-few examples of mass entertainment
which has bid for a national audience by
raising the quality of its standards. When
the strains of The Bell Waltz first went out
over the air in April of- 1940, they introduced a program of music which was good,
certainly, but on the light side. The first
soloists were James Melton and Francia
White who shared the program week after
week, together with the Bell Telephone
Orchestra and a featured chorus. At the
beginning of its third season, however, in
April 1952, the Telephone
Hour
inaugurated its current Great Artists Series.
Its first soloist was J ascha Heifetz, who was
also the first instrumental soloist. With his
appearance, the pattern was set for the
calibre of artists and of music to be COIlsistently maintained
for thirteen years to
date. Since 1942, the Telephone Hour has
presented 676 concerts by 116 soloists. including such performers as Kreisler, Hofmann, Lily Pons, Marian Anderson, Alec
Templeton, Robert Casadesus, Pinza, Bidu
Sayao, Maggie Teyte, Dame Myra Hess
Rubinstein, Tagliavini, Curzon, Arrau and
Victoria de los Angeles. On occasion, the
program has featured
choruses,
amona
them The Waves Singing Platoon and Th~

I
Lily Pons, n Iavortte on the Telephone How' with
conductor Donald Voorhees.

A Telephone Hour audience in Carnegie Hall.

Fritz Kreisler and Donald voorhees,
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by TRUMAN HUTTON
Yale Glee Club Chorus.
Since its inception, the musical direction
of the progran} has rested in the capable
hands of Donald Voorhees, who is also the
composer of the Bell Waltz theme. Mr.
Voorbce ' orchestra i in itself something
of a novelty in radio. Many radio orchestras
arc compose I r men who are regularly
attached to n network and perform in
several network units; in varying numbers, r r in lance, the ame men ma)' pia}'
accomparrirnen
at ix o'clock, symphonic
works at eight, and dance mu ic at eleven,
in each case appearlng under a different
group name. Th Telephone Hour maintains its own orchestra of free-lance musicians, most of whom have been together
since the program began. Their long experience in playing together, coupled with
l\Ir. Voorhees'
alert and sensitive direction, has estral lished the group as one of
the finest before the public.
Since 19-11, the Telephone Hour has
been produced
by Wallace Xlegill, who
brines to his task wide experience as
o
H .
musician, manager and producer. e IS
chiefly responsible for the choice of soloists, and clears their elections as regards
non-duplication,
variety of mood and program time. And the timing of the progra~l],
spoken announcements
as well as mUSIC,
has taught M.r. Iagill to be prepared for
any emergency that might cause so m~ch
as a hall-minute's
fluctuation in overtIme
or undertime. Some soloists, he tells you,
tend to perform a bit {aster than th~y
rehearse'
some a bit slower. The habits
of each ~re carefully charted, aud suitable
allowances made in timing the programs.
Calculable discrepancies are few on the
Telephone Hour: still, Ir. l\lagill enters
the conlrol room. each Iouday night, with
an eye on Fate. On one occa ion, a worldfamed soloist forgot to give an encore. As
the announcer was beginning to give the
name of the selection, the soloist bowed,
walked from the stage. and did not return.
By a series or quick signals from ~e control room. Magill reinstated a bnef cut
in the talk that should have fallowed the
encore. Donald
oorhees opened a cut U1
the next musical number, and they had ~e
satisfaction of watching the program finish
exactly on time_
Another night, (Contillued on Page 59)
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be no compromise in quality
of music nor attitude
expected [rom. students."

before the time of Aristotle wise
SINCE
men in various fields of human endeavor have recognized and paid service to
the concept of the "golden mean." "Moderation in all things, including moderation,"
is 'an idea which means a middle road, a
path that most nf us can profitably take together. It has to do with compromise, not
as a retreat but as a practical approach to
the goal. It has to do with maintaining
a working balance between the ideal and
the practically possible. It is an idea which
has many meanings for the thoughtful
teacher-director of the school orchestra.
Following are some of the problem situations which come to mind as needing this
moderate, middle-path approach.
Choice of Materials. In this ali-important area the director may literally make
or break his orchestra. A wise approach
will be based upon an overall selection
of materials for the entire semester. Such
a plan can be made in broad outline before
school opens, but may be modified after
the director has met his group, assessed its
strengths and weaknesses and ascertained
performance obligations.
An important
question is, "How soon must the orchestra
perform and how well prepared are its
members, individually, as sections, as a
whole?" If there is considerable strength
in the brasses and wood winds, and something less than that in the strings, the choice
for early performance would appear to be
music which is rather thickly scored for
winds and which does not expose weak
(Mr. Truman Hulton, Supervisor of Instrumental Music, Los Angeles Secondary Schools,
has developed, during his career, many fine
orchestras at both the Junior and Senior High
School level. He is an excellent professional
violinist and teacher, an ardent string quartet
player and one of this country's outstanding
school orchestra experts. For the Secondary
Schools of this large city he carries the responsibility of guidance and leadership for
the orchestra directors of 42 Senior High and
43 Junior High SchooIs.-Ed. Note)
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second violins or point up the absence of
violas. If the opposite condition exists, a
strong string section with weaker winds,
then the choice of music should be such
as to cover the beginning oboist or the
clarinet section which plays flat in the
upper register. These recommendations are
made for early performance only, and need
affect the long. term selection of music only
if the situation with regard to strengths and
weaknesses is one that cannot be remedied
within the semester.
This brings us to a second important
factor governing choice of materials: the
selection of music which will tend to develop the weaker players. If, as is often
the case in school groups, there are strong
first violins, weak seconds and violas, the
director must do what he can to strengthen
the seconds and violas by spotting stronger
players from the first violin section among
them. Beyondthis, however, there is much
that can be done to develop -the willing,
but weak, through the reading of material
calculated to challenge rather than to expose. Much string orchestra music is designed to give importance to second violins
and violas by scoring melodic passages for
these sections. Much can be done in rehearsal by calling group attention to the
importance of these often subsidiary parts
and by encouraging players who do well on
them.
The middle path in the situations described above seems to be one which, in
the choice of materials, will put the orchestra's "best foot forward" in perform.
ance and which will seek largely through
a planned program of sight reading, to
develop those individuals or sections judged
to be most in need of and most likely to
respond to such encouragement.
One of the best overall plans for both
orchestral improvement and public presentation includes provision for technical development (formal scales, etc.), and tonal
development (chorale studies). It provides
for public appearances by having all music

for the semester available for home practice even if it is not in the current folder.
The music for the most immediate performance engagement is selected in terms
of present strengths and weaknesses. Future
programs are chosen in terms of the development reasonably to be expected. And,
of great importance, the sight-reading material for the semester is laid out, planned
in advance for regular rehearsals. Much of
Mozart and Haydn, which the director
might not wish to program, can be used
to help second violins, violas and basses.
And many of the romantic and modern
composers make demands of the winds
which are, to say rhe least, a challenge.
The sketchy outline above will have accomplished its purpose of pointing out the
middle way if it has shown that there is
a path between the rocks of public per·
formance on the one side, and player development on the other. This is compromise which leads somewhere-not
a reduction in standards. If we point toward performance alone there is the grave danger
of learning only a few "tricks" to be shown
off for the audience. And if we work to.
ward student development alone, there is
the equally grave danger of unsuccessful
public appearance!
The Place a/ the Orchestra in the School.
The question here is whether the orchestra
exists, like academic classes, solely for the
benefit of its membership, or does it, as a
service group, have an obligation to both
school and community? The answer, I believe, lies somewhere in the middle ground.
The orchestra must have educational value
for its members or it has no place in the
curriculum. But it also serves the school and
the community in a unique fashion and, in
so doing, preserves and strengthens its
value as an educational medium.
There are, indeed, few other school activities in which it is possible to realize.
so many of the extra·subject-matter values.
Outside of athletics, is there another field in
(Continued on Page 50)
.
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CHOR~L D£P~RTM£NT

Musical

Showmanship

An Editoriol

by JAMES

FRANCIS

COOKE

A RECENT national convention, a
ATdelegate
of renown said to the .writer,
"Everyone who appears upon a public ~latform or expresses his opinions in an article,
in a book over radio or television, or for

that matte~'in the marketplace, is perforce,
a showman, whether or not he receive~ a
fee for his services. If he does not receive
a fee for what he is selling, he has the
reward of furthering a cherished ideal, or
a charitable religions or patriotic objective, or sim~ly the foolish satisfaction of
anointing his vanity."
All advertising is a form of showmanship. It is not the purpose of the writer ~o
argue the point whether the art of mUSIC
should or should not he used to further
the sale of commodities. That the arts have
been used for this purpose for a very long
time is well established. Moreover, millions
have enjoyed through advertising and
showmanship the finest things in the arts
that could not have been secured otherwise except at prohibitive cost. Art in itself
is beautiful, dignified and permanent. But
thousands at least in America, have come
to realize that if the magazine, radio or television had not been supported by advertising sponsors, much great art, music a~d
literature could never have been made available to the general public. European kings
and princes, oriental potentates, and ~ven
the church have subsidized arts of all km~s
to satisfy the normal human need. Had this
not been the case, many of the most famous
art works would never have come into
existence. Perhaps in future years historians
will note the influence of the merchants and
industrialists of this day in making it possible for the general public to partle.ipate in
hearing and seeing great masterp~eces of
music, painting, sculpture and architecture.
Because of the sensational success of
some performing artists who have made
themselves famous through musical showmanship in the last few years (notably
Liberace), many ETUDE friends have r:.
quested that the subject, be discussed In
these columns. Th,e story of musical show ..

I
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. ca n be traced to the wandering
mans IIIp
.
vagabonds and mountebanks
of ancient
days when music, magic, tumbling. and
juggling provided a living for ent~rtame~s
who had no other object than securmg their
next crust of bread and some cheese. In the
troubadour who went dreamily ~ro.m court
to court singing primitive,
ancient romances we find an entirely different type
of poet: singer, composer and lutist. These
were mostly amateurs, some of noble blood,
who by emulating ancient Greek and Roman ideals raised the early decades of
music in pre-renaissance
days to a lofty
aesthetic level.
_The mountebanks continued upon a far
lower level. Many years ago the writer
saw and heard in the streets of Spain and
Italy, groups of tumblers, jugglers ~nd
musicians who frequently showed musical
talent. Now and then there was a singing
clown who kept up a volley of amusing
comment upon the audience and then
passed a tin cup for tips. Such entertainers
occasionally entered the courts of noblemen where they were looked upon as menials of the jester type. This affected the
standing of musicians for many decades.
Haydn, for instance, during his long years
with the Esterhazy family, was looked npon
as a kind of exalted lackey, subject to the
same restrictions imposed upon all servants.
All through the history of music there
have been musical exhibitions,
some of
them with amazing virtuoso ability. One
of the first of these internationally
known
musi~al showmen was Beethoven's friend,
Johann Nepomuk Maelzel (1772.1838).
Maelzel's character left much to he desired. After a visit to the Dutch machinist
Windel Amsterdam, who had invented a
double pendulum metronome, Maelzel returned to Paris where he set up a factory
to manufacture the instrument which still
bears his name, and millions of pieces of
music bear the imprint M.M. J = 72, which
stands for Maelzel's Metronome. He became
a teacher in Vienna where he met Beethoven. More mechanically
minded than

musical he amused himself by building
mechanical musical contraptions such as
the panharmonicon,
the g~eat-gral1d.daddy
of the self-playing mechanical organ of the
early twentieth century. He induce~ Beethoven to write for the panharmonicon a
piece commemorating the Battle of ViUoria
(in 1813 when Wellington d~o\'e the French
from Spain). This led to litigation and a
breach of their friendship upon royalty
rights. The work was one of Beethoven's
minor composition.
Maelzel came to Ameri a in his later
years where he exhibited his automatic
chess-player
and al 0 something called
"Conflagration
of Moscow." He traveled
to the West Indies and upon returning was
found dead in hi. cabin ahoard the American brig "Otis."
The most famous of all musical showmen
of all time wa unquestionably
iccclo
Paganini. He was born of impoverished
parents in Genoa, Italy, in the AII~y of the
Black Cat in the slum. of the city. Few
men have done as much in a lifetime to
inspire other compo ers and advance ~e
technic of the violin and the art of mUSlC.
As a man, however, Paganini's morals and
character were so defaced by hi abnormal
behavior that in some ways it was hard
to conceive of a more reprehensible person.
Tbe recent life of Paganini by the French
novelist and violin virtuoso, Renee de
Saussine, is shocking in the extreme, but
at the same time reveals a musical genius
of towering stature.
Paganini was intrinsically a showman.
He resorted to all sorts of stage tricks
made possible by hi. diabolically clever
and 'ingenious technic which he had created
by hiJ~self. For'" instance, in playing his
"impossibly"
difficult Witches Dance, he
would take out a pair of scissors and cut
the violin strings one by one, until he
had only the G string left. He would the,"
play the dance upon that string alone. This
feat in those days raised the applause of
his audience to a frenzy. Apart from the
incomparable brilliance of his performance.
he was the first to recognize the importance
of harmonics
and how they should be
played. He advanced the acquirement of the
way to perform double-stopping through
original new methods. In fact, his innovations and discover-ies were so new and amazing that he left his (Continued on Page (4)
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with Chicago
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Hi-uno Wnltcl',

r-ouduetor,

"Staging" a Choral Concert
PART ONE: GROUPING AND LIGHTING
Many details (Ire involved

in securing the proper

"setting"

for a choral presentation.

by George Howerton

AN

ATTRACTIVE stage selling will
enhance the effectiveness of
the choral concert. As principal factors in
developing good staging may be cited:
I. Grouping
n. Ligbting
III. Costuming
lV. Scenic effects
V. Movement or choreography
These will be discussed in order as listed
above.
I. Grouping
Voices may be grouped according to
anyone of the following plans;
A. By section. Under this arrangement
each section is seated as a unit, that is,
sopranos with sopranos, altos with altos,
and so on.
B. Quartet seating. In this scheme,
voices are so placed that parts are intermingled in something of the same fashion
in which a mixed quartet is arranged. Insofar as possible a soprano will not be
placed next to another soprano but next
to an alto, a tenor, or a bass. It obviously
is not often feasible to employ this idea j n
its entirety owing to the almost inevitable
greatly

numerical preponderance of one voice part
over that of another. When aile is obliged
to place two sopranos together ~ under this
scheme an attempt would be made to place
a first soprano next to a second soprano
rather than placing two seconds or two
firsts together.
Proponents of this idea contend that a
smoother total ensemble quality ensues
than under the more customary arrangement. As a rehearsal procedure, whether
or not this grouping is employed for the
concert, quartet seating is a great asset in
developing independence on the part of the
individual singers. Many directors who
might be apprehensive as to its use before
the public, could find it of great value as a
study procedure.
C. Voccl-instrumental forces intermingled. There may be noted now and then in
present-day performances a scheme whereby
singers and instrumentalists are seated to.
gether in what may be termed a "heterogeneous" grouping rather than as separate
performing bodies. Under this plan an
instrumentalist will be placed next to a
singer, usually one with whose part his own

coincides and with whom he plays ill conjunction. This arrangement is particularly
effective in certain type of baroque music
where the instrumental lines duplicate or
closely follow those of the voices. As a
matter of fact, in any contrapuntal music
where the instruments "concertize" with the
voices on a basis of mutual equality rather
than merely accompany as supporting elements, this heterogeneous grouping can pro.
duce an excellent tonal effect. However, it
raises some very special problems of ensemble and blend and should be employed only
under optimum conditions and with an extremely capable group of performers. As
in quartet seating, the principal advantage
is a gain in homogeneity of tone.
Whatever the scheme employed, care
should be exercised to see that the final
grouping presents an attractive picture to
the audience. It may be an unfortunate
eventuality, but it is true nevertheless that
the first impact of the public concert is
usually a visual one. If the chorus is wellarranged and greets the audience with
poise, self-assurance, and dignity, the audience is usually (Continued on Page 58)
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Trouble

N. ELBIN

Dr. Poul N. Elbin
Berlioz: Les Nuits

tre«,

0". 7; Songs

Eleanor Steber needs only this Berlioz
recording to assure her immortality in disc
libraries. Lying in the part of Miss Steber's
voice where she does her best singing, the
six songs of Les Nuus D'Ete and the added
four songs (all from poems of Gautier) are
sung with rare sensitivity and bea~ty.
Important also is the equally beautiful
orchestral work of the Columbia Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Dimitri Mitropoulos for the major work, by Jean Morel for
the four Berlioz "extras."
(Columbia ML 4940)
Schubert: Die Schone Mulleri", Op. 25

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, youlIg German baritone, continues to grow in stature
as a lieder singer. His interpretation of
this Schubert cycle is satisfying, and his
expressive voice is a pleasure. Veteran
Gerald Moore provides the artistic piano
assistance we associate with his name.
(LHMV-6)
Further Studies in High Fitlelity

ETUDE readers. who specialize in woofers, squawkers and tweeters will find
Capitol's second study in "Full Dimensional Sound" the most exciting hi-fi demonstration disc yet produced. The popular
side of the 12-inch record features Ray
Anthony's, Billy May's and other orchestras in Toy Trumpet, Thou Swell, etc.,
while the classical side runs the gamut
from drums to flutes. Charles Fowler's
authoritative notes are helpful.
(Capitol SAL-9027)
"Le Groupe des Six"

Of historic interest is an Angel album
containing a faithful recording of the gala
anniversary concert held in Paris in November, 1953, honoring Les Six. Following
a brief speech by Jean Cocteau, the Orchestre de La Societe des Concerts du. Con-

I
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serootoire directed by Georges Tz ipiue,
with suitable vocal assistance, performs
Poulenc's Seclieresses, Honegger's Prelude,
Fugue and Postlude Auric's Phedre Suite,
Milhaud's Sympho;'" No.2,
Durey's Le
Printemps all. Fond de La Mer and Tailleferre's Overture. (Angel 3515B-2
discs)
Bach Cantatas Will Arias

Under this title the Bach Aria Group of
New York, directed by William H. Scheide,
has recorded Cantatas 41, 42 and 60 in
their entirety and selected recitatives, arias
and duets from Cantatas 47, 79, 99, 127
and 155. Except for the tenor, Jan Peerce,
who declaims Bach as if it were Verdi, the
soloists ably fulfill the demands of the
music: Eileen Farrell, soprano;
Carol
Smith, alto j Norman Farrow, bass-barttone. Instrumental work, both in performance and reproduction, is outstanding; special praise goes to Robert Bloom, oboe;
Robert Baker, flute; Bernard Greenhouse,
'cello; Frank Brieff, conductor. Chorales
are sung by the Robert Shaw Chorale.
(RCA Victor LM 6023-2
discs)

Backhaus

Clllonegie Hull Rceitnl

A courtesy intended
for pianist Wilhelm
Backhaus alone has become a blessing for
many and an historic item I 10ting value.
Backhaus' Carnegie Hall recital of March
30, 1954, recorded as a souvenir for the
artist, proved to be a memorable occasion.
The entire
progruru of five Beethoven
sonatas (8, 17, 25, 26, 32), plus four encores and a sampling of the audience reo
action. ha been released 011 two discs. So
inspired is the rnu ic that the occasional
pitch waver and the les -than-ideal reproduction seems immaterial. (London 1108-9)

Interest in this excellent full-length reo
cording is enhanced by the fact that the
principals, Mario del Monaco (Otello) and
Renata Tebaldi (Desdemona) were brought
to the Metropolitan this season to sing
these roles. In London's version Aldo
Protti is a convincing Iago, while Piero
di Palma (Cassia) and Angelo Mercuriali
(Roderigo)
snpport worthily. While Alberto Erede's conducting does not match
the incandescence of Toscenini's celebrated
RCA Victor set (LM 6107), it is distinguished work. The orchestra and chorus of
Rome's Saint Cecilia Academy are first.
rate, and the recorded sound is London's
FFRR at its best. (London LLA-24, 3 discs
and Italian-English libretto}

The practice of "doubling," or playing various instruments,
requires special know-how and adaptability.
Larry Teal

This recording was highly praised when
it was released last year in England. The
quintets, ne er before recorded, are charming examples of the Boccherini period
(1743-1805),
and the Chigi Quintet plays
them to perfection. (London LL 749)

WITH the tremendous advances made in

E Millar
Honors Ior this sterling success belong
equally to composer, conductor, orchestra
and technicians. From any standpoint, this
is the finest available recording of the
work. William Sternberg and the Piusburgh Symphony provide the brilliant jnterpretation and sound that are nOWtypical
of the revitalized Steel City orchestra, and
the hi-fi is unexcelled. (Capitol P·S293)
Franck:

: Symphony

Spuplumy

1\'0. 2 ill

in D MillOr

Sonic values dominate the Philadelphia
Orchestra's latest recording of this syrupbony, but the result is not simply a higb
fidelity demonstration
disc. Ormandy's
direction allows the music to soar among
high Gothic arches. (Columbia ML 4939)
(Contil/ued on Page 46)
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by Larry Teal

(Tn the field of "doubling," Mr. Teal has had
many years of successful experience as a member of radio, theatre, and dance orchestras.
Forfive years he was a member of the clarinet
section of the Detroit Sym.phony Orchestra,
and at present is a member of its flute section. In addition, Mr. Teal has, on occasions,
appeared as soloist with the Orchestra, and is
currently a member of the woodwind faculty
at the University of Michigan.-Ed.
note)

Bocchcrini: Piauo Quilltet No.1 ill A
Major, Op. Po I.
Piano Qui."tet No.4 ill V
Miuor

Hachmeutnoff
Verdi: HOtello"

George Roach, former member University of
Michigan Band, plays instruments shown.

~L

the fields of music education and public performance in the past few decades, a
comparatively new species of musician
evolved, known as the "doubler." If doubling implies the performance and knowledge of two instruments, it falls far short of
the demands put upon most all music educators,who must have a working knowledge
of all the instruments in the orchestra and
band. In the professional field, doubling is
principally confined to the woodwind section, and with the exception of symphony
orchestras, it is almost essential that the
woodwindplayer perform adequately on at
least two instruments-c-and it is not unusual to find the same musician able to perform on anyone of three, four, or even five
instruments.
While it is true that a few of our prominent Schools of Music have specialists on
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each instrument, these fortunate institutions
are quite in the minority, and even at the
college teaching level it is desirable that the
prospective teacher be prepared· with a
thorough knowledge of all the woodwinds.
The person who intends to become proficient on several instruments obviously is
going to have his hands full, with the demands on the musician what they are today. Our musical public is used to hearing
the very best, and will not be happy with
less. Standards of performance are constantly improving, and the musician must
extend himself to keep up with this trend.
Some of the primary requisites for the
"doubler" might be stated as follows:
(1) The possession or development of a
good musical ear. Relative pitch perception
is very important, in that some of the instruments are transposing instruments, and
it is necessary to become oriented to the
sound of several pitches from the same
written note.
(2) A versatile embouchure development.
The facial muscles cannot become "set," as
it is impossible to produce the characteristic sound of one instrument, with an embouchure intended for another.
(3) A certain amount of mechanical
ability. This applies especially to the oboe
and bassoon, where reed making and trimming are a necessity. However, all of these

instruments need at times to be adjusted
when there is no time to run to the repair
shop.
(4) Flexible hands and good muscular
coordination of the fingers.
(5) A realization that in playing several
instruments, adequate practice is necessary
on each one.
Clarinet

and

Saxophone

The most common and necessary double
(commercially) is the saxophone and clar inet. One of the annoying features of this
combination is that while the two instruments seemingly are quite similar, actually
they are far apart. The clarinet, with a
cylindrical bore, and the saxophone, with a
conical bore, have a marked variance in the
amount of resistance in the instrument.
This, coupled with the difference in the
shape of the mouthpiece chamber, demands
an entirely different approach to tone production. Because there is less resistance in
the saxophone, absolute control of the air
column is essential. Difficulty is experienced
in developing a good staccato and a pianissimo in the extreme lower tones due to the
saxophone's extreme conical bore.
The saxophone embouchure is more
rounding and relaxed than the clarinet, and
the doubler has to remember which instru(Continued on Page 46)
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PIANIST'S PAGE

A Part-time PianistIs It Possible?

A Place

A interesting discussion

in the Sun
for the

of a challenging question

An interview with Emanuel

Bay, for

A LTHOUGH this is no longer a question-

fl. and-answer page; I cannot resist the

twenty years the accompanist of [asclui Heifetz.

Accompanist
... N INCREASING

ft

pianists

percentage of young

contemplate

a

career

as

professional accompanists.
They reason
that the field will absorb only a small
number of concert pianists, even those
who have the talent to become and hold
that status, but that every singer must
have a piano accompaniment, every v~olh~ist will employ one, every solo artist 15
a potential market
for the. ski:led ~c·

companist. And such reasomng IS valid.
Pitfalls lie in the reasoning, however,
for to become a skilled accompanist
quires certain qualities which are not

rethe

birthright, necessarily, of every talented
pianist

no matter

how great his technic.

One may become a great solo pianist
without possessing the qualities to become
a great accompanist. Having observed and
experienced this fact over a 4O-year-Iong
musical career, for the benefit of young
ETUDE readers I approached Emanuel
Bay, one of the greatest accompanists of
the age and for the past 20 years the
associate of J ascha Heifetz, to learn his
feeling in the matter of the qualities and
preparation necessary for the success of
the young pianist in this field.
Wide MusiciaI18hip Necessary
"The first thing the accompanist should
realize is that to become an accompanist
h must have a better musical education
the n for almost any other field of music,
a
.
"B ay ' s answer
except
perhaps conducting.
ca me without an instant's hesitation. "He.
will be called upon to accompany operatic
arias, therefore he must know the opera.

20

Secured by LeRoy

qnery sent up to me the otber day by a
young man in my class:
"Is it possible for a would-be pianist
like me to become good enough to bo called
a professional pianist when (at the age
of 22) he works 40 hours a week to support
himself and to help support his family?
I have hod the usual kind of haphazard
training, and can now play acceptably
pieces like Sibelius' Romance, Chopin's
Waltz in C·sharp Minor, Bach's Inventions
in C and F, etc. Is there any hope for me?
It's the one thing I'd! like to do most in my
life."
Yes, you can become an excellent pianist even though you are on a short ration
basis. It would, of course, be better if you
were on a part-time job-five or six hours
a day-but such "hiring out" is hard to
find, especially with an adequate salary.
But why do we Americans constantly
harp on the time element? We say "There's
no time for this," "I can't find enough
time to do it," and a dozen other time
alibis. After all, there are 168 hours in the
week. Take off 40 for your job; 128 are
left. Isn't that enough for your creative
work in music, your recreation, eating and
sleeping? All piano students sit too long
at their instruments and doodle too much.
They spend years of futile fooling around
-mostly to escape the hard realities of life.
I'll wager that any of them could accomplish much more if they were forced to
practice only two hours a day, and if they
had a fine teacher to train them how to
practice economically and concentratedly.
Such teachers do exist; so, first you must
acquire one.
Then, be on your guard not to exhaust
yourself on your eight honr job. Take
your work easily, pleasantly, relaxedly.
Often breathe deeply and stand up and
stretch hard every hour. Eat a nourishing
lunch, not just a piece of pie or a sand-

V. Brant

He cannot accompany a Wagnerian
aria
unless he has the sense of Wagner. To
accompany a Rossini aria is an entirely
different thing, spiritually
the two are
foreign; hence, he must feel the spi.ritu~l
essence of each. If the aocomparnat IS
to play a piano
reduction
of
the
Mendelssohn E Minor violin concerto,
again, he should know the scoring of the
orchestral part intimately, else how could
he play the inner parts intelligently?
Could he accompany a 'cellist in Saint
Saens' The Swan with understanding
if
he did not know how the composer originally scored the background music?
"Again, the accompanist must know the
idiom and something of the technic of the
instrument he is accompanying.
If that
instrument be the human voice he must
understand the voice, he must know where
are its best ranges, where the questionable
ones, so that he may dramatize the accompaniment where the voice is brilliant,
or subdue it if the voice be in a difficult
tessitura-c-always he must know and anticipate what is to happen. The treatment
of the accompaniment for a violin playing
on the G string would be different than
if the soloist were playing high on the E
string, and so one might go on through
all the ranges and all the instruments."
Bay had small sympathy for the accompanist who "follows." "The accompanist
is not a follower. He is always to be
with the player, and he must anticipate
what is to happen, not be one who comes
on behind when it has happened. He must
know what the violinist or the singer is

to do in the next bar, or even 20 bars
ahead. Following-s-that
is not for a good
accompanist."
Emanuel Bay's standards for the wouldbe accompanist
are very high. They ~re,
perhaps, as high as Bay's own accomplishments, which can only be understood by
those who have heard his matchless performances with Heifetz. The person who
has not heard them can hardly realize the
heights to which the art of accompanying
can reach
but for those unfortunate
enough not to have thus heard, either in
person or by the medium or rec~rds, let
it only be said Bay is almost WIthout a
peer. In setting forth the requireme.nts
for the student, he is actually speal.,ng
of the things he himself does.
Fire

Is Necessary

"The talent to accompany is something
perhaps best described as a combination
of musical skill, musical enthusiasm, and
musical fire. The fire is important, and
the least common
of the three. Many
people learn to play well, many love music,
but the one who couples with these two
the fire-ah,
he is rare! Yet, mark you,
when the soloist meets such a one, then
two souls in fact meet, there is a matching of spirits, a new and wonderful eocompanist has been born 1"
Watching Bay as he directed his cham·
ber music ensemble bore out everything he
said about the matching of souls. It was
one of the Brahms piano quartets, the young
people had practiced
until, I suspected,
they thought
(Continued
on Page 56)
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wich and a cup of coffee.
Plan your week's program carefully, and
stick to it. Do not try to get in more than
two hours practice each day from Monday
to Thursday. Fine if you can get in even
one half hour in the morning before work.
If you reach home an hour before dinner,
take your bath then, and rest a bit. Do
the rest of your practice after dinner.
Don't waste time at the piano; work from
the moment you sit down to it.
Better omit all practice on Friday evenings ... Have fun! Take out a "date" to
a dance, movie or concert. Plan your weekly
piano lesson for Saturday, and also practice three hours that day. On Snnday you
can easily get in two more hours, since
you had your music day of rest on Friday.
All this (with your lesson) adds up to
14 hours of fine concentrated piano work.
Enough for anybody!
Do not spend more than thirty minutes
daily on pure technic. By technic I do
not mean etudes. A good example of a
daily thirty minute technic program is this:
Five Minutes~brilliant,
ten note, diminished seventh chords all over keyboard-up
and down in third intervals-also
in chromatic succession-also
with in and out
contrary octave skips, etc.
Ten Minutes-"small"
finger and chromatic scale exercises. See "Thinking Fingers," Book 2, first chapters. This is a very
important branch of technic much neglected
by teachers and students.
'Ten Minutes~larger
finger and hand
facility exercises in broken chords and
arpeggios. See "Thinking Fingers," Book
2, for excellent drills.
Five Minutes-brief
exercises in sixths
or octaves. See "Thinking Fingers," Book
I, pages 22 to 36.
Such a technic routine should be changed
every few weeks to include major and minor scales, other arpeggios, special exercises
for fourth and fifth fingers, double thirds,
etc.

by GUY MAIER

The rest of your time will be spent in
learning one good classic piece-Bach,
Scarlatti, Haydn, or Mozart, and one romantic or modern composition. No cheap,
flashy stuff, but solid music.
Then for the time that is left, practice
hard and carefully on some difficult piece
that is technically and musically far beyond
you, but that you love and want to learn,
like Brahms' Rhapsody in Eflat, Opus 119;
Beethoven's "Farewell, Absence and Return" Sonata, Op. 81A; a Chopin Ballade
or Scherzo; Schumann's Symphonic Etudes,
elc. Your teacher will probably be shocked
by this last direction but, if you insist, will
help you with minute details on the technical aspects of practicing it and on its
interpretive meaning. You may not master
such a composition this year, but after a
month's work, drop it and tackle another
tough one.
.
Great good luck, and a happy life in
music for all you aspiring part-timers!
But be sure to find a tip-top teacher, not
one of those old "traditional"
doe-does!
And don't expect to emerge in a few years
as a conquering virtuoso. Be content with
the thought that you will grow into a good,
competent pianist, able to study, recreate
and teach the glorious masterpieces of music created by the world's eminent composers. I know of no happier life ...

ONE ELEMENT

MASTERY

One of the finest teacbers in the U.S.A.
is Mrs. Louise Guhl of the town of Dassel,
Minnesota, whose thoughtful and original
contributions have often enriched this page.
Here is another of her one-element-at-a-time
letters:
"The difference in quality of performance that shows up so glaringly when the
beginners and the more advanced students
play in repertoire classes is so sharp that I
wonder if the reason for the poor playing
of the more advanced ones can be that they
(Continued on Page 62)
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WANTS TONE COLORING
How can I get a real conception about
tone coloring in piano playing?
K. W. W., Hong Kong
Tone coloring is a matter of careful individual study. First, you should cultivate
the "art of listening" to yourself. Thus you
will gradually develop a sense of tonal
values. You will notice the differences in
tone quality caused by the various ways of
touching the keys, of attacking them, of
depressing them gently, of using legato or
staccato. The pedals playa great part in all
this. By degrees you will become aware of
their tremendous imparlance in modeling
. the tone you extract from your piano. At
the same time, it is necessary to practice
independence of both hands. and of the
fingers of each hand, by playing chords and
bringing out one finger after another as if
it were an oboe standing out above four
muted strings. This work is most interesting, indeed, and I might say it is too neglected. It calls for a great deal of self control and patience, but the results are most
satisfying in the long run.

Conducted
by KARL
W. GEHRKENS,
Music Editor, 'Pebster's New International
Dictionary,
assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College.

HOW OOES ONE BECOME
A CONDUCTOR1
I am interested in music as my life's
work and I want to know what courses one
must' take in order to become a symphony
conductor. SOlne of my friends and teachers have told me that one does not study to
become a conductor. but I cannot believe
this and I should like your opinion.
A. B. G.
The most important thing to do if you
want to be a symphony conductor is to
make yourself an all-round musician by
studying piano, music theory, score reading
and orchestration,

etc. The next most im-

portant thing is to familiarize yourself with
all the orchestral instruments, learning to
play at least a little on each one, studying
orchestral scores so as to understand the

notation of each instrument, including
transposing instruments. At least fair ability
in playing the piano is also a prime requisite and, of course, the conductor must have
what is called "a sense of leadership" so
that he may be able to impress his musical
ideas on those he conducts to such an extent that they will recognize him as "The
Master" and will, therefore, follow him
gladly.
K. G.

HOW TO PRACTICE
I am a young piano teacher, and because
I myself was never taught lww to practice
I am at a loss as to what to tell my pupils.
I have been teaching according to the
"measure by measure" method, but I am
wondering whether this is the best way. I
should like to know also how long a child
of nine should practice daily.
Mrs. E. K.
There does not exist anyone
"best"
method of practicing and, anyway, each
pupil is different from every other one,
and the conditions under which he practices
vary so greatly that I can only give you
some general suggestions, the most important one of which is probably that a pupil
should have a regular time for practice;
that two or three short periods usually

bring about the desired result, the teacher
accomplish more than one long one; and
will say: "Let's put this piece away for a
that the place where the pupil does his
month or so and work on something else."
work should he quiet and he should be
I f the piece is to be memorized, I sugfree from interruption.
.gest that you look up my page in the FebruIn the case of a younger pupil, I suggest
ary (1953) ETUDE and apply some of the
that the teacher play the entire piece, the
suggestions I have made there about memo
pupil looking closely at the notation.
I
orizlng. As for the length of time a pupil
suggest also that at least some of the time
should practice, my opinion is that if you
the pupil be given his choice of two or
can gel a nine-year-old to put in two filteenthree pieces, each one of which the teacher
minute periods of intensive practice each
plays while the pupil looks at the notation.
day, that is about all you have any right
The pupil now takes the music home, and as
to expect now that our children have so
soon as possible after the lesson he tries
many interests and so many other exciting
to play it all the way through without
things to do.
stopping even if he makes many mistakes.
In the case of a more advanced student
Of course, he notes key and measure signathe
principles I have
uggested are the
tures, whether the piece is in major or
same, but in the case of a long difficult
minor, and the like. As early in the game as
composition like a sonata 1 think it wise
possible the teacher directs his attention to
to ask the student to huy a recording by
the three elements of musical Iorm-c-reperisome fine artist. The student then follows
tion, variation and contrast.
the score as the phonograph plays the muThe next time the pupil practices he
sic, and after getting a general idea of the
tries again to play the piece through, but
whole the pupil then goes to work in much
when he comes to a hard place he stops
the same way that I have indicated above.
and repeats this several times, perhaps
If he is seriously interested in music he
with hands separately at first. When he
will, of course, put in several hours of
can do it fairly well he starts at the bepractice each day, but here again it is
ginning again and tries to get by the hard
better to divide the hour into two periods
place without slowing down or fumbling.
with a short rest in between rather than
When he comes to another difficult spot
trying to concentrate
for an entire hour
he again makes "an exercise" of this, doat one stretch. At least that is what our
ing it slowly, making certain that he folmodern psychologists teU us, and because
lows the indicated fingering, finally putting
their advice is based on controlled experithe hands together and trying it at the
mentation it should be worth more than any
correct speed. Now he goes back to the bepersonal opinion that an individual teacher
ginning again and tries to get past both of
might have.
K. G.
the hard places without fumbling or slowing down; but if he can't make it, then he
will work on these spots again-and
again,
NAMING INTERVALS
and still again, until they are perfect. But
Tn Presser's "Player's Book Ill" on page
each time he will go back to the beginning
37, the names are given for the inietvols
to make certain that he can play the hard
of a full tone, two full tones, etc., bul now
place as a part of the piece and not just as
1 am asked what a half-tone is called, and
a separate exercise. If a certain hard place
also what names are given to three, four.
does not yield to this sort of practice, the
and five full tones. 1 can't seem to find
pupil will tell the teacher about it at the
these names in any book 1 have so 1 shall
next lesson, and the teacher will refinger
appreciate
your help.
it or have it played with the other hand
Mrs. W. L.
or figure out some other way of enabling
A half-tone (or half-step] is called "mihis pupil to do it perfectly. And if after
nor second";
(Continued
on Page 63)
several weeks this sort of thing does not
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TEACHERS AND EDUCATORS
From Frank Fredrich comes the following interesting definition:
"The difference between a piano teacher
and a music educator? One teaches performance skills predominantly, the other
tries to fit music education into the pupils'
whole life, as an enricher of all livins.
"
0
The teacher has mastered the art
of
teaching. The educator tries to mesh his
teaching with the laws of learning, which
requires an understanding of the individual
pupil-his goals, learning rate, social life,
and so on.
"Maybe this is a fine distinction, but
how else are you going to improve upon
so much poor teaching based upon breaking information up into small bits and
spoon.feeding the pupil?"

BACH TEMPI
1 am studying Bach's French, Suite in E
major and have a question of tempo. I have
heard Bach Suites played in concert and on
records and I've found that the pianists
usually play the faster movements at "breakneck" speed, especially the Courantes and
the Bourrees, Is there any justification lor
the pianists to go so fast?
W. R. B., New Jersey
I leel as you do and I think the majority
01 pianists play Bach-the
Suites and the

1955
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MAURICE DUMESNIL,
Doc. discusses
Teachers
Tempi

Mus.

Tone Coloring,

and Educators,

Bach

and other matters.

Italian Concerto in particular-much
too
fast. ~here is no justification for this except
a desire to show off finger velocity. We
ought to remember that Ch.-M. Wid or, as
well as his illustrious pupil Dr. Albert
Schweitzer-both
great Bach exponentsperformed his works in a hroad style and
generally slower than most organists of the
present day. Although Dr.. Schweitzer is
now too deeply engaged in his medical
work at his sanatorium in Lambarene in
Africa to allow for concert appearances, his
records are available. And so are the two
volumes of Bach Suites for un-accompanied
'cello performed by the incomparable Pablo
Casals. The latter, however, are of the 78
speed type and so they have become some.
thing of a collector's item. It is to be hoped
that at a not too remote date this cxccption~l seri~s will be newly presented in long
playing discs, for there exists no better
demonstration of how Bach should be
played: quietly, dignifiedly, with special
attention to phrasing and accents within a
noble style.

.the smaller ones to be mailed. They should
carry your picture and an announcement
of your studio, its location, telephone number, when it will open, as well as a few
details on the work you will do (piano
cl~sses, private lessons, kindergarten if any,
prrces monthly of per half hour or full
lesson, etc.). I also recommend that you
get to work on a short program-around
forty. five minutes-and
contact a club or a
church ,:here you could give it. A couple
of ~ds III your local newspaper is also
advisable and you will derive a certain
a~oun: of free publicity from this, especIall~ If your recital is sponsored by some
chantable organization.
Those are the factors which combine to
put y?U and yo~r studio in the public eye,
and If used WIsely they will contribute
greatly to your success.

STARTING

WHAT ARE DEGREES

A CLASS

I majored in piano and taught lor six
years in a school. For ten years I have not
t~ught and have played the piano very
liule. Now I want to return to teaching and
need a little advice about opening a private
studio. How shall I find my pupils? Is it
ethical to advertise? I feel I can find some
through friends, but I would like your sug·
gestum:
(Miss) C. M. D., Alabama
It is absolutely ethical to advertise.
Otherwise how could you make it known
that you have returned to teaching? The
"word from mouth to mouth" is fine. but
it is slow. A little campaign carried out
publicly would certainly bring quicker results. May I suggest you get some cards
printed in two sizes, one for display in the
store windows in your town and vicinity,

M. Dmuesnil at a bookstall on
the banks of the Seine in Paris

WORTH1

Addressing a group of Toledo, Ohio,
teachers recently, Dr. S. A. Hamlin, for the
past 25 years professor of education at
Northwestern University, suggested that a
college degree should be affixed to every
baby's birth certificate. "That would eliminate all this business of prestige and imP?rtance which has been placed on a
diploma," he said. "Besides, they aren't
worth half as much as people think."
Talking on the problems confronted by
teen-agers, Dr. Hamlin pointed out that
~any youngsters who fail to graduate from
~lgh .sc~ool will go through life with an
mfeno:lt~ co~plex. "This is unnecessary
and crimina], he added, "because experience shows that some of our slow-Iearninsr
children have grown up to be fine citizen~
(Continued on Page 62)
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will "hang" properly.
.
HURCH.BUILDlNG,
like every thin;
ally though the day arrives• whend
E
t
ven
U"
else, is heooming more and more e
the boat brave in a new coat of paint an
pensive these days. Moreover, even ~h~mo~t
with the club burgee fluttering from her
well-heeled congregation, after building IS
masthead, bobs at her moon~gs, .for all
under way may find that everythmg costs
practical purposes complete. Llkewls~, the
more than' they had anticipated.
.
organ installation somehow gets finished,
The logical place to cut costs, then, IS
one stop at a time.
.
in the organ installation. After all, the
One of the outstanding instruments 10
organist can, if necessary, play the hymns
this country today is that at the Church
on a single stop, can he not? (It has been
of Saint Mary the Virgin in New York.
my observation that laymen are seldom
Recitals are played throughout t~e season
interested in the question of ensemble, alon this fine instrument by organists from
though when a division is completed they
this
country and from abroad.
are quick to note the difference.) . ~t us
When this organ was built about twe~ty
then build the pipe organ to rmrumum
years ago, it was only t?e s~ell of ~n mspecifications, adding to it as future opstallation. But it made history, prac~lCally,
portunity permits.
.
with only a handful of stops. The rnatruOne could sometimes ~vlsh that organs
ment was well specified from the start ". It
were contracted for in advance ~nd the
boasted a fine four-manual console WIth
elegance of the building cut down III other
remote-control combination action, ready
directions. However, this idea, too, could
for the finished installation, with space arbe carried to extremes, such as a church
ranged in the rear gallery of the church
with a fully-equipped organ but. no roof,
for the pipes still to come.
which to my mind would be a picturesque
Nothing more than the minimum essenbut somewhat impractical edifice. .
tials were available at the start, but these
But if we are to build an installation to
essentials were so well conceived and exminimum specifications, it is impo:t~nt to
ecuted that they aroused enthusiasm
at
determine what is meant by mmllllUm
once. The organ-playing
fraternity
has
specifications. If the organ must be cut
watched the progress of this instrument
d own, 1·t· IS n ecessary to have very shrewd
ovcr the years with interest and pleasure.
advance planning, projected over a long
Numerous examples could be cited of intime·range if necessary.
.
stallations in which builders have left all
Building bit by bit can be .slow, dlssorts of further additions and elaborations
couragm. g ,"ork
•
, and there are tunes when
"prepared for" in the specifications. In the
organist and congregation are tempted to
last month or so I have played recitals
.
"Will
the
instrument
ever
be
cornd
won er.
,
. k f
on two such installations. I found the pair
This always makes me thIn 0
I t d?"
pee
.
.d
h
"A
of instruments a fascinating contrast in the
'ng
among
yacht-bUll
ers
t
at
h
t e sap
. h'
k"
philosophy of what to put in and what
boat is never finished untIl s e s sun :
to leave out when building a pipe-organ
There is always something to be ~one 10
piecemeal, since the two were planned in
tering
winches
and
fau-Ieads,
tIle way of al.
exactly opposite directions.
.locating exhaust lines that turn out to
re
.
.
'th ma-st
Comparison of the specifications is rebe fire hazards, expenmentmg
WI
vealing.
The first organ, a three-manual,
step an d backstays in order that the hoat

C

by

had available onl y the ensembles of the
swell, great, choir and pedal. 0ln lFJhesW8e~1
.
8', acave,
t
4' Ro If .ute ,
were: Ceigen
Flute 4', a string and a celeste, Plein J~u,
4 ranks, and Trompette- Prepared for I Wlt~
unlettered stop-knobs on the conso.le an
space in the pipe-chambe~, were.: QUl~tato~
16', Octavin 2', Oboe 8, Clan on 4, an
Vox Humane.
. . I
On the great were available: Principe
8' Octave 4' Twelfth and Fifteenth, Grave
mixture 2 r~nks and Flute 8'. There was
provision, for V'10Ione 16' , FJute 4' , Gemshorn 8', another mixture and a, reed ..
The choir had: Flutes 8' and 4, Dulciana
8' Nazard 22L Piccolo 2' and Tierce 1%,
,
T",
. f U 0dad
with space for future addition 0
Maris 8', Dulciana 16', Clarinet 8' an
Principal 8'.
6'
The pedal had available: Sub Bass 1 ,
8' and 4', Bourdon 16', 8',4' and 2', T:orobone 16' and 8'. Still to come were Qumta:
ton 16' and 8' (from swell), Dulciana 16,
and 8' (from choir), Violone 16' and 8
(from great) and Mixture, 3 ran~s.
a
Thus Installation
A. Installation B;
three-manual
instrument
of sjm~lar ~1Ze,
has proceeded in just the opposite direction. The Vox Humana is in, the ce~estes
are in there is a harp as well as chImes.
The g:eat has a Principal 8' and and ~ctave
4' a twelfth and fifteenth, but no 11l1xture
a~d no reed. The swell has left for the
future such things as the Plein Jeu ~nd
the 4' octave. The choir has a Gannet
and an Unda Maris, but neither Nazard,
Tierce nor Larigot. The pedal has a soft
stop or two but no pedal reed.
The reader at this point is proba?ly
wondering what the builders ?f Inst~llatlOn
A thought they were about m pullmg to·
gether an instrument
in such fashion. Is
not its tone, the reader will ask, somewhat cold and (Continued on Page 51)
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IN

THE February ETUDE the first twelve
of the Kayser Studies were analyzed in
some detail, and emphasis was laid on the
fact that these Studies offer superlative
material 'for the acquiring of Dynamic and
Tonal variety. It is sometimes objected
that pupils studying Kayser are not advanced enough to be bothered with these
subtleties. To which the reasonable answer
seems to be that the earlier a student learns
the rudiments of the technique of expression, the sooner they will become a subconscious part of his general 1f'"l'·l;""lt:-.
And the expressional demands of these
Studies are certainly not subtle: they can
be understood by any child of average intelligence and do not call for any great
flights of the imagination.
No. 13 is a case in point. The left-hand
difficulties, except for one short excursion
into the third position, are not as exacting
as in several of the preceding studies, 50
that the student has time to think about
his bow stroke. He should be encouraged
to remember that less bow must be taken
in the soft passages than is used for the
louder measures. There is no undue subtlety about this. On the contrary, it appeals
at once to the pupil's understanding-and,
incidentally, edges him away from the
llaturalthought tbat to play louder he has
to press harder.
The bowing throughout the study is
martele interspersed with frequent short
slurs. This study can well be used later
for the controlled spiccato, the slurs posing
SOllleslight problem of how control.
The trills in No. 14 should at first be
practiced at a tempo of J : 56·60, in the
following ways-Examples
A, Band
C.
Later the study can be used as an exercise
in longer trills, at a tempo of about I = 60.
The sixteenths in the middle section should
l
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Ex. B

---=---

I

~

b« played, Marcato, in the lower third of
the bow, which should leave the string after
each stroke. For the 3-part chords at the
end of the study, the bow should be placed
firmly on the three strings hefore it is
d1"awn-and then drawn as rapidly as Pvesihle. This is a good rule to follow for all
staccato down-bow chords.
N~. 1'5 is an excellent study for the
single-beat trill-or
mordent, as it is better called. The accent should be strongly
marked on the first of the two grace-notes,
not, as some editions have it, on the eighth
note-in
other words, the first grace-note
should be played on the beat. The bowing
of the eighth. note measures is a stronglyaccented martele. For the passages 00 the
second page where these measures are to
be taken on the Up bow, the bowing should
be as in Example D, the bow being lifted
from the string for each sixteenth rest.
Ex. D

F"!'

=i1~1:;:·

~

FOR(}M

Round Bowing should be followed throughout-that
is, the approaching of the bow
to the next string before it is time to make
the change. The first four notes are on the
D string, the next four on the A. As the
first notes are being played, the bow should
approach the A string, so that when the
change is made the bow is only a hairs
breadth from the string.
The etude is most valuable also in the
development of an even finger-grip. It
should be studied and re-studied until it
can be played smoothly at a tempo of
about J. : 60.
No. 17 is primarily a study in Rhythmic
exactitude. Being in 5/4 time, it poses the
difficulty of making all the beats of equal
length. Many students have a tendency to
playas eighths the two quarter-notes that
end most of the measures, making a 4/4.
measure. Others, again, will stretch out
these same two quarter-notes,
trying to
make a 6/4 measure.
But rhythm is not the only point of interest in this study. The diminuendo Irom
the half-notes through the triplets must be
clearly made, so that the two quarter-notes
which follow are played lightly, the bow
being lifted from the string after each note.
Although No. 18 is in many ways a conventional martele study, it also has other
values. It is a fine study for intonation,
and it is equally valuable for developing
variety of dynamics. The good old rule of
more and more bow for crescendi and less
and less for diminuendi should be always
kept in mind.
No. 19 is intended to be a spiccato study,
but it has certain passages that are difficult
for the left hand; so~ before trying to make
the bow spring, the student should practice
it detache in the middle" using the Wrist- .
and- Finger Motion and keeping the arm
motionless though not rigid. When the
notes are well learned, then the spiccato
can be tried.
This study should be taken as an exercise in the so-called HViotti bowing" (See
Example E).

etl!.

W F tt li4M L§JI!9k@f I
I

Ii

The metre of No. 16 is clearly given as
six-eight, which makes it difficult to understand why some editions indicate that the
sixteenths should be played as triplets.
Played in this way, there can be only four
eights in the measure instead of the indicated six. The study, definitely, must be
played in duplets. It is a first-class exercise
in legato playing, and the principle of

Played in the upper third and strongly accentuated, this howing ilOt only develops
tone quality but is also splendid preparatory practice for the martele-staccato.
The "Viotti bowing" should be considered
one of the hasic (Continued on Page 52)
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Breathing Exercises
Take your place by an open window, or
in the open air, seated sideways on a chair
with a medium low back, thus providing a
comfortable rest for one arm. Now, sitting
very erectly, just breathe, observing carefully the natural muscular action. If your
posture is correct, there will he no tendency
whatsoever for the shoulders to move, nor
will there be any heaving of the chest. The
entire muscular action will just naturally
center in the diaphragm and the intercostal
muscles. You should soon be able to sense
a definite familiarity with the simplicity of
correct breathing. Now, seated in the same
position, inhale through the nose, then
expel the air vigorously, through the mouth.
Repeat three or four times, then take a
comfortably deep breath and spin it as
slowly as possible, with the lips in the position of blowing very gently.
At first you will in all probability
be
able to spin each breath for only about
thirty seconds, but with persistent effort it
becomes possible to increase the time to as
much as two full minutes or more. The
slight dizziness which you will no doubt
experience in the early stages of this exercise is completely harmless. .
After a breathing session of say five or
ten minutes, it is desirable to lie down and
relax completely for fifteen or twenty min.
utes. The result should be the sensation of

•

.

being completely rested and refreshed. A
daily session of spinning the breath IS
advisable.
The practice of rhythmic walking should
also be included in our activities, enjoying
the benefits of what the famous athlete and
athletic authority "Billy" Muldoon designated as "the greatest of all exercises"
(walking) and at the same time developing
our breathing efficiency. Walking with correct posture is in itself a rewarding experience. Add to this the practice of inhaling
four paces, then exhaling four, for a distance of say one block; then increase to five
(for one block), then six, then seven, then
reduce back to four, and th'en just walk for
awhile. When you resume the numerical
idea, use your own judgment as to how high
the count should go. Our daily curriculum
should include a walk of Dot less than one
mile. Two or more is better; it is good
health insurance.
The study and practice of spinning the
breath might well be termed the corner
stone of a career in any of the creative
fields, but is especially vital in the study of
singing. Surely one of the most intellectual
concepts of the magnitude and majesty of
the great art of music was expressed many
years ago by an unknown Greek philosopher who defined it as-"The
Art of the
Muse." The significance of this definition
is tremendous in scope, recognizing as it
does that musing, meditation, vizualation
are all intimately akin, representing positive, constructive, idealistic thinking.
The inevitable fruits of such realistic reasoning are the power oj concentration and
the joy oj inspiration which, hy the decree
of Almighty God, is the only channel hy
which the "Beauty of Absolute Truth" can
be revealed or made manifest. It must have
been this mode of thinking which prompted
John Keats to observe that "Truth is Beauty
and Beauty is Truth. This is all we know and
all we need to know." (ContinuedonPage49)
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of proper breathing.

muscle apparently standing at attention.
It is an indisputable fact that with correct
posture, incorrect breathing is impossible
and, by the same provision, with incorrect
posture, correct breathing is impossible. It
is as simple as that. To me, one of the
miracles of Nature is the co-ordinated
action of the diaphragm and the intercostal
muscles, maintaining life while we wake
and while we sleep throughout our entire
lifetime, and this without registering the
slightest sense of fatigue.

"""

•

by LOUIS SHENK

Brealhing-"A Lost Art".
E ARE in complete agreement with
the idea that breathing. is "a lost art"
and it is because of its vital importance in
the study of singing that a detailed consideration has been reserved tor the final
section of this discussion.
The requirements for insuring correct
breathing are so simple that a post card
would provide ample space for the necessary table of instructions. But the significance and the wide range of benefits to
be derived from its application are something else.
Regardless. of how much theorizing we
may do, you may rest assured that in the
final analysis, Mother Nature will have her
say and the matter will be settled in a
completely satisfactory manner. The only
correct 'answer to "What constitutes correct
breathing?" is "Correct Posture." Breathing naturally means breathing Nature's
way. The-following procedures will prove
the point and will insure nature's blessing.
With the body entirely free from any
restricting contraptions, take a standing
position; then, placing the back of the
hands against the small of the back, push
outward, as if pushing the hands away.
This may be a bit puzzling at first. However, practice patiently and persistently
until you sense a definite feeling of life in
this entire area.
With a normally straight spine you will
experience a feeling of bouyancy throughout the entire body, but especially under
the arms. This delightful sensation of coordinating the entire muscular system by
this one simple act is almost incredible.
When correct posture has been accomplished, you will find (and markthis] that
there is not a flabby muscle nor a rigid
muscle in the entire body. Even the usually
pudgy abdomen will have disappeared as if
by magic. The entire muscular system now
takes on the sense of being alive, with every
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TWO CENTURIES OF TROMBONES
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from Page 12)

was done on a porch or platform
built on the roof of the Brethren's
HOllse,* similar to the Widow's
Walksone sees in old New England
seaports. However, since 1806 these
announcements have been
played
from the steeple of the church.
The origin of this custom is unknown. It was practiced
in many
German churches, where it corresponded to the tolling of bells. Undoubtedly the Moravians brought it
to this country from abroad. One
very unique feature is the significance of the chorales played. The
first, using the tune of the Passion
Chorale of Hans Leo Hassler, 1601,
announces that someone has passed
on.The second chorale indicates the
categoryof church membership held
by the deceased, married man, single sister, widow, boy child, etc. The
third chorale, using the same tune as
the first, is a prayer for the living.
The playing of the trombones,
however,was not limited to such sad
duties. As did the Trompeten Schall
before them, the trombonists played
at church services,
opening
love
feasts and communions, as they do
today. They also announced
all
church festivals, originally from the
porch on the roof of the Brethren's
House and later from the church
steeple. In the past it was even cus·
tomaryto herald the Fourth of July
at daybreak, but this custom has
been given up, either because folk
livingnear the church liked to sleep
on a holiday morning and objected
to being disturbed at sunrise, or the
trombonists themselves
preferred
Morpheus to Polyhymnia .
Music played a very important
part in the lives of the Bethlehem
folk of long ago. It entered into
every occasion. Serenades for birthdays and anniversaries
were com·
monoDistinguished visitors were welcomedby the trombonists. Both General Washington and General Sulli·
van were so honored on their visits
to Bethlehem as were many other
dignitaries of colonial, revolutionary
and later times. Musicians even led
the harvesters into the fields, and
played for the gay water festivals
that were held in summer time on
the river. Although such functions
were not limited to trombones, the
Posaunen Schall always was an important ingredient of any musical
events, Its members served also as
players in the orchestra or singers in
the choir. When Haydn's "Creation"
was sung in Bethlehem in 181O,t
trombonists took part.
One of the best known uses of
trombone music is on Easter morn·
ing. Another custom that the Moravians brought with them from the
old world is the conducting
of a
dawn service in God's Acre on this
• rnday lhi. buildi:ng is
an College lor Women.

Colonial Hall of i\!ora,·i-

t Fim J)erfonnance In America.

cacy Creek, planning to attack the
settlement as the sun rose. However,
the trombonists from their rooftop
position greeted the day before the
Indians. The redmen, hearing sounds
they could not understand,
thought
it was the voice of the Great Spirit
telling them to leave Bethlehem in
peace. Perhaps they thought it was
an alarm. In any case, they slunk
back from whence they had come,
and thus the Brethren
were saved
by the playing of the trombones.
The legend explains that the following summer, one of the war party
told this story to a Moravian missionary in the Wyoming VaIley;
however, there is no documentary
evidence to prove it.
The first trombone choir was at
the most a quartette. By the end of
the eighteenth century it had grown
to a double quartette, for in Decem-

great
day of the Christian
year,
greeting
the risen Christ and the
rising
sun with the glorious
old
chorale:

Hail all hail victorious Lord and
Saviour,
Thou hast burst the bonds of death.
What could be more appropriate
for such a theme than a choir of
trombones?
Long before the congregation
assembles in the church, from whence
they proceed
to the cemetery, the
trombonists
pass through the community awakening the sleepers with
the chorales
announcing
that the
Lord is risen. In eighteenth century
Bethlehem
this did not take long,
even walking. Today, after the traditional
early breakfast
of sugarcake and coffee, the choir leaves the
church
shortly after midnight
and
travels by: bus for a three hour tour
of the city, returning in time to open
the service in the church.
Of course, at Christmas the trombone is not neglected. The Christ·
mas Eve Lovefeast is opened with
the playing of Hail Thou Wondrous
Infant Stranger, and later the vigil
services begin with the notes of Hark
a Voice from Yonder Manger. These
are old chorales. Either one, or both
may have been used in 1755. At that
time it was the custom of the tram·
bonists to announce Christmas day at
dawn. A legend has grown up around
the Christmas
tromboning
of that
year. The story has long been ac·
cepted
by many people that late
Christmas
Eve a war party of In.
dians had camped across the Mona·

A PIANO

ber of 1792, tbe deatb of Bisbop
Spangenberg was announced by eight
trombonists. The group has varied
in size through the foIlowing years.
At Easter there are often about
thirty players, for this is one time in
the year, even more than at Christmas, when every person who has
ever played with the choir tries to
return to take part in the early
morning tram boning. As in any organization possessing so fine a back·
ground,
many
personalities
and
events have crowded the pages of its
history which show the human side
of the choir to be an integral part
of its rich heritage. Stories are still
told of how one player's false teeth
fell from the steeple to be shattered
on the roof of Simon Rau's drug
store far below, but there is no
record of a trombone ever having
fallen to the same doom, although

YOU CAN

CARRY HOME!

less, a 64·note electronic piano has
been placed on the market by the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company of De
Kalb, IJIinois. This is such a revolu·
tionary development
in the piano

field tbat ETUDE feels tbat it is do-

EEMS incredible,
but it's true.
An electronic
stringless
piano
which weighs less than 75 pounds
has recently
been put into production on a commercia] basis. Follow·
iog years of ceaseless research and
continual
striving on the part of
Benjamin
Franklin Miessner, whose
other patents in the electronic musical insu"ument field are almost count·

S

ing its readers a real service in
bringing this information
to their
attention.
The WurIitzer
Electronic
Piano
has many unique
features which
make it ideally suited for the home,
for schools, studios, hospitals, colleges and countless other uses. It
can be plugged into any AC outlet
and it's ready to play~just
as sim·
pIe as that. A very practical feature
of the new electronic piano is that it
is possible, by plugging
the ear
phones into a special ear phone jack,
to make it silent to all except the
person wearing the ear phones-thus
creating a perfect practice instru·
ment.
Special multiple unit installation
makes the Wurlitzer
Electronic Pi·
ano ideally suited for classroom or
group study work.

from time to time someone's hat becomes a casualty.
"
Perhaps one of the most interesting phases of the trombone choir is
its family background. As one looks
over the list of trombonists of other
years, the fact that such names as
Beckel, Bishop, Wolle, and others
occur almost every generation
soon
becomes significant. A succession of
father, son, grandson, is not unusual.
At the present time the choir has
several fourth and fifth generations
represented
in its membership.
A short study of this type is not
the place for memoirs,
although
much could be written about some of
the famous trombonists
of other
days. One or two, however, should
be mentioned to show their influence
on the musical life of today.
One of the Moravian's distinctive
chorales is 581·K, a tune used in
place of the more familiar one to
Rock of Ages. This was written h~
S. C. Chitty, who served on the choir
from 1879 to 1901. It is used as the
closing number for all Moravian
funerals excepting those of children.
Two other trombonists
were composers of chorales that may. be found
in the Moravian hymnal of today.

These were Robert Rau (1844-1906),
and Theodore F. Wolle (1832-1885),
The latter was a second cousin to
J. Fred Wolle, the founder of the
Bethlehem Bach Choir, whose festi·
vals were opened for many years by
the trombonists
playing from the
tower of Packer Chapel at Lehigh
University.
It is interesting to note that the
records show four trombonists have
served over fifty years each for a
total of two hundred and nineteen
years of collective service. These
were: Ambrose Rauch, 1845 to 1902;

Cbarles F. Beckel, 1818 to 1873;
lediah Weiss, 1818 to 1872; and
Augustus H. Leibert, 1868 to 1921.
Today, two brothers are approaching
the half century mark. Russel Sigley
first played on the choir in 1906,
and his brother Spurgeon began his
service in 1908. Five other members
have over thirty years of service.
These are honorable records.
W~iting over eighty years ago,
Rufus A. Greider penned what may
well be considered a word picture
that today can be presented as characteristic of two hundred years of
service. He wrote as follows:
"It requires not a little self·denial
to serve as a performer of the trombone choir. He is required to attend
all services when they are used. He
is obliged to assist in announcing
every death which occurs in the can·
"gregation, to play at the funerals,
to play on every festival, morning
and afternoon, to perform before the
celebration
of the Lord's
supper.
He is duty bound to go to the graveyard or climb in the church belfry at
all seasons and in every kind of
weather;
cold or rain must not be
heeded, he goes through it all."

THE END
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DOUBLE TROUBLE
(Continued from Page 19)
ment he is blowing. Many times we
hear, "I have been playing saxophone all day, and my clarinet embouchure is gone." If the embouchure is allowed to freeze in one formation, this condition will appear,
and the doubler must continually be
on his guard to prevent this. It is
suggested that the student practice
the shift by setting up as many music
racks as he has doubles, and practice
an exercise on each instrument alternately, until the change becomes
familiar.
While a certain amount of clarinet
vibrato is sifting into the musical
scene, it is used with great restraint
by most legitimate players. The employment of a saxophone vibrato is
universal, as is the clarinet vibrato
in dance music.
Tongueing these two instruments
presents problems. The clarinet and
saxophone call for a different stroke
of the tongue, due to the differences
in the size of the mouthpieces
and
reeds, the angle at which the reed is
placed in relation to the tongue, and
the distance the mouthpiece extends
hack of the lips. To complicate all
this, we have, in common use, five
saxophones and four clarinets, all
with different sized mouthpieces. The
doubler is expected to perform on
any or all of these!
Intonation
problems,
which are
many on all wind instruments,
are
also different. A crescendo,
which
tends to go flat on the clarinet, will
go sharp on the saxophone.
Tones
which have to be adjusted for correct pitch are not the same on each
instrument.
Flute
The wind player who plans on taking up the flute as a double should
be aware of the fact that he probably will have to start from the
ground up. There is not enough similarity, with the exception of some of
the fingerings, to give a player of
the other woodwinds any particular
advantage. It may take some time before the individual can produce any
kind of a musical sound, much less
a good tone. The time element in developing a flute embouchure
varies
greatly from one individual
to another, and the best way for an individual to find his potential is to give
the instrument a fair trial. As flute
is one of the few instruments where
sound is obtained by blowing into
the open air, a great deal more air.
is used than is necessary during the
first attempts at tone production.
This often makes the novice dizzy,
due to too frequent breathing. As the
embouchure improves, and the air
stream becomes more efficient, this
condition will disappear.
The third octave of the flute has
technical difficulties which are necessary to overcome, as much of the
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present day scoring is in this register. The same upper register
requires a great deal of study in
the development
of a pianissimo,
while the low register lacks a natural
forte. Double and triple tongueing
are a normal development on the
flute, and these forms of articulation
are necessary for the negotiation of
many of the passages scored for this
instrument.
Most flute players employ an intensity vibrato by varying
the speed of the air stream with the
diaphragm muscles.

and very little pressure
is used on
the reed, and the control obtain~d
from the diaphragm.
The upper IIp
remains stationary.
Vibrato is developed with the diaphragm,
and shoul.d
be quite slow and narrow. T.he atr
resistance in this instrument
IS con- aiderable, but not as great as the
oboe.
The staccato involves a movement
of the lower jaw with the tongue in a
sort of bouncing motion. The release
of the staccato is produced
by stopping the air stream, never with the
tongue except in extremely fast passages. Tongueing is tip to tip or slightly to the top of the tongue.
In the matter of technique,
the
bassoon is complicated.
The fingers
are held straight, contrasted
with a
certain amount of curve for the other
woodwinds.
The right' thumb has
four keys to manipulate,
and the left
thumb eight! Many cross fingerings
and alternate positions are necessary
to manage certain
passages,
which

makes sight-reading
difficult except
to the experienced.
Reed making and trimming skills
must be developed by all double reed
players. While commercial reeds are
obtainable,
most of the good ba&soon
and oboe players prefer to make
their own. Reed making is an art in
itself and consumes a large portion
of the double- reed player's time.
One bit of advice to prospective
doublers:
secure the best instru.
ments obtainable.
As the reader may
agree,
there
are enough problems
without
the added handicap of a
faulty instrument.
In closing, may I say that this article is not intended to either discourage or confuse
the musician who
would like to take up another instru.
ment, but rather
to present and
clarify the situation. The chart below
should prove helpful in defining in
summary
form the comparison of
performing
factor in instruments of
the woodwind family:

Oboe
The size of the oboe reed seems to
be the first obstacle confronting the
clarinet or saxophone player. The
embouchure
may roughly be described as setting the lips like a
"firm whistle." Single reed players
are not used to the
use of both lips for
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE
FACTORS IN WOODWI
D IN TRU~IENT
reed control and in
Bassoon
Oboe
Saxophone
Clarinet
Flute
addition will tend to
take too much of t.he Air
considerable
great
less than clar.
considerable,
reed in the mouth.
very little
Resistance
Varies in diflmost of the
The air resistance is
erent registers
single reeds
much greater than in
flexible and
firm
firm, but must
any of the single
fairly firm
Embouchure flexible and
controlled
be cushioned
controlled
reeds 01" the flute. In
fact, it is often necesdiaphragm
diaphragm
jaw
diaphragm
usually none
Vibrato
or jaw
sary to expel stale air
(throat used
(jaw vibrato
occasionally)
used in dance
after
finishing
a
music)
phrase,
before
the
tip to tip
tip to tip
next inhalation.
The
Tongueing
back of upper
tip of reed
near reed ti p
with upper part
teeth
recommended tongueof tongue
ing stroke is the tip
Technical
of the tongue to the
Problems
many in all
upper register
throat tones
extreme upper
upper register.
tip of the reed, with
upper register
registers
and extreme
Response in
the lower
register
lower registers
lower register.
presenting
the difficult problem. A pianReeds
none
must learn
must learn
should Jearn to sbould learn to
issimo in the extreme
to select
build. Mlist be
to select
build. iust be
low register is almost
and trim
and trim
able 10 trim.
able to trim.
impossible
on the
oboe. For the novice,
the high tones tend
Mouthpiece none
proper-selecproper
none
none
to be sharp, with a
tion important
selection
important
thin quality while the
low register will be
flat and coarse.
Technically,
the instrument
is
NEW RECORDS
quite similar to the flute or saxo(Continued from Page 18)
phone, but has two octave keys and a
half-hole
which must be manipuNielsen: Com.motio, Op. 58
that
can give Reubke a rest, is
lated. The instrument
should
be
Three Motets. Op. 55
played
magnificently
by George
handled with great care as the adCredit London Records for brineFjelrad.
Three Motets, a tribute to
justments are delicate. Professional
.ing Carl Nielsen (1865-1931)
to the
Palestrina,
are sung by the Danish
oboists use a turkey feather
for
attention of American record collecState Radio Madrigal Choir. (Lenswabbing rather than the commertors. During recent months London
don LL 1030)
cial swab. It is very important that
has brought out a series of marvelthe instrument be protected from sudously performed
and sumptuously
Mendelssohn:
Qu.artet No.2 in A
den changes of temperature, as the
recorded records
holding outstandMinor, Op. 13
wood cracks very easily. All adjustQuartet No.5 in Eing works of the Danish composer.
ments should be made by an expert.
Fla' Major, Op. 44,
Following his mighty Symphony No.
No.3
5 (LL 1143), his intr-iguing conTry this record on your phonoBassoon
certos for flute and for clarinet (LL
graph the next time you need musiThe bassoon embouchure again is
1124), and excerpts from his cornie
cal therapy
for relaxation. The New
quite different from the other woodopera Maskarade
(LD 9156) done
Music
String
Quartet gives these
winds. The lower jaw is pulled back,
by the Danish
State Radio Syrnappealing
chamber works their first
and a great amount of lip is used
phony Orchestra,
London now precomplete
recording and allows them
over the lower teeth. The lips are alsents two works from Nielsen's last
the full sway of romanticism. Coltered from one register to the other.
years. Commotio.
an organ work

XAVER SCHARWENKA
(Continued from Page 11)
hospitality. But my business in going to Berlin was to study, and in as
fewwords as possible, I shall try to
givean impression of Scharwenka as
teacher and artist. The lessons were
givenby him in a large room on the
first floor of the Conservatonum.
The roomwas very simply furnished,
chairs standing round the walls, two
grand pianos being in ~he cent~r.
The pupil sat at one plano while
Scharwenka, seated at the other,
corrected and constantly illustrated.
In his teaching, he played a great
deal at the second piano, illustrating
continually and suggesting improvements in technique, expression
or
phrasing.
In commencing the study of a new
etude or piece, he was always careful to show how one should proceed,
in order that the technical
difficulties would be most thoroughly overcomeand in the manner best calculated to develop the hand and fingers.
Scharwenka was a great advocate
of "slow practive," and always recommended the first study of a new
piece at about half the real tempo,
with each hand separately,
and giving special attention to the phrasing.
He considered this to be the best,
indeedthe only way to develop a real
sense of control, especially
in re-

Cortot, I never heard any of these
great artists speak of their" method,
but only of how to study and how to
play artistically.
In concluding
this short article,
it will be useful to note some of the
outstanding features of Scharwenka's
teaching. In memorizing,
he constantly spoke of the necessity for
concentration, indeed, always adding
that "concentration
is the secret of
success in study, in practice, in public. performance,
and in all musical
affairs."
In the mastery of technique, he reminded the class at each meeting of
the necessity for complete muscular
flexibility and freedom in the whole
playing apparatus:
arm, hand and
fingers.
In the playing of all broken-chord
passages (especially
of the Alberti
Bass order-see
Example 1.) :

the great usefulness of forearm freedom in rotation is essential. For this
freedom, he recommended a particular exercise of his own:

and so continued

until the octave is

reached,
versed:

when the movement

LJT.'.';4r.3~~

~

,

I
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,

I

etc.

and
afterwards,
chromatically,
through all the Major and Minor
keys.
Also another exercise of his own
for themastery of double thirds: .

rrsmg by semitones till the octave
is reached;
then returning
downwards by degrees of a semitone till
the octave is reached.
With these excellent exercises and
recommendations,
I close this short
article. Scharwenka died at Berlin,
December 8, 1924. I am happy to pay
this tribute to a fine artist, a fine
teacher, and a fine gentleman.

of course, is impossible without full, resonant
Unheard of in a small piano? Not at all!
That's what is so different about the dyna-tension Everett. It's a small piano
with high-tension strings like a grand. The tone beauty of a grand!
And Everett is the only small piano with dyna-tension. For complete explanation,
write for free booklet, "The difference is dyna-tension." Everett Piano
Company, Division of Meridan Corp .• South Haven 3, Michigan.
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,r.

and again continued until the octave
is reached.
The exercise is then continued in
the Minor:

Concert performance,

EVEN

is re-

\=:=
.Ex·iJ

tones at extreme ends of the keyboard.

(Continued on Page 49)
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gard to the playing of the more
difficult passages.
He had a remarkable
musical
memory. No two pupils ever seemed
to be studying the same work at the
same time, and, yet on no occasion
can I recall seeing him with a copy
of any of the pieces on his music
desk. Everything
he corrected
from
memory, and this in a manner really
astonishing,
for he entered into the
smallest
details of expression
and
phrasing.
As an instance of this, I
have known him to teach within a
month as many as eight concertos.
Of these, he had memorized every
bar, not only the solo part, but also
the orchestral
accompaniment
which
he played at the second piano.
Scharwenka
was one of the first
modern artist-teachers
to realize in
teaching
the importance
of and
necessity
for complete
muscular
flexibility and freedom in the entire
playing
apparatus:
arm, hand and
finger. Mr. Matthay has placed us in
his debt by his good work in systematizing
the same ideas; but long
before he was known to the public
for his pioneer work, Scharwenka
had been teaching on similar lines
of freedom and rotation, but without
calling
it the Scharwenka
method!
In this connection, it has often
struck me as significant that though
I studied for over two years with
Scharwenka,
and for shorter spells
with Pugno, D'Albert, Busoni and
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together at the county
seat for a
nineteen
counties as a culmination
music festival;
each school giving
of the year's work; 929 schools parone number. Most of these yearly
ticipated
in the final school profestivals have been "buil; on a theme;
grams, and 10,917 children were in
songs being selected to fit the theme.
the choruses.
In 1950, for example, the theme "'''8S
In the final analysis, it takes enThis Is My Courury ; in 1951, A
rhuslastic,
energetic,
missionary.
Prayer For Peace ; in 1952, South of
minded people 10 promote music in
the Border; and in 1953, I Like It
these schools. Of course, there have
Here.
been many such persons over the
Four traveling music reachers-are
years, but I want to mention at least
engaged by Walworth County in Wis·
two. One is the late C. A. Fullerton
cousin. They visit
five one-room
who, (or many years, was head of the
schools daily; three in the morning
Music
Department
of Iowa State
and two in the afternoon.
In the
Teachers
College at Cedar Falls. All
spring of the year, the parents reo
his life,
he crusaded
for better
ceive a special invitation
to see a
music in the rural schools. It was
music class in action. The culminatMr. Fullerton
who devised the plan
ing activity for the year is a countyof putting
songs on phonograph
wide music festival in which 1,200 to
records so that the classroom teacher
1,500 children participate.
could
teach the songs by playing
Mrs. Louise Gibson teaches music
the record. In the last few years thionce a week in seven rural schools
plan has spread through schools of
in Alleghany County, Virginia.
She
all sizes, though it was originally
writes that she is spending
her time
presented
a a help to the teacher
"driving on slippery
Toads; teachin the little one-room school.
ing little mountain
children
10 sing
Another
benefactor
of the rural
with nice high, round tones instead
school is Edgar B. Cordon of Madi·
of nasal' ones, and doing it 'without
son, Wisconsin.
For 25 years his
hurting their feelings."
radio music teaching hus enriched
The child who attends a school of
the lives of rural boys and girl-.
this type is fortunate. as the work
Every
Wednesday
afternoon
his
in music is comparable
to that given
l ourneys
in MLUic Land broadcast
in a graded school. The plan
of
is carried
over the state radio netteaching, of course, must be adapted
works of Wisconsin to thousands of
to the ungraded
school
Often the
rural children. Throughout the years.
lower four grades are combined in
many a school would have had althe music class and the upper (our
most no music except for the work
grades form another
group. Some
of this valiant pioneer.
things that might be done in the
We have tried to present a true
lower group are the following: action
picture of music in the rural school.
songs or finger plays; rhythm band
Much is being accomplished in many
numbers;
rote songs frequently
of
places. But the picture is a ratlIer
a seasonal nature;
listening
to and
spotty
one. Enormous
rura.l areas
discussing a recording;
learning
a
have
been
enlirely
bY'j)assed b~'
song from a music book. and locatmusic education.
iug simple music patterns and notes.
True.
we h8\'e seventeen stale
In the upper group the children
music supervisors.
but we need more.
s~ng from the music books;
play
We need thousands of county music
SImple melody instruments;
listen
supervisors
jf music is 10 function_
to recordings;
do folk dances and
We Ileed classroom
teachers with
s~u~re dances. as well as some part
more extensive
training in music.
smgmg.
We need
more college extension
Extension departments
of col1egeo"
c j'asses
In
music
for t Ile rUfaI
h ave b een of great aid in the rural
teac Ilee We need musical people to
school. music situation.
In Iowa, the
acquaint
county superintendents and
~ork III music in the rural school
rural school boards with the value
15 largely delegated
to the Extension
of music in the school.
Department of Iowa State Teachers
Perhaps
you are so siluated Ihat
College. The
Def MI\r[usic Extension
you could
plan a program to be
partment 0
ichigan State College
presented
in a rural school on the
e~ployes three full-time music superedge of your town.
uch a concert
vI.50rs who work with the schools of
may IJe the germ from which will
nmeteen counties. In the school year
of 1950-1951, 1,385 rural
teachers
come a musically
alive schooL Ask
the teacher if she would like you to
a~ten d e d the classes of these super·
d'nect
a community
sing at her
VIsors, an.d 1,142 schools, including
I J PT
37,219 chIldren, received instruction
mont 1 y
A meeting. If you caD do
throuoll tll',s s" e '.
F
nothing
else. J'ust give j'our en·
P
rVISIOIl.
orty-eight
rou
couragement.
Maybe you can help!
SIC programs
we_r_e_g_i_V~e~n-;-;-in;;:;:;;tl::,e=::=-:--: ~T~H~EEND
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Again comfortably seated as beforeand alone, in order to concentrate effectively, inhale through the
aese and expel the air vigorously
through the month, three or four
times,then take a comfortably deep
breath, and as you spin it very
slowl)', start meditating on any vital
subjectof your own choosing. "The
opportunitiesand the responsibilities
of an artist" might be apropos as a
slarter.
JUSt how long it will take to developa sense of complete familiarity
with the procedure will naturally
depend'Upon the amount of time
spentin practice and the individual
aptitude. After a period of six or
eight weeks of earnest effort, one
shouldbe able to frequent the unchartedrealms of laney pretty much
at will, experiencing a new concept
ofthe potentialities of creative thinking.
This application of the study of
"mind over matter" will, in a very
shortwhile, enable you to spin each
breathover a much longer period of
limewithout any noticeable discernfort. If you will but be persistent,
your own judgment will guide you
andthe results will delight you.
It seemsreasonable to assume that
by now our imagination
has been
sufficientlystimulated to help us to
realizethat the study of singing is
a serious and provocative adventure
and provides us with something in·
spiring to think about and breathe
about.
The beneficial reaction of this ap~roachwill be increasingly manifest
m the buoyancy of both the vowel
andconsonant sounds. resulting in a
keener~ense of literary values, thus
developmgthe necessary foundation
for a highly competitive career.
, Recognizing the fact that all truly
In~e~lectua}thinking
is basically
spmtual in character. we can readily
understand why the exalted positio~
and prestige of Art. Any creative
work worthily representing
this
~obleaspect of human endeavor will.
Inthe very nature of thin rrs bear the
unmistakableinsignia of inspiration
whe~herit he sculpture,
painting:
~uslcal composition, literature
or
Interpretation. It is interesting
to
D.otethat absolute tonal freedom in
Singing is impossible to attain. exchepton an intellectual basis. when
t e physical becomes the natural and
obedientservant of the mind or will
and th
.
,
.
e mmd becomes the willing
shervantof the spirit. Consequently
e onlY mte
' II'Igent or effective ap-'
'
proach
in th e stu d y 6 f c h aractenza.
.
tlOnboth
'
0 f t h e vowel and consonant
sounds,IS. t 0 regard each sound as
repr
.
Ah esentmg a meaningful statement.
. a - 0 • e ~ 00, for example,
ETUDE-APRIL
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NEW RECORDS
for the ability to sound the vowels
and vocal consonants
consecutively
(Continned
from Page 46)
with equal ease, insuring effective
umhia's
full-bodied
sound is a furword formation and projection. reo
ther merit. (Columhia ML 4921)
gardless of the language being sung.
Correct posture must he practiced
R. Strauss: Arabella
until it is maintained subconsciously
Angel's,
release
titled
"Great
in order to insure proper breath supScenes' from 'Arabella'"
came to
port at all ·times. The entire 'matter
dealers' shelves as the Metropolitan
will ultimately culminate in experiwas preparing
the American
preencing the joy of another rare old
miere
of
Richard
Strauss's
1933
Italian truism, "He who sings has no
opus. The finales of both acts, the
throat," meaning "no throat restric.
ballroom
scene, and the duets of
tion."
Arabella and Zdenka and Arabella
Thus we strive earnestly and unand Mandryka are included. Elisaderstandingly from day to day in our
beth Schwarzkopf
sings Arabella;
quest for that enviable state of being
Joseph
Metternich,
Mandryka;
Anny
able to demonstrate the moving and
Felbermayer, Zdenka; Nicola Gedda,
inspiring
qualities
of "Glorified
Matteo. Lovro von Maracle conducts;
Speech" and to say with a deep sense
the orchestra
is the Philharmonia.
of gratitude that we have lonna the
Technically the disc suffers from unanswer!
THE END
der-emphasis
of instrumental
sound,
(In the fourth line of Part Two of
but the performance is highly cornthis series, February issue the phrase
"a top open month" obvi~ltslr should mendable. (Angel 35194)
(Continued on Page 62)
read "a too open month.")

must .no longer be regarded as an
exer~LSe for the voice. It can do
?othmg for us. It is what we do for
zt that counts. Pructicinz these basic
vowels in the order indicated, always
as an expression,
let us say. of our
fondest hopes, on any pitch within
easy range will greatly simplify the
task of 'accomplishing
uniform tonal
freedom on all vowels. In this wav
you should soon be able to observ~
the easy, natural up and down action
of the back of the tongue, which as
.we previously
stated, is the onlv reo
quired muscular action in the m'outh
art:a.
The modified vowels (aw - eh _
uh - ih • "Ii} will present no problem
once the basic vowels can be correctly sounded since they are identical in character,
simply requir-ing
slightly less tongue action.
>:>
In addition to our study of the individual vowel and consonant sounds
good songs of moderate range pro:
vide the ideal exercises in our search
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best at which point in the evening.
In general, a good program will be
just publishedl
divided by a short intermission, with
........
.$2.00
THREE SINGULAR
PIECES, op. 44
the longer and more serious portion
I. Burletto 2. Nocturne [Cots on the Roof)
3. Perpetuum Mobile
preceding
and the shorter and perhaps more popular portion Icllow12 Short Studies for the advanced
pianist
. .$2.00
ing. It is usually best to schedule a
1.00
Capriccio
in f minor, op. 29, No.6
.
soloist for just before or just after
intermission.
Music which calls for
Essenricl Finger Exercises
, 2.00
1.35
all-out effort from young brass and
CONCERT
WALTZES: from "Coppelio"
by Delibes
wood-wind players should be earlier
.. 1.00
from "Noilo"
by Delibes
rather than at the tag end of a tax.
tamp/ete AMP plene cato/ogue
available
Ing program. And the opening numbel' should be one which the group
Associated Musie Publishers, fllc.
plays confidently and which does nOI
publishers & importers of fine music
demand
too much at either end of
One West 47th St., New Yor~ 36 1549 N. Vine, Hollywood 28, Cal.
the dynamic or tempo scales. Young
players cannot be expected to have
the steadiness and control neceesar r
for either pp or real If playing. parentity which is the orchestra.
MANHATTAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Program Making. This is a probticula rly when they are likely to be
lem conceded to be one of the major
nervous
or suffering
from stage
Janet D. Sc"enck-Director
responsibilities
of the professional
fright.
symphony conductor.
But it is also
Organization
arid Control. In this
Summer Session-June
7th.July 29th 1955
a problem
faced by the teacherarea, as in the others, there is the
director of the 5th-6th
grade ormiddle
path of reason. Here the
offers special
chestra
who plans to present his
choice lies between the extremes of
group to the local PTA. Two major
absolute
autocratic
control by the
PIANO EDUCATIONAL
COURSES
considerations
are always involved,
teacher
and the chaos which often
the student musicians and the audiresults
from an equally complete
under
ence. There are other factors.
of
absence
of authorify.
A good comcourse, but the program must be one
promisei
one in which authorin
which can be brought
off successstems from respect for the teacher afully by the group and one which
a person and as director. in which
will appeal to the audience.
There
th.is authority is felt but not paraded.
is a danger here of playing down to
It is a situation in which acceptable
July 5th·15th 1955
the audience, of programming
music
behavior patterns are group imposed.
which may "go over" but which
in which routine tasks are cccomFor information write REGISTRAR, 238 East 10Sth St .. New York 29, N. Y.
lacks intrinsic
value. The com proplished by the students so that till'
mise, in this case, should be made
teacher is free 10 teach. ft is a !'ituaonly in terms of a choice between
tion in which the director is not a
pieces that all have real merit.
dictator but a guide.
Another opportunity
to exercise
One of the most difficult task;:
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
choice in setting up a program is to
faced by the teacher-director
is tn
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
choose the shorter rather than the
find the time 10 do the job he j;:
Alexander Capurso. Director
longer of two programs. Most school
paid for. The middle path between
affairs are over-long even for fond
100% teaching and its opposite i~
SUMMER SESSION-July
5·August 13
parents and even though we wish to
hard to find and hard to stay on.
give every student his moment in the
But it can be done tluollgh organiza·
(Regular academic year-September
19·June 41
spotlight. It should be borne in mind
Lion. t.hrough delegation of routine
Programs leading to, B.Mus., A.B., M.Mus., Ed.D., Ph.D.
that the modern
audience
is not
duties, and through a plan to care
and Certificate of Advanced Studi~s in Music Education
aurally conditioned
to hearing amafor the interruptions
of rehearsal.
teur groups. They, and we. live in a
Rehearsal Techniques. The teach·
world which surrounds us with music
er-director
of the school orchestra
SUMMER WORKSHOPS in, Music Education, Opera, Choral Techniques
-not always good music, but usually
can be compared
to the football
Bond Arranging,
Teaching of Strings, Music Therapy
well and deftly performed.
coach in many' ways. He. too. has a
The middle
path, here, is one
season to plan for. a team to prepare.
which calls for careful planning by
replacements
to develop. He. too.
the director to program music which
meets his team for practice. studies
presents the orchestra
in it.s most
individuals.
plans strategy. teaches
favorable light. Certainly a wise dinew plays to take ad\lantage of in·
rector will not schedule a number
dividual
talents. and provides for
which exposes the insecurity
of his
the growth of students as persons
William S. Naylor, Ph.D., Director and Dean of Faculty
violins in .the high
positions,
or
and as players. In practice. or reo
which calls for a difficult solo passage
hearsal.
there is always attention to
A DISTINGUISHED PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND THE
from the first clarinet
who is just
the "fundamentals"
which are as
ALLIED ARTS.
out of the training
class. This kind
important
in football or in music
DEGREE COURSES WITH MAJORS IN PIANO, VOICE, ORCHESTRAL
of music has a place in rehearsal
as they are in academic studies.
and perhaps in later programs but
although
they have different meanINSTRUMENTS, ORGAN, COMPOSITION,
MUSIC EDUCATION.
not in public performance
until it is
ings in each area.
Affilioted with the Ualyerslty
of Cincinnati.
Member of the National Associatioft
of
d
. I
I
b
Schools of Music
nearer a correct an muslca rea iza·
One of the major differences e·
tion of the composer's intentions.
tween conducting
a professional or·
CATALOG WILL BE SENT ON REQUEST
A
h
f h
not er aspect 0 t e programchestra and an amateur group is that
Write Dept. E, Highland A.ve. & Oak St., Cincinnati 19, Ohio
making problem has to do with the
with the former the conductor need
, decision as to what piece will go
not tell his players "how" to bow or

BERNICE

which the student. team works together to achieve a common goal?
The individual in the orchestra, be he
solo oboe or last stand second violin,
contributes to the group endeav~r;
he rises above the group as SOlOIst,
the
or sinks into the bac k groun d as
music demands.
The orchestra
is
truly an "activity" as contraste d to a
"subject." It is a joint effort, a
democracy in action wor kinng towar d
an end envisioned by all its players.
It is composed of individuals
who
learn and react as individuals but it
is also more than the sum of the
individual members.
Somewhere, in
the "moderate"
zone. there is the
balance point between the individuality of its members and the collective

FROST

Address: SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Syracuse University, Syracuse 10, N.Y.

CINCINNATI

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
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blowor what fingering to use. In
the school situation, the director
must be always prepared with the
correct suggestion regarding
tone
production, bowing, fingering
~nd
breathing.He provides for the unprovemeritof fundamentals by guiding the group through exercises designedto up-grade intonation, tone,
etc.He rehearses every number with
an eye on the technical needs of
his students and he is ready with
suggestionsfor private study of individual playing problems.
In the orchestra there are several
balanceswhich must be simu ltaneouslvmaintained: the balance between individual or section drill and
general rehearsal; the balance between reading and rehearsing;
the
balancebetween playing the whole
pieceand working at the difficult
section;the balance between being
podium-hound and being always out
inthe orchestra helping an individual; the balance between trying for
faithful realization of the music
and being overly fussy about detail; the halance bel ween good tuning at the beginning of the period
and the meticulous tuning of every
note in the rehearsal; the balance
betweentalking about the music too
muchor not enough; the balance
betweensections; between the professionalsymphonic tempi. dynamics
and nuance, as against
what is
musicallyacceptable and possible
from the student
group. There are
undoubtedly a great many other
pointswhich call (or fine juggling
by the teacher-director
but these

OF MUSIC
Dedicated

•

THE END

harsh? 1 must honestly say it is.
Andis not the tone of Installation
B. in contrast, a mellifluous sound
whichgladdens the hearts of worshippers? It is indeed.
Of the two, does not Inst.allation
B speak more authoritatively?
Here
tbe answer must be a qualified Yes,
beeausearchitecture as well as or·
~anbuilding plays a part. InstallatIOnB is perfectly placed. it seems
to me,in the gallery, with every op~o~tunityto speak. Installation
A
IS III a large chamber_ speaking
into
lhe chancel. Even with so much of
its important pipe.work
installed.
someof the brilliance and "bloom"
of the tone is lost in the nave of
Ihe church.
But-and here is the point-I
am
Willingto wager that of the two. In.
Hallation A will be the first' one
eompleted. All of the solid. impor.
t~ntbut unspectacular basic stuff is
t lere.What remains to be added are
~lat irreverent organ-builders some.
hmes refer to as "gumdrops"-Vox
Humana. Flute Celeste.
En O'lish
A om
d
fl an so forth. Let the reader
re eel on the relative ease of in.
C
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from

Superior

Training

of American

Talent

Intensive professional
study of MUSIC,
balanced with a liberal arts program in
America's
first coeducational
college.
Dormitories. Concert series by guest and
Oberlin artists. Excellent practice facilities. Faculty of 55 eminent musicians.

Member

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE
(Continued

10 the

pUI together.

There
can he no compromise,
either, in the matter of attitudes
and behavior
to be expected from
members of the orchestra. In its way,
this phase of the activity' is as important
to the success of the venture as is the quality of the music
played. The two, in fact, are closely
related.
It is as impossible
to do
justice to great music in a disorderly
atmosphere
as it is to maintain
a
dignified classroom playing the ehallow and
obvious
tunes we hear
every day. If we are educated
by
what we think, feel and do, then
there can indeed be no compromise
in the materials with which we work
in music
nor in the atmosphere
which surrounds
OIH efforts.

_~

.••.•••....•.•••..••....•••........................
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Director
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.will suffice to indicaje that the compromise,
as we have discussed it
here, is a real and important
concept in school orchestra conducting.
No Compromise.
Now that the rna.
jor portion of this article has been
devoted to extolling
the virtues of
the compromise,
the middle road let
it be said that there are thinO"~ in
w~lich no compromise
can be>:>per.
mitted. One of these is the quality
of the music to be played. There is
no reason
to program
or to read
any music that does not meet the
highest musical standards. This does
not automatically
rule out popular
music, much of which is good, and
which
is well crafted
by gifted
composers.
But it does exclude the
cheap
and obvious
popular
stuff
which is not composed or even well

pianist,
teacher,
and editor,
member
of
Faculty of Sherwood Music School, Chicago

BALDWIN PIANO ARTIST-BElWIN,

SUMMY, FISCHER PU8l1CATlONS

1955 SU~11UER
~IODERN PIANO TEACHING FORU~IS

Pa.ge 24)

teresting
a parishioner
in glvlllg,
as a memorial,
a four-rank mixture
and a set of chimes, and he will
see immediately
what I mean. Lay.
men, as already noted, are not much
interested
in the problem of en·
semble; inrleed, a standard question
is: "What
does he need so many
stops for?" The layman who would
be pleased and impressed to learn
that his minister
had rewritt.en a
single paragraph
of his sermon seventeen times often cannot grasp the
fact that a precisely similar motivation inspires
the organist's
yearning for Nazard or OClavino.
Meanwhile,
these partly-finished
installations
offer
a slimulating
challenge
to the player, who must
make the most of their virtues and
conceal
their shortcomings
to the
best of his ability. Admittedly it is
somewhat
frllstrating
to play such
an instrument
wishing constantly for
tonal resources
which do not exist
except on paper. But the day when
the blank
stop' knobs are lettered
and the circuits wired is one to look
forward to with keenest anticipation.

THE END

June 6-10: Jeanne Fosler Studios, Sandusky, Michigan.
June 16-18: Huron College, Huron, South Dakota.
June 20-22: Minneapolis College of l'dusic, Minneapolis, i\finnesota.
June 27-July 1: C. Fischer Recital Hall, New York City, New York.
Juty 5-16: Appalachian State Teachers College, Boone, N. C.
July 18-22: Mississippi Southern State College, Hauiesbmg, Miss.
July 23-24 and 30-31: Musical Arts Conservatory, Amarillo, Texas.
(PIANO FESTIVAL-Mr.
Claude Purvis-Smith will he the
courtesy-exchange educator for the regular Piano Clinic.)
July 25--29: Montana State University, Missoula, 1\'lontana.
Au.gust 8-20: (During this period, Dr. Podolsky will participate as a member
of the Artist Faculty of the Sherwood Music School in the 18th Annual
Seminar for Affiliated Teachers.)
AlLgust 23-27: Five day Piano Clinic conducted by Leo Podolsky, at the Sher.
wood :Music School, Chicago, Illinois.
COMPOSERS Ada Brant, Gerre Bowers. Elizabeth Gest, Vivien Harvey.
Marie Seuel·Hol5t, and others will play and discuss their works.
For deEailed in/ormalion,

PODOLSKV
Sherwood

Music School,

Irving

Mopper,

addreu

MASTER CLASSES

1014 South Michigon Avenue,

ChicCigo S. Illinois

MUSIC and ARTS INSTITUTE of SAN FRANCISCO
Bachelor of Music De9ree
Free Literature

2622 Jackson, S.F. 15

AMERICAN
OF

Ross Mckee, Director

CONSERVATORY

MUSIC-CHICAGO

Offers courses in all branches of music
69th year.Frwulty or 130artiHt'tell.chers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send for a rree catalog-Address:
John R. Hattsta ...dt. Pres., 571 Kimball Bldg .• Chicago
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(Continued

To Increase the Student's Interest!
To Assure the Student's Progress!

600\\"

.
1
with the
bowing exercises,
a ong
1
.
d Finger Motion at the rag,
Wfist-an
~
l'
the Whole Bow Martele, the Mart~l~
in the upper third, and the Son
e
(Spun Tone).
d
Too few pupils get a good groun ing in double-stop
playi~g. before
they come to No. 20, and It I~ there1 re hest for them to practice the
,OtudYat first with sustained whole
bl e-stops
b ows. Those to whom dou
d 1
h
are still a novelty shoul
p ay eac
. hth as though it were a half-note.
erg
.
1
With this kind
of prac~lee, p. us
careful
listening,
good intonaucn
can be assured. It is wise to .retu.rn
to this study, in order to pl.ay It WIth
I Ilas promore speed, after the pupr

,,:e;I!IIl!l1'-'il"t' l!" 7ti"iiIil'\!l!''''''' '.

MARVIN

KAHN'S "THEORY

PAPERS"

A complete set of theory papers to teach the piano student, lowe.r
intermediate
grade
level, the rudiments
of ha~mony an~
their
application.
Stresses chords and chord progressions,
specie! emphasis on ear training, includes Keyboard
Harmony drills. Set of 12
separate
papers for individual assignments
and additional
teachers
supplement all under one cover .....
, ...
...
...
.....
1.00

D.1.VIO CARR GLOVEIr, Jr.

TIV TU() TU~t=.S Books·'·Z'3
More hours of fun and practical teaching in these collection~ of
original piano solos. Each book is carefully graded and ~ach ~lano
solo a delightful rhythmic slory in itself - ideol as teaching
pieces.
BOOK 1 contoins piano solos for the earliest beginner.
- Whp Is
Knocking _ Play With Me _ Bugle Band - Uh-Huh! - , Am Sleepy
_ Almost Asleep _ Up Over And Down - Baggy Pipes -. Covered
Wagons _ The last Raindrop. BOOK 2 contains original PIO~o:solos
for grades
1 and 1 V2 _ Swinging
Together - G~ess Who sHere
_ Spoon Bread _ The Chino Shoppe - Scolc.h. Plald~ - The Merry~
Go-Round _ Teasing.
BOOK 3 contains
criqlncl prcno solos for
grades
2 and 2 III _ We Just Left Church - Beep, Beep,
8~ep,
8e.e-e-p _ Brass And l~ather -.: Moon
Men - Waltzing
Toge~sr
_ Floating Leaves _ Roiling Waves
•........
each book
¢

Elementary Piano folio by DAVID CARR GLOVER, Jr.
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Five eludes
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WOOGIE SCHOOL DII'IS

in bright bouncy style
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.75

Complete

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
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1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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Here's excellence of performance through skillful
craftsmanship. _ .For 48 years, prof:ssionals a~d
beginners have demanded Kaplan .Strlngs, for fOlthful
,., .....
T.... '
tone quality and constant fidelity of sound.
t
Your dealer will proudly tell you more about~
Kaplan's TRU-STRAND "Maestro" and "Red-O-Ray"
strings for violin, viola, cello and bass •••
KAPLAN STRINGS ore
KAPlAN
MUSICAL
STRING
co
~,
precision wound and
Sourh Norwolk
CO""
'1_
polished.
~
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Robert Whitford
1955 PIANO
Presenting
personally

TEACHER CONVENTIONS

America's
outstanding
by Robert Whitford.

Teacher

Training

Course,

given

Hotel Sherman, Chicago. III., July 15. 16
Hotel Statler, New York City, July 29. 30
Conventions are sponsored
Teachers of America,
but
ested persons.

by the Certifie~ Robert Whitiord
~iano
open to all plano teachers
Qnd Inter-

These are NO CHARGE Conventions
Robert Whitford
Founder.President
Internotiono,1 Piano
Teachers Association

No Teacher

No Registration Fee
Training Course Fee-No

Concert

Fee

and }our plano teacher friends ate lnnted to be the guests of Robert
and Dorothea \\hltronl,
America a beat kno\\n musical host and hostess

YOIl

Write for canventi,!n. program.
which lists
in the Teacher Tramlng Course.

the

many

interesting

subiects

to

be

from Page 25)

covered

Robert Whitford Music Education Bureau
2,04 N.E. 31st St .• Miami 37, Florida
• Write now for free I:opies of PIANO TEACHING TO~AY and Mr. Whitford's
FREE.
MUSIC'S MOST UNUSUAL CHORD. State " teacher.
master lesson on

are nothing like so easy to play
evenly as they may seem. They need
careful attention on the part of the
player. When the alternation takes
the form of a slow trill with the
fourth finger, the attention must be
still closer.
The study should he practiced
slowly at first, nor faster than J::60,
h
and with two bows to t e measure,
The finger-grip must be strong and
even. For this reason, the diminue,
do marks ere better ignored andthe
tone kept at a solid forte. In making
the diminuendi there is too greata
tendency
to weaken the finger.pres-

gressed well beyond it.
r
The study has another
value 0
which the teacher
should la~e full
pupi! can
f rom Iit the
advantage:
'
readily learn to Tecognize the di~er.
ence . between
major
an d minor
thirds and sixths. From the first double-stop in the second measure
he
can further learn the important
fa~l
that a minor third in the first pOSItion must be taken with care, lest
the lower note be played too flat.
As a study in exact intonation, No.
21 is one of the best in the entire
book, and should be re·studied until
it can be accurately
played
at a
tempo of about ~ = 80. It is important
that as much bow be taken on the
first sixteenth
of each group as is
used for the next three notes. This
rule should be broken only in those
measures which immedialely
precede
a half-note
tied to a sixteenth.
In
such measures
the bow should work
gradually to the frog, and not arrive
there by means of an unmusical
full·
length stroke on the last three notes
of the meaSUTe. Care is needed to
make sure that full value is given to
the tied half-notes,
and care. too,
should he taken to see that aU the
dynamic markings
are followed.
Accuracy
of pitch is the first requirement
of No. 22, closely
followed by strength
of finger-grip
and
evenness
of rhythm.
Allernating
notes, whether
on one string or two.

VIOLIN
Answered

sure.
In No. 23 the chief difficultyisto
keep th dotted rhythm strictly in
time. It must he clearly realized
that the rhythm is based on a group
01 lour rhirty-seconds, not on a group
of three. Every well- trained student
knows this theoretically, but he by
no mean
always translates his
knowledg
into SCHIll! performance.
Given the least lap of altention,the
dotted sixte nths will become shorter
and the Ihirty-seconds longer-and
tripl t rhythm will he the resull.
The dynamic markings shouldhe
made clearly evidenl, the tonal~ol·
wne b iog govern d by the \'aryin~
length of the bow £i'roke.
No. 24 IIould be taken slowlyat
first. b Ih marl Ie Ilnd detache.As
the peed is in rea d il is better10
play it dels he only. It is a firMale
fluency stud)'. and ~peed is more
ea ily attained with the delachethall
with the martele. For the c1osin!
chords. the fingers ~hould be firmly
set and the bow motionless on the
string.
firmly gripping them,beloff
it is drawn. TIlen. when it mWi
it musl mo\'e fsst. Auention gi1"e1l
to these elements of chord·playing
will pay dh·jdenM laler in the fOrlll
of ringing. beautiful chord~.
The final "installment." soon w
appear in the
pages. will be rolf
cerned with the lasl t'we1reoftb~
tudjes.
which are e\-en richer 11
musical and tecbnical ideasthantt:
earHer ones.

9UESTIONS

by HAROLD BERKLEY

The Maker Schaemll
J. C. R., Colorado. Anton Schaendl

Is tlt IlI11Ue correct?
~
M". H. M. .ll..Ohio.In the Ii<

worked
in Mittenwald.
Germany,
from about 1750 to about 1800, and
is the best-known
member of an old
family of violin makers. His violins
are generally
well made and he used
good wood. I cannot say that this
Anton Schaendl
made your violin.
dated 1829; it might have been a
son of his who made it. If thh was
th.e case, it is impossible
to say
WIthout examination,
what its valu;
may be.

at

my

disposal there is no wen~
of a violin maker named Baa
and I am wondering if perhaps ~

migead

the label aDd thaI the~

-ou.r violin is Ictu,llr B~
-a well.knovm name in ~[ill.en ~
Germany.
It i~a comme71~
that makes in.:=lrUIOent50 all r#
grad
and exports thero
~
the world. r;0 o~e could leU
value of )"our '~IOlin lOthOU
the in!lrUment.
inside

,r:.

~rgan and ¢boir
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by FREDERICK

YOU CAN TEACH THE

PHILLIPS

Can a piano teacher with no
knowledgeof the organ effectively
teachan adult who will be studying
exclusil:elyon an electronic organ?
l halic one in prospect, and am com·
pletely in the dark as to teaching
staccato,phrasing, ezc., in the sam.e
manneras if I were trying for piano
effects. Naturally she will receive
lessonsat nlY piano once a week.
Sheis practically a beginner. What
twuld you suggest?
R. F.-N. J.

tion and construction
of these pipes
are many and very varied, so that
actually
the organ frequently
contains pipes or stops which to a fairly
close degree
imitate
the tone of
strings,
brass and wood winds, as
well as its basic diapason
tone
quality.
If it must be classified as
belonging
to a "group,"
then the
only thing is simply to refer to it as
a "wind"
instrument,
but certainly
not "woodwind."

The circumstances seem to suggest that your prospective
pupil
plansto play the organ chiefly for
herownamusement or entertainment
of friends, with no serious thought
of a professional career. If this is
true, it would be possible for you
to help her to a fairly satisfaclory
degree.First of all, we suggest that
sheconfineher immediate studies to
thepiano until she has mastered the
rudiments,and can play piano music
in grade 2% or 3; even grade 2
mighthe sufficient in this case. We
feelthat this much piano study is
desirableto develol) a fair technic.
After this she could transfer
her
activitiesto the organ. Tn the mean.
time, you should be studying
a
methoddesigned for the electronic
organ,and you could probably arrangeto use your pupil's instrument
for~tudy and practice. You do not
mention the make of electronic
organ,but there are methods avail.
able for most of them. and the
publishersof this magazi'ne will be
glad to send you a suitable one if
~'ouwill indicate the kind of organ
Jnl'ol"ed (Hammond,
Wurlitzer,
Baldwin,Connsonata, etc.). You will
have no trouble developing a fair
knOWledgeof the principles
and
technique without the aid of a
leacher.

J am interested
in buying an old
reed organ, having it electrified and
attaching a pedal board to it. Could
you tell me where f could purchase
a pedal board and motor? Could an
ordinary electrician install the motor
or would I have to find an organ
specialist?
117ould the results
be
worth the cost?

. There are four dilJerent kinds of
In.struments-strings, brass, wood
:vmdand percussion. Please tell me
!,nwhich of these groups the organ
IS classified.
P. H.-Mo.
We assume, of course, that you refer to the standard
pipe organ.
Technically, the groups you have
namedare divisions of an orchestra
and
h'l
. ~ 1 e the organ
is definitely a'
wmdlIlstrument, since the pjpes are
ma?e to speak by means of wind
actlo~, yet it could not be classed
asf a 'wo0d wm
. d" Instrument.
.
Some
o the pipes are made of wood but
others are metal, and the com'posi.
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KEYBOARD INSTRUMENT

Questions
Answered

1955

IF YOU TEACH ANY

VVURLiTZER
ORGAN

Mrs. J. W. A.-Wyo.
Addresses
as requested have been
sent. You may, however, require the
help of an organ service man to il1staB a set of pedals, It would probably not be necessary to engage an
electrician
to install the blower, nor
an organ service man. The blower
would, of course, supply adequate
and even wind pressure without any
physical
effort on the part of the
player, yet in your case the purpose
of the blower would in all probability be chiefly to release the feet
from other duties so that the pedal
keyboard may be used. We are not
really sure that a pedal keyboard
can be made to function effectively
by some means of attachment to the
keys of a reed organ, and since this
is likely to be the more expensive
part of the plan, we suggest consultation with an organ service man
before proceeding
further, in order
to determine
the practicability,
and
he would be better able also to advise you of the possible cost. If this
is workable, then the blower does not
offer any serious problem, and is
not too expensive. With this information hefore you, it would not be a
hard
matter
for you to decide
whether you would get sufficient benefit to warrant the expense. We might
mention, in passing, that the organ
magazine "The Diapason" sometimes
carries in its "for sale" ads offers of
used reed organs-sometimes
even
two manual, pedal organs. It might
be well to get a few current issues.
The address i, 1511 Kimball Build·
ing, Chicago 4, Illinois, and the price
15¢ per copy.

The W urlitzer Organ is a standard keyboatd instrument
-the music for it employs standard, recognized musical
notations with which you are already familiar. A new
Wurlitzer Organ instruction course provides a recognized
method whereby even beginners rapidly achieve musically
satisfying results.
Thus, to teach the Wurlitzer Organ you need no special
training, have basically nothing new to learn. Only a short
period of familiarization with the instruction marerial is
required.
What's more, you'll find both pleasure and profit in giving Wurlitzer Organ lessons. Ordinarily they command a
higher fee than other music teaching. More adults are attracted as students. Students advance quickly, maintain their
interest, need no urging to practice. And because of the
Wurlitzet Organ's restful and relaxing tone, your lesson
periods will be welcome moments in your teaching schedule.
Write

for full information

today

r------------I The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
I
Box E-54,

llmlrn~

II
I
II

TlACI<IM';
.IIOHOII

•
R_72

I

North

Tonawanda,

N. Y.

Yes, I'm interested in findingoul how easy it is TOteach
the Wllrlitzer Organ. Please send booklet on "Modern
Teaching 1Icthods"
without charge or obligation.

Nam~

_

AdJrm

City

_

--ZZOnt--.Sfnu __
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Junior Etude Contest

The Accompanist
by Geraldir~e Trudell

THE TARANTELLA
by Gertrude Greenhalgh

EANIE

was practicing Heller's
Tarantella when Helen and Bob
entered the music room.

J

"Hello, Jeanie!" exclaimed Bob.
"Sounds great. Keep up the good
work!"
"Thanks," answered Jeanie. "I
am learning this to play at our next
club meeting, but I do wish I knew
more about the Tarantella. I have
to give a report on this dance before I play it at the club."
"I can tell y()ll something
about
it," volunteered Bob.

"Oh, Bob! What do you know
about e tarantella ! You have never
played one in your life!"
"Maybe not, but I visited th~
city where it came from. When 1
was in the Service our ship landed
at the port of Taranto. Know where

man named Pepys, who became
famous for a remarkable
diary he
kept, and in that diary, in 1662,
he made an entry which tells about
meetinz
a traveler
from
Italy.
This man told Pepys that during
harvest time around Taranto,
fiddlers went up and down the fields,
hoping
to be hired to play for
those
who were bitten
by the
spider, so they could dance them• selves back to health!"
"Imagine!"
exclaimed Helen.
"In time the city got rid of the

WHO

~fflJUJn~ta

tH [Q l' OJ; ~ J'
Tune

"It is in Italy, down in the heel
of the 'boot,' on the Gulf of Taranto. In ancient times it was called
Tanmtum_ It seems that about the
fifteenth to seventeenth
centuries
the place was heavily invested with
large spiders,
and people called
them Tarantulas.
after the name of
their town. Their bite was supposed to cause a certain dise"ase
which they called tarantism.
This,

And I

also forgot to mention that presentday scientists
believe the bite of
the tarantula "\\'3.S no more poisonous than the sting of a bee."
"Well,
~ho
knows?"
added
Helen. "Perhaps it was-poisonous
in those past centuries."
"Maybe,"
said Bob. "And you
might tell your group that

After a city a 'spider was n.amed;
After a spider a dance was n.amed.'"

1954,

August

for more advice to

accornparrists.]

(Keep score. One hundred

1.

Who is called
the symphony"?

the "father
(5 points)

of

composer called two of
his symphonies
the Scotch and

7. Which

wore beards:
TchaiBrahm, Dvorak. aintaens. Which one is pictured

with this quiz? (15 points)
Answers

on next page.

2. What is the difference

more

symphon.ies.

Haydn or Mozart?

flO points)

6. Which was the first 3ymphony
orchestra
founded
in Amer.
ica? (20 11oil1tS)

54

(in alphabetical order)
LiliaMaria Alphonse, Barbara Corneg, Lee Detra, Virginia DeWan,
NormaEngberg, Doris Fuge, Martha
Gower,Elizabeth Green, Ronny Hill,
Mary Lou Husanik,
Fred Isaacson,
Paula Johnson, J udith Kolbe, DorothyKuebler, Betsy Lingelbach, AudreyM" Martin, Ida Martin, Catherine
Ann Morris, Joyce Oehrle, Gregory

•

and lour German). Dashes

indicate
the number of letters in
each one'
name and tlle letters in
Junior Etu.de are in correct location. ~'ho are the composers?

-

to the Westfar across the sea,

- --

----0-

--R----

very glad_ I travelled

---E-

ern World, Far,
And there
I found
the native
themes For my new Symphony.

---T---

Who Am I?
Answer:

DearJunior Etude:
ETUDE is "tops" with me and I am
glad I am one of its thousands of
subscribers.Music is my hobby and
I play the piano, ukulele and harmonicaand also dance the ballet. I
wouldlike to hear from other music
lovers.

Dear Junior Etude:
I love the piano and am studying
theory at the Cleveland Institute
of
Music. I hope to become a fine pianist like my teacher. My hobbies
are model
airplanes,
fishing
and
swimming. I would like to hear from
others who study music .
Peter A. Witt, (Age 9),

Ohio
Dear Junior Etude:
I like music so much that I practically
consider it an essential to life. My favorite instruments are the piano, alto saxephone, organ and piano-accordion. I try
to play each and I am also majorette
in our school band. I would like to hear
from others who are interested in music.
Kay Byford (Age 15), Kentucky

September

19, 1955-June

I, 1956

address

For further jnformatjon

ARTHUR H. LARSON, Secretary-Registrar

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Rochester, New York

-U-------D-

-E---

~U.IOAa

ETUDE-APRIL
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Lynn Barrett (Age
~Iemphis, Tenn.

5)

I
An.swers to Who KnOtV8
. Haydn; 2. A symphony is a form of
composition(sonata form) composed for
fullorchestra; a symphony orchestra is
onewhichhas the required instrument:;
to .play symphonies; 3. Four; 4. The
btnng choir, the woodwind choir, the
T~assand the percussion; 5. Haydn; 6.
Me NewYorkPhilharmonic, in 1842; 7.
endelssoho;8. Beethoven; 9. Dvorak;
10. Anton Dvorak.
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SUMMER NORMAL COURSE

•

PROJECT

for APRIL

Try to correct every mistake your
teacher mentions and follow every
suggestion she makes.

1955

LOUISE ROBYN SYSTEM OF MUSICAL TRAINING
FROM THE PRE-SCHOOL TO THE ADULT AGE.
JULY 6th. 19S5 t. JULY 16th. 1955
MORNING

AND AFTERNOON

SESSiONS

Direction-ETHEL LYON and associates
Modern Methods of plene
will be presented.

instruction as applied

The course is open 10 teachers
to leach the Robyn System.
for information regarding

to children of all ages including

as well 0$ to advanced students

who wish to prepare

pre-school
themselves

class schedules, roles, etc .• write to

AMERICAN

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

601 KIMBALL HALL. CHICAGO,

•

The following would also like to reo
ceive letters. Limited space does not
permit printing their letters in full.
Dan Shingledecker (Age 15, Pennsylvania),
wants to become a concert
pianist;
Helen Burke (Age 13, Nova
Scotia), studies voice and piano and
would like to hear from readers in
the British
Empire;
Sue Nicholson
(Age II, Kentucky),
takes piano lessons and would like to hear hom
readers;
Frances Matuozewski (Age
16 New Hampshire),
plays trumpet.
dr~ms and piano and plays in Hig\.,
School
and City Bands;
Cynthia
Martens (Age II, Iowa), plays piano
and clarinet;
enjoys skating, swimming and stamps.

1- -is sad: My wild
made The people

5, 1955

FALL SESSION

1955
Send replies to letters in care of
Junior Etude. Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
and they will be forwarded to the
writers. Do not ask for addresses.
Foreign mail is 8 cents; Ifome foreignairmail is 15 cents and some is
2S cents. Consult your Post Office
before stamping foreign air mail.

by IVolaM. Squire

J

But some of it
Slavonic Dances

June 27-August

Olson, David Pates, Patsy Patterson,
Mary Anita Scheper, Agnes Sekas,
Dan Shingledecker,
Imagine Vassar,
Douglas
Wells, Carol White, Dorothy Willis, Frances Zatori}.
Others might have been prize winners or on H.M. list, BUT-some
forgot to give street address, or name
of town, or name of State, and one
gave neither name nor address!

LETTER BOXERS

by Rose Conlain
You'll find my name is difficult,
Both to pronounce
and spell, But
when you learn my music, You'll
like it very well. My birthplace
was
a country which ht middle Europe
lies, (It's present name and government
I would not recognize).
Sometimes
my music's humorous,

)

Puzzle

WHO AM I?

Departments

Honorable Mention

Below
are letter spaces for the
nanles of ten opera cOJll}osers (one
is Italian.
two are French. three

ltalian

and Graduate

SUMMER SESSION

Special Honorable Mention
Gregory Kosteoh, Maryland.

Cora de loses (Age 17),
Philippines

OPERA·COMPOSER

they thought, could be cured by
dancinrr q very vigorous dance in
six-eight
meter.
Friends
of ~he
patients would take turns dan~l1lg,
with them until the poor patIent
fell down exhausted!
"Yes. that's the story about the
subject: And in the seventeenth
century there lived in England a

AllEN I, McHOSE, Difectof, Summef Session

Letter Box

posers
kovsky.

wrote

HOWARD HANSON, Director
Undergraduate

is perf cr)

10. The following symphonv com-

5. Who

The University of Rochester

Prize winners were given last month.

points)

4. What are they called?
(5 points)

of

Honorable Mention, November Puzzle

Orchestra

the Italian? (15 points)
8. Who wrot the Choral Sjmphony? (5 point)
9. Who wrote the symphony,
From the
ew World? (10

between
a symphony
and a symphony
orch"estra?
(10 points)
3. How many choirs of instruments ere used in a symphony
orchestra?
(5 points)

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

ANSWERS?

and Symphony

Neapolitan
folkdance, used cfn all
festive
occasions.
So, now,
go
ahead and learn your Tarantella."
"Thanks.
Bob. That was wonderful, and- I know the club mem-

spell the dance tarantelle.

be glad to have you play for them.
[Refer to your Junior Etude,

KNOWS THE

The Symphony

spiders but the people kept up the
lively dance. It is now a popular

tainly
play the piece better
for
knowing all that about it."
"Oh, I forgot to say the French

er, listen to the words and mentally
sing them with the soloist. Listen
for the last consonant so you will
not rush the singer on to the next
word. Try to phrase as the soloist
does. Be sure to pedal correctly. If
an audience
is present,
remain
seated
when the selection is finished until the soloist or director
acknowledges
the applause, after
which you will be gracefully recognized.
And remember that the
accompanist
always follows (never
precedes)
the soloist on and off the
stage.
A good accompanist is a very
important
team-mate,
and if you
are good, soloists and groups will

----

hers will be thrilled. And I'll cer-

that is?"
"I don't believe I do."

Traditional Tarantella

Walker

Are you auditioning
for the ho.nor of being the school accompamst
for soloists, glee club or ?rches!ra?
If so, observe the following po ints.
If possible, tryout
the plano before the audition,
to get the feel of
the action and adjust the stool or
bench to ~ comfortable
height. If
there is no opportunity
to try the
piano
be calm, take time to -get
adjus~ed: areange the music in the
order the selections
will be used
and dog-ear
the pages
for. easy
turning. "Wait until the soloist or
director gives you the note to b~gin. You should be perfectly farniliar with the music
so you can
watch the director.
If you are
sight-reading,
be alert for all expression
marks
and repeats.
Do
not play too loud for a ~oloist:
If you are accompanymg
a smg-

The Junior Etude will award three attractive
prizes this month for correctand neatest answers to the puzzle on previous page. Contest is open to
all boys and girls under the age of twenty.
ClassA, sixteen to twenty years of age; Class B, 12 to 16; Class C, under
12, Put your name and age-class on upper left corner of paper and your
addresson upper right corner. Write on one side of paper only. Do not use
typewritersand do not have anyone
make a copy of the work for you.
Names of prize winners and list of thirty receiving honorable mention
will appear on this page in a later issue of ETUDE.
Contestcloses April 30. Send entries to Junior Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

ILLINOIS

l!&ntarto
~:
~~

l\(gi~tmll .u~ic

~eacber5'

la:~~ociation
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL

CONVENTION

APRIL 12-15, 1955

THE SHERATON BROCK HOTEL
Niagara Falls, Ontario
All Wercame
& American Speakers & Artists

Canadian

For Information: Write, Adelaide Allen Johnstone, 126 Castlewood
Toronto. Ont., Canada

THE SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY
3435 Sacramento

OF MUSIC

Street

SUMMER

Rd.,

WAlnut 1 3496
MASTER CLASS

FOR PIANISTS

July 5·29, 1955-directed
ADOLPH

by

BALLER

Plano Repertoirc, Technique, En8emble Sight-Readino,

Ohambcr MU8ieand Plano Literature

~5

At Last! A ONE·VOLUME

MUSIC LIBRARY!

fo help you understand and enjoy all music-from Bach to Bartok
David Ewen's

Musical
Masterworks
•
•

750 Pages
Brand-New SIiPpl.men'
of Recom,
mended Lonl) Playing Records
• Composer
BiogfClpltles-Opera.
Plots
-Origin and Develarmen.
of Musica Forms

Here's a treasurehouse of information on the
whole world of music! 750 pages packed with
anecdotes, program notes, eaarsses of bundreds
of Important musical works--symphon~,
concerti, tone poems, chl!-mberpausto, choral works!
-c-mue basic plots of scores 01 operasl In addition an entire secuon of this VOluma15 devoted
to ~n evaluation of each composer'. sreee In
music Including. lively dlscussionlll oJ l1ttlekIlOW~ composers who have Influenced
musical
history. But that's 1I0t all! Ybu'n also find lin
up-to-date guide to the best rflcordlngs of a ll
the masterworks of music. Written ttl an enJOYable, witty style-this wonderful encyclopedia.of
music will dellght you . . . Instruct you-and
develop your critical sense. Send for your co~
NOW! Only $4.75.

ACCLAIMED BY CRITICS, MUSICIANS, ETC.
"A reference llbrary in Itself. contaIning In101'mation thJLt would otherwise be accessible only
after consulting dozens of volumes. The 'recommended recordings' should be eeoecreus valua.ble....
"
_DEEMS TAYLOR
from the pen of one of our best weuers .of
music ...
convenient. relU:lableform coverln,l!
the entire literature of rec~~iza~~~~:i~B.

"Invaluable ... wealth of Information _ .. and
easy to read.
_HOWARD
HANSON
Available at all bookstores or order dlre~t.

ARCO PUBLISHING CO,.ep" E·'
4S0 Lexington

!

Ave"

New York

17. N,Y.

~UNDAMENTALS
OF MUSIC
SIEGMUND LEV ARIE

This np·to-date textbook helps
the student to master the rudiments
of harmony, Concentrating on fun·
damental theory, it provides a firm
basis for understanding the prac·
tice of harmony as exemplified by
compositions of the past and pres·
ent, "A very distinctive approach
...
wholly unlike other harmony
books."-ETUDE, 227 ills.
$3.50

The Language of Music

A PLACE IN THE SUN
FOR THE ACCOMPANIST

1 EAClIERS COLLEGE

(Continued [rom Page 20-)

Columbia University

he will eventually surpass his co~panions. Most certainly when that IS
the case, to him will even.tually be
the greater succes~: And de we not
ail crave success?
Pursuing the same thoughts 'a bit
farther, Eman.uel Bay spoke 'of the
student who feels that he has a lesson at such and such times, that he
practices 'at such and such ti~es, so
many hours daily, and that hIS task
is then complete. "The task is never
complete, if one is to become an .ar~tist. When a thing is to be done rt lS
time to do it, not to wait until the
clock says it is time. The clock has
nothing to do with art. The man
who does not understand
this. is not
at heart an artist. Whenever the accompanist has the chance to accompany he should do so, be it student
groups, professional
groups, -a solo
yoice---all experience
is a treasure
house of musical riches. All experiences should be coveted by the
young accompanist.
"When 1 was in the conservatory I
would listen to any music-perhaps
a .girl struggling
with the soprano
lead in 'Messiah,'
perhaps
a young
fellow learning
Wotan's
part
in
'Valkyrie,' and I would say to them,
'Come on, I'll play for you,' or 'I'll
help you with that, there's a piano
down the hall,' and it was thus that
I ~ained many of my most wonder·
ful lessons in accompanying.
And I
played in trios, quartets,
anything
at all to .gain musical
experience."
And thus Emanuel Bay, one of the
world's foremost accompanists,
left
me to return to his chamber music
class-I
heard
the sound
of the
Brahms, and the voice of the master:
" .. , Let the 'cello sing there, for
the moment the rest of you are accompanists ...
!"
THE END

they were doing well. If they did
well it was not good enough for the
master, however. "The 'cello must
sing more here. It has the theme momentarily.-Now
subdue yourselves
a bit to the piano, it has there the
important voice. First violin, more
bow, your tone is 'Stifled." And 10!
when the changes were made, none
of them great in themselves, instead
of good musical craftsmanship
we
had musical mastery, musical magnificence!

Sight Reading Essential
"For the young people of America, recommend
studies which will
help them become accompanists."
At the request the ma-ster smiled and
said, "It is not a complex matter;
The young pianist must become a
skilled performer. The day is past
when accompaniments
ere simple.
some of them are of the utmost cornplexity. Therefore, the player must
be technically proficient. In the second place, he must become a good
sight-reader. This is very important,
for certainly he will be called upon
to do much 'sight-reading, and if he
fails in it his career is immediately
gone. Third, he must do a vast
amount of study of scores, such, for
example, as the Brahms score you
heard us doing. If he does not know
the score before h-e is called upon
to 'try it over' with: some group, he
is at a disadvantage,
since he cannot know wha.t is to dome and how
to approach it no matter how well
he sight-reads. If.ne has read it before he is better prepared, and more
important, he may well be the one
who approaches
the work intelligently above the other who may not
know it. 1 think that when a man is
better prepated than his companions

BEETHOVEN OF BONN
(Continued

An Objective
Psychology of Music
ROBERT

W.

LUNDIN

Here are the facts of musical be·
havior fitted into a unified theoretical structure. Covers measurement
and prediction of musical talent,
methods of learning music, etc. "A
fresh approach to the study of musical behavior."-Muslc
EDUCATORS
JOURNAL,
17 ills., 303 pp.
$4.50
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the child would dart downstairs and
out into the garden-even
in the face
of a violent storm. Day, after day he
wandered
happily through
adjoining woods and fields, listening to the
songs of birds, the murmur of rushing waters, the hum of insect life
around him.
Ever since his son's birth, Johann
van Beeth.oven had become increasingly fond of the liquor that was
slowly ruining his voice ·and reducing his family to near-starvation.
More and more he craved money ·to
satisfy his thirst. Why not :teach
four-year-old
Ludwig music-make
him a child prodigy? Hadn't Mozart
trained his son, Wolfgang Amadeus,
and wasn't he .now the IS-year-old
idol of the music world?
If he
worked his son hard enough., he,
Beethoven,
would also produce
a
money.making
prodigy!

Accordingly little Ludwig was set
to learning music. He stood on a
hassock in front of the clavier where
his father drilled -him interminable
hours of the day. Later, when he was
older, violin, viola and organ practice filled his daytime
hours, No
matter what hour his father came in
from his nightly round of taverns,
the boy was yanKed out of bed for
additional
practice.
Many a time
daybreak came as a welcome relief
to the drudgery
that was already
breaking his health.
At eight years of age, Ludwig ap.
peared in his first public concert.
A1though he never became the "wunderkind" of his father's dreams still
his talent developed
so rapidly'that
successive court organists
gave him
lessons, When he was 12, he played
in the palace of his patron, the Prince
of Cologne, -and was subsequently

MANHATTAN

SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

Department
of Music
and Music Education
presents

SUMMER COURSES
in PIANO for
SUMMER SESSION

• Private Piano Teachers
•

Teachers 'in our Schools

June 7-July

29

July 5 to August 12; July 5 fo 22;
July 25 fo August 12

Bachelor and
Master of Music
Degrees

•

Preschool age through
6th 9rade
Modern methods and materials; master classes in piano repertory; new
and exciting technique of student
grouping.
Child demonstration in
class.

Auditions-April 15th
June 2nd

• Adolescent
and adult student
Vital
subjects
such as materials,
practicing. repertory. festivals•. technique. Problem of the older beginner.

Registrati.n-June

3rd

Cour.ses mov be foken lor
credit or without credit.
For

informotion

further

Professor

to:

write

for in/ormotion

write to

Robert Pace

REGISTRAR

Box A

TEACHERS COLLEGE
525 West 120th Street

2lB East 105th St.
New York 29. N. Y.

New York 27, N. Y.

Fourlh

Season

I
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OPERA

WORKSHOP

~OSTON UNIVERSITY

Boris Goldovsky, Director
Leonard Treash, Associate Director

2 Weeks-Aug.

SCHOOLof FINE and APPLIED ARTS

22-Sept. S

Oglebay

Park-Wheeling,

Uruurpossed

rec.reationol

Division of Music

W. Va.

II~rmfrly
Callegeof Mu~ic-edClbl

ished 18721

ROSERT A. CHOATE-DEAN
CI

set1in9

Address

facilities

of noturol

in

Offerings

beauty

forseason1954·1955 include

Dept. C" Oglebay Institute

Ogleboy

from Page 10)

KLAUS LlEP~lANN

A pcrcepth'e guide to the enjoyment of music, offering new in·
sights into composition and per·
formance. "This unusual compen·
dium of musical knowledge will
pr.ove a inost valuable addition to
any musician's library. Finely conceived and executed.b'-ETUDE. 355
ills., 376 pp.
$5

1

Pork,

for

Wheeling,

Wuslroler1

•

W. Va.

LEOPOLDSTOKOWSKI conducting

brochure

80ston

University Chorus and Orchedro
in
New York, Boston concerts. Seminors.

SHENANDOAH
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
In fhe Beouli/ul
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ETUDE-APRIL

Closs

Fer informatiorl

arid cQtologue

write

-

M. Ken oad H'left M. Tlhs
Uftl.-ersity of "U~hi901l.Au Arbor, Mkll.
Bound ;n Clo,ll
$J.11 '6 (0"
Publish": J. W. Ed.ardJ, loe..
Ana Arbor. Micb' ID
By

Moster

Courses leoding to all undergraduate
and groduate degrees in Music ond Music
Educatien. Eminent foculty
of artists
t~ocners, end scholar~. Preparatory
Divi~
slen.

THE TEACHER'S
G lDEBOOK
TO PIAl""O LITERATURE
.

Reeomfl1el1kd'
lor
8~fI"',
cal'lCt4 St.deltl.

C1nd Operotic

CARLLAMSON-Accompanying

• Cburcll R,tate'
• L... Rltta
writeTroy E. Brady,
College, Doyttln, Va.

T"CqooUllld

JOSEPH FUCHS-ViOlin,

ond

HEINRICHGEBHARD with JULES WOLF·
FERS-Piano Master Class

• ..,.btI' HASII
•

preparotion

RAPHAEL BRONSTEIN-Violinists'
Teachers' Workshops
PAULULANOWSKY-Vocol
Repertoire Cooch

•
•

• AUd,.lt

ARTHURFIEDlER-Concerto

1955

Director

of Admissions

705 Cemmanwealth
Avenlle
Boston 15. Mass.

ETUDE-APRIL
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I

named Court cemLalist and assistant
organist.
In between supporting the family
fiIJing arduous
court ~nd church
duties, the boy composed a little-a
piano trio, a quartet, a few songs.
Finally when he was 17 years old
(1787),
friends sent him to Vienna
and there arranged an audience with
Mozart. After hearing the boy play,
Mozart
reputedly
remarked
to a
friend:
"Watch this lad. Some day
the world will hear of him."
Mozart
gave him lessons, introduced
him to friends,
and three
months later Beethoven seemed well
st.arted on his career, Then, suddenly, he was summoned home. His
mother was dying.
Her death, followed four months
later by that of his adored, year-old
baby sister, were bitter blows to the
young hoy. Five years later, Beethoven again set out for the city of his
dreams-Vienna.
He never returned
to Bonn.
The remaining 35 years of his life
were spent in Vienna where he ex.
per'ienced
his greatest triumphsthe creation
of his Missa Solemnis
and the nine great symphonies. Here
he also suffered his greatest tragedy
-c-deafness-c-wluch
sealed
him off
[rom his music for nearly 25 years.
As you continue through Beethoven House
(Birthplace
and Museum),
you discover many objerts
intimately
connected with the com·
poser's
life. In one of the rooms
stands
the keyboard
of the old
lhree-manualled
organ
whiC',h 12year-old Ludwig played at Minoritenkirche
. . . his last piano, made
espedally
for him by the court
pianomaker,
Conrad Graf.
Over at one side is ·'The Adver~
tissement,"
whel'ein
Johann
van
Beethoven announces
the first public performance
of his little son
scheduled
to take place in Cologne.
Sketches
and miniatures
made during the Bonn period picture
Bee~
thoven
as a stocky, broadchested
young man-presumably
not much
over five feet in height. His bushy
black
eyebrows
and
hair
early
eal'ned
for him the nickname
of
"The Spaniard."
Carefully
preserved in glass cases
are some of his Conversation
Notebooks (there were about 400:in all),
his spectacles,
visiting cards, walking canes. Here, too, is the priceless
score of the 6th Symphony
in F
(Pastoral).
.
It needs but a glance at the case
containing
his four ear trumpets to
sense his great
personal
tragedy.
These crude hearing aids-the
largest measuring
over two feet in length,
the smallest
not quite a foot-were
made between
1812 and 1814 by
Johann
Nepomuk
Malzel, inventor
of the met.ronome.
Even these aids cou Id not transmit
to the deaf Beethoven the joy of
hearing his own music. Nor did the
public
fully realize
his s~fIering
until
his poignant
revelatIon
the
night of his last concert, May 7,

1824. When an enthusiastic
audio
ence rose to acclaim
his great
Ninth Symphony and its Ode to Joy
with round upon round of applause,
Beethoven continued
to stand dejectedly at the podium. Not until one
of the young singers
turned him
around to see the applause, did the
deaf musician know that his work
was a success.
Three years later, Bonn's greatest
musician was dead at 57. Sketches
in the Museum show the honor that
was then accorded him. The day of
his funeral was one of national
mourning,
with
an the schools
closed, and thousands watching the
procession pass.
To many of the younger generation, Beethoven's
significance
has
become
associated
with
recent
events-World
War II-when
the
stirring notes of his Fifth Symphony
symbolized victory's
call t.hat was
heard around the world. However,
the United States as a nation has
long
been
Beethoven-conscious.
Early records show that the struggling American colonies recognized
Beethoven's genius during the master's lifetime.
As far back as 1822, two members
of Boston's "Handel
and Haydn
Society" commissioned
the "Master
of Bonn" to write an oratorio for
their society. Unfortunately,
it was
never started, due to a 'disagreement
over the expected fee.
Even earlier-in
1820-Beethoven
evinced a great interest
in democratic young America. According to
report, one of his German friends,
Rupprecht,
had just finished a li·
bretto-"Penn's
Arrival in America"
-and
Beethoven had agreed to set
it to music. When a bitter quarrel
later parted the two friends, Beethoven refused to continue with it.
The Beethoven House at Bonn,
now a national shrine, dates from
1889. At that time the property,
despite its intrinsic value, was up
for sale. When the municipality refused to buy it, a certain local
publisher, Neusser, acquired it with
the help of music-loving
friends.
They formed the "Beethoven-House
Society," its charter
bearing such
illustrious names as Chancellor von
Bismarck,
Field-Marshall-General
Moltke,
Brahms,
Cade,
Joachim,
Rubinstein, Clara Schumann, Verdi,
and a score of others.
Many Americans
annually
visit
Bonn during the Beethoven Festival
in May. With gardens, flowers and
chestnut
trees in bloom, the old
uni\1ersity town, back· dropped by its
legend-filled "Seven Mountains," O-ffers a setting such as the master
himself might have chosen."
But wherever leisure moments may
take you-whether
to the composer's monument on Miinsterplatz,
or to Beethoven House and Archives,
you come away feeling closer to the
great "Beethoven of Bonn," whoie
deathless music appeals to all ages,
all classes, all nationalities.
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predisposed toward favorable reaction even before a note is uttered. If,
A. Adequate light for the singers.
however, the arrangement
is haphazB. Lower illumination for the au·
ard and the stage in confusion at the
dience if possible.
opening of the concert, the effe~tiveThe Illumination
should be suffi.
ness of the opening .numbers IS alcient that music can be easily read
most certain to be lessened.
but not so bright that it seems harsh.
It is much easier to produce a
It is usually desirable to lower the
proper psychological
effect if. the
house lights somewhat, although sel.
stage is equipped
with a ourtam so
dorn satisfactory
to extinguish them
that the performers
can be properly
completely.
(Customarily
enough
seated and brought to order before
light should be left on to provide for
the concert begins. When this situareference
to programs.) When the
tion prevails, the chorus shoul~ be
only
stage
or chancel illumination
instructed to face the front quietly
comes from directly overhead. care
and without any movement of bodies
must be taken that the faces of the
or scores as the curtain opens. Howsingers are sufficiently lighted to be
ever, a similar
dignity
can
be
distinguishable.
This can be done
achieved even when a chorus must
with illumination
from the house
enter and be seated in fuB view of
lights
or.
in
ome
situations,
by spotthe audience. It is not always easy
Iights from the ceiling of the audito bring about but it can be accomtorium.
Footlights
can occasionally
plished with proper training on the
be u ed with some effectiveness alpart of the conductor.
though
they seldom are of much
The singers should consider the
value back of the first two Or three
entrance and the exit as parts of the
rows of the chorus.
total concert, as indeed they are, and
Where equipment is ample enough
should think of the program as beto provide for hange of scheme, the
ginning in spir.it at the time the first
conductor
must see to it that those
performer appears.
No undue mochange
which are employed are aption and obviously no talking on the
propria te to the music in question,
stage should mar the effect of the
When a special
fIect is used, its
opening work.
only purpose 511 uld be to enhance
Whenever possible, rows should be
the music; it should never be so exaligned with some reference
to indicessive
that it draws attention to
vidual heights (see picture on Page
itself
per se. Th most important
17). Allowance
must be made for
thing to keep in mind with regard to
whatever sectional groupings are ernthe use
r lighting is "discretion."
played, but, operating
within this
There i sometime 11 tendency to go
framework, the conductor
should so
overboard
in this respect and to alarrange the singers that some conlow the lighting scheme to become
Iormity results.
so elaborate
that it overshadows the
In providing for an effective stage
music.
picture, the conductor
"should take
When change in effect is 10 be
particular care in the placement
of
employed.
the director must first set·
male and female
voices. He niust
tle those points at which it would be
.plan his groupings
so that when the
appropdate.
This is determined b~'
singers appear in their concert att.ire.
the nature of the program and the
whatever that may be. the relation of
sequential
plan which has been detenors and basses to sopranos
and
veloped
(see "Program
Building.!'
altos will produce a pleasant effect.
Part
One.
"Program
Outlines."
The casual everyday
apparel whjch
ETUDE,
December 1954; Pari
the singers will probably be wearing
Three. "Thematic Schemes." ETUDE.
in rehearsals
(unless
a dress rehearsal has been indicated)
may
February 1955) ,
Some
comparath-ely
simple de·
produce a total effect. of a more or
vices Illay be cited below. One of the
less homogeneous
character.
Unless
he has anticipat.ed
the totally differmost obvious i the lise of candle;
for a Christmas
program_ This deent effect of the concert aHire, the
conductor may view with somethjng
vice can also be employed with eHei:'
of a shock the contrast
produced if.
tiveness
for a group of liturgical
for instance,
the girls are in white
compositions
on a larger program at
and the men in dark suits. These
any season of lhe year. With all of
contrasts should be anticipated
and
the house lights extinguished and
provided for in planning the formawith the choir entering in proce;·
tions.
sional and carrying lighted candle,.
II. Lighting
few p~rsons can escape the impact
choral concert presented
in the
of a highly dramatic s.ituation. 'The
settmg of a properly
lighted stage
same principle can be applied toa
or ch.urch chancel can be a delightstag6 presentation
with the singe~i
ful VIsual experience
or can become
already
seated and ",,-ilb candles ID
an u?comfortable
ordeal if this fac~
their hands or. else in candelabra at
tor IS not properly
considered.
It
the sides of the stage. If candles a~
~ay be that lighting
equipment
is:
to be used (and there are Dl~r
vutually non-existent
and variety .
places
where lheir use in ~u~~
effect unobtainable
lD
. In that case,
performance
is strictly prohibil

7-5344.
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by law} great p~ecauti?n should be
exercisedto aVOId accident. Where
andlesare not allowed, a similar
~ffectcan often be achieved by the
useof small flashlights held in the
handsof the singers.
Thefollowing illustrates the mannerin which change of lighting effect can be employed to underscore
theemotionalimplications of a composition,Silent Night, for exampl~.
It is suggested that the compostticn begin with stage and house in
practicaldarkness; the first stanza
to be sung pianissimo throughout.
Silent night! Holy night!
All is calm, all is bright.
Round yon Virgin mother and
Child'
Holy Infallt, so tender and mild,
Sleepin Heavenly peace,
Sleepin heavenly peace.
Duringthe singing of the second
stanza lights can be gradually
broughtup; a long crescendo should
be developed up to the fifth line
whichshould be sung fortissimo.
Lightson full.

Silentnight.' Holy night!
Shepherds quake at th.e sight!
Glories stream from Heaven afar,
Heav'nlyhosts sing Alleluia,
Christ, the Savior, is born!
Christ, the Savior, is born!
In the next stanza voices are fortissimo,lights on full, gradual
dlminuendo in voices and gradual loweringof lights to the fifth line.

Silentnight! Holy night.'
Son01God, love's pure light.
Radiant beams from Thy holy lace,
Withlhe dawn of redeeming grace,
Jesus, Lord, at Thy birth,
Jeslls, Lord, at Thy birth.

It is. suggested
that in place of
concludmg the concert with full tone
and at a point of high climax, as is
the customary
practice, the concert
be concluded
at a low dynamic level
and
the
audience
dismissed
in
silence.
. ~here rheostats are available, providing for the gradual lesseninc or
~nc~easing of light, such change~ as
m~lCated above can be easily accomplished ; where such changes must
be achieved through the us; of individual switches for each variation in
illumination,
the problem
is admittedly more difficult.
By using the principle of accompanying
music at a low dynamic
level with moderate or low degrees
of illumination
and by increasing
illumination
as the volume urows
I conductor
tne
can develop as much
change of light as may be proper
for the program
at hand. He may
base his light
scheme
upon the
tempo values of the program, using
lower illumination
for the works in
slower tempo and increasinz the intensity as the tempos accelerate. As
a general
rule, it would be advisable to apply an of these schemes
only on a broad scale, utilizing the
basic tempo value of the entire composition as the determininz
factor
not usually changing the li~ht with
every change of tempo within the individual piece. The scheme for Silent
Night,
presented
above, indicates
how such a change of scheme could
be effected within one work, but it
would be by no means wise to apply
this principle
to every individual
piece on a program.
(Part Two of
this series will appear next month.)
b
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the Estring of Heifetz' Guamerius
snappedin the middle of a movementof the Bruch Concerto. The
programoriginated on the West
Coast,and the accompanying orches·
tra includedmen from the Los An.
ge]esSymphony. The same instant
that the string broke, two of the
violinistswere on their feet, offering
lheguest their instruments
but the
[lassagein hand was such ~hat Heifetzcouldn't stop playing. A mo~ent or two after, there occurred a
slllgletutti passage for orchestra
and as it began, David Frisini
th;
concertmaster,handed Heifetz' his
OWn Stradivarius, took the disabled
Guarneriu, away, an d' repaIred the
~rokenstring. Heifetz finjshed the
hioncertoon Frisini's violin and had
thS ownback, in good condition, at
e ~nd of the program. While the
studIO
aud"lence saw the
h
qUIck
~.angeof instruments, the radio auIne never knew of the mishap.
e Telephone Hour is always in~~~ young artIsts,
. even though
tb
e scope and prestige of the pro.
gramprevent its serving as a "showeasel!f
b r or untried talent. Mr. Magill
e levesthat by keeping to standards
ETUDE-APRIL
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which make the program
a goal
rather than a first-step, he is renderjog a service to newcomers. Once a
Telephone
Hour engagement
is offered, the listening
public~as
well
as managers all over the land-know
that the debutant
is an artist of potential distinction.
Thus, the Telephone Hour has presented a number
of Naumburg
Award winners and,
on at least two occasions, has made
its own "discoveries."
In 1949, Barbara Gibson, twenty-year-old
American coloratma
sporano, became the
first young artist to make her professional debut on the program. A
year later,
she was followed
by
A'merican VJO ]'mist,
Michael Rabin,
who, at fourteen, became the youngest soloist
ever to appear on the
series.
You ask Mr. Magj]l whjch of the
116 guest artists gave t IIe most exciting debut
and he promptly
answers, Fritz
Kreisler.
For years,
radio had tried to lure the world·
famous violinist,
yet a II overtures
had met with a kindly but firm refusaL In 1944, however, it was made
known that Kreisler
was ready to
(Continued on Page 61)
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performover the air-and
that the
mediumhe had chosen was the TelehoneHour. The standards of the
~rogramand the integrfity of DOkna~d
Voorheesprovided a ramewor
m
whichhe felt at home.
Magill describes this important
dehutas "opening the coat a little
wider,"This needs explanation.
In
1938, Mr. Magill became personal
representative for J ascha Heifetz
and in order to familiarize himself
withthe needs and accomplishments
of great violinists, he accepted the
invitationof Carnegie Hall's housemanagerto attend all the violin recitalslisted. In the course of two
weeks,Magill listened to Heifetz,
Ilenuhin, Zimbalist, Virovai and
Kreisler.
"All these recitals were, of course,
artisticallysplendid," says Mr. Magill, "and all were played under
similar circumsta nces ; bu t when
Kreislercame out from the wings,
something
special entered the house
withhim. There he stood, with his
benignexpression, balding his violin
bytheneck as he always does j and
just before raising the instrument,
hemadehis characteristic little gestureof opening his coat-and
I felt
that,in doingso, he enveloped everyonepresentin the warm and kindly
humanitywhich his coat covers. The
audiencemail we received immediately followingthat broadcast indicatedthat I was not the only one to
feelthis."
On the night of Kreisler's
radio
debut,the Telephone Hour gave a
largeparty to which the elite of the
music·
world were bidden to do him
honor.At the height of the festiviLies,
Kreislerturned and said, "These
partiesare so nice-but
aren't the
orchestramen coming? I like to go
outwiththem, too."*
In the fifteen years of its existencethe Telephone Hour has twice
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*(~t is significant,too, that :Mr. Kreislers lastpublicappearance occurred on
lheTelephoneHour when on ~'!arch 6
195<1,heplayedfor the 19lh li~e on thi~
p~ogram.
The beloved artist's eightieth
btrthday wasobserved on last February
2.-Ed. note.)

changed its home. The earliest broadcasts were sent out from the old NBC
studios at 711 Fifth. Avenue. In 1941,
the program
moved to a sixth-floor
studio in Radio City; and in the
spring of 1954, made its second move
to Carnegie
Hall. Now, all Telephone Hour programs as-e sent out
as regular
Carnegie
Hall concerts,
and the results
have. been furtherreaching
than acoustics
or atmosphere. Many of the people attending
the concerts
write back to say that
they had never before entered Carnegie Hall and that the experience
was so enjoyable that, in future, they
plan to attend other musical events
there.
But whatever the deviations in. its
form or location, the purpose of the
Telephone Hour remains unchanged
-to bring good music into the American home.
"For fifteen years," says \Vallace
Magill, "we have steadfastly
aimed
at broadcasting
the best in good music, performed
by the world's most
notable artists. In doing so, we have
been actuated
neither by motives of
altruism
nor uplift, but by the belief that-this is the best way of reaching the American
public. We still believe this to be the fact, and we shall
go on in our present "my until the
public
itself
forces us to believe
something
different.
I foresee no
changes
in the plans of the Telephone Hour;
stilI, its future-the
future of any medium of public entertainment-c-depends
less on those
at the point of origin than on the
public
which
receives it. In this
sense, the pattern of the next fifteen
years of Telephone
Hour will be
shaped
by you. The pasl twenty
years have shown enormous changes
in mechanically
reproduced
music.
While
recordings
have increased,
broad castings of 'live' music have declined. Whether it be the TeIephone
Hour that is in question or any other
program of good music, the wishes
of the public will determine
what
stays on the air. It is our pleasure to
serve the public's
demand for the
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WhenI entered the room he did not
glanceup, but indicated that I was
to ,begin.I came prepared with three
a~Jas;after the second, he turned to
illS son, said, "Not too bad,"
and
Wenton with his work. So I felt that
~l ~as lost, and said good-bye. But
a ter Toscanini said, "Don't make
h
Ie·
partmg quite so final-go
buy a
sco reof 'OleHo' ... " A week later
re hearsalsbegan.
'
. I carneto the first rehearsals say.
109 I d·d
l not know the work or my

PENNSYLVANIA

Pfiart,and Toscanini said "That is
ne-I
'
can teach you my own way."
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And anything
that I can do artistically, stems from that teaching!
The first thing Toscanini said was
that he was "against breathing." This
sounded
quite ominous!
What he
meant and carefully explained, was
that he desired the pure, beautiful,
long phrases
of true bel canto-he
did not wish to hear a singer breathe;
he did not wish the music to be
chopped up by frequent breaths. One
simply had to learn to inhale a deep
breath, to support it firmly, and to
let it out so that it lasted through
a phrase (Continued on Page 63)
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a thorough musical foundation
Elementary~ Junior and Senior Courses in Theory and Piano
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BUTLER UNIVERSITY

JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A rich tradition, a progressive philosophy, an outstanding
faculty, complete eeereditation. Baccalaureate
degrees in Donee, Drama, Music, Music Education, Radio.
Write

for cololague

ond d.s;red

informa'ion

JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC (Box EJ, 1204 North Delaware
Indianapolis

Bachlor

of Music,
transfer
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Mader of Music, Bachelor of Science in Educotion 'B.S. in Ed. by
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study in all branches

of music including:

Plano, Voice. Violin, Cello, Organ. Composition.
Instruments of the Orchestro
Bachelor of Music. Moster of Music, Bachelor of Music Education
Opera Workshop
Oratorio Closs
Theatre Arts
•
Member National
Anocialion, oj School. oj Jlruic

For free catalog
306 South Wabash Avenue

address

Melba Thrasher.

Reqistrar
Chicoqo 4. Illinois

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
A Division of Roosevelt

University

Applied and Theoretical Music, Composition,
Musicology, and Music Education.
Bachelor
of Music and Master of Music desrees.
Bulletin on Requeae

430 So, J\olichigan Ave., Chicago 5. Illinois

MILLIKIN
SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY
OF MUSIC

DECATUR. ILLINOIS
Orren thorough tral"lllg
in mustc. Counes lead_
Il1g to de~rees or: Bachelor
of Mustc, Bachelor or
Music Educatton.
:Ma9ter of Music. and Master
of :\luslc Erl"':atlon,
M em beror the N sUona 1A IRoclaUon School. at Millie
nllll~lln ~E'rot "J",n re'!"e.~l
W. ST. CLARE
MINTURN,
Ojreclor

Edwin

Oerscbelakl.

KNOX
COLLEGE

DeaD.

SDartanburll;,

DE'porlment
Galesburg,

S.

C.

of Music
Illinois

Mom'" N. A. S. M.
Thomas W. Willioms
Calalog sent upon request
C"'a;~man
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BEREA.
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or Cleveland)
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CLASSIFI
HARMONY,

Composition,

PIANO TECHNIC

Orchestra-

tion, Musical Theory. Private or
Correspondence Instruction.
Manuscripts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 32-46 107

si..

Corona,

N. Y.

LEARN PIANO 'I'UNING-Simplified.
authentic
instruction
$4.00-Liter·

ucure free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
St..

Elmira,

N. Y.

WIU'I'E SONGS: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine, 1650-ET
Broadway. New York 19, 254 copy;
$2.00
year. (Est. 1946)
HO~IE

STUDY

transpose

LESSONS.

music $1.50.

How

to

How to har-

monize
melodies
$1.00. Chord
construction
and analysis
$1.50. Lessons
in melody writing
$1.25. Sightreading
technlque 50¢. Stuart Music, Box 514,
Union, Nr. J.
V lOLINIUAKERS.
AIUATEURS.
PUOFESSIONALS.
Fine tone European wood. Materials,
supplies, patterns, tools and instructions.
Illustrated
catalogue
lOll'
refundable.
Premier
Violin Supplies,
430 South
Broadway,
DivisIon VE, Los Angeles 13, California.
S WING

PIANO-BY
l'IAlL. 30 selftea.chl'ng aessons $3. Samples. Over 50
p ub ltca.tfo ns. Phil
Breton
Publications, P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebraska.
HAND lJUILDING EXERCISES
FOR
PIANIS'rS
by Weldon
Carter.
Teachers,
concert
pianists.
advanced
students.
A better
technic
with 20
minutes daily practice. Send $1.00 for
copy to Washington
Musical
Institute,
1730 Sixteenth
Street,
N.W.,
'Vashington,
D.C.
I.EARN PIANO 'rUNING A'I' HOlUE,
Course
by Dr. \Vrn. Braid
'White,
world's leading piano technician
and
teacher.
Write
Karl
Bartenbach,
I001A Wells St., Lafayette,
Ind.
n:ETIRINGI
vVill sell
well-established private
Music School in fast
growing
Texas
Gulf
Coast
City.
Largest school within 100 miles. Excellent opportunity
for further
expansion. Good studio equipment,
plus
nice home, furniture
included. Write
ETUDE, Box 50, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
FREE
ltlAIL-ORDER
CATALOG:
Hundreds
of self-instructive
books
for musicians,
from
jazz to symphony.
Walter
Stuart
Music Inc.,
421-B Chestnut St., Union, N. J.
SACRIFICING
200 ACCORDIONS
AI.L KINDS. Discounts
to 70%. Free
catalog. Claviolines or other musical
instrument
secured. Discount House,
893288 St., Woodhaven 21, New York,
Vi 7-0866.
llACK POPULAR SHEET ~IUSIC 'ro
18:>0. Everything.
Catalog t5¢. Fore's,
E3151 High, Denver 5, Colorado.
fJAUGAINS IN FI'NE VIOl.INS AND
BOlVS. All certified. Con<:ert instruments
a specialty.
P.O. Box 342,
Potsdam, N. Y.
OLD ViOLINS
AND OTHER
IN~
S'I'RUIUENTS. Repairing.
Supplies.
Eaken, 310 E. Washington
St., Chambersburg, Pa.
'rHE NEll' Mar-Jan
Bow Guide for
violin and viola works
miracles
in
teaching beginners
the correct technique of holding bow at right angles
to the strings. Send $1.25 to Mar-Jan
Co., 15 Joseph Street, Terryville, Conn.
'rEACH POPULAR
PIANO. Melody
and chord symbols, no bass clef. ] 8
lesson course formerly $5.95, now only
$1.25. Stuart Music, Box 514, Union,
N. J.
FOR S."-LE: Hammond
Novochol'd.
Perfect
condition,
purchased
new,
privately
owned and used in residence. F. A. Uridel, M.D., Newfoundland, Pa.
FOR SALE: Viola,
excellent
tone,
amber
oil finish, with
bow, $250.
Leland Fl'anl{, Union Springs, N. Y.
OLD ·VIOLINS FOR SALE. One Guarnerius model, $120. One Amati, $195.
Guaranteed
perfect
tone. James E.
Justus, R. #2, Box 24, Bristol, Tenn.
PIANO RUNS, INTRODUCTIONS,
BREARS,
ENDINGS,
for
popular
songs. 32 pages, $1.25. Stuart
Music,
Box 514, Union, N. J.

popular

music
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Play

style.

$1.00. Kaaa.k s, 234 E. 58th Street,
York 22, N.Y.

New

'l'YPIANO.
The Touch
System
of
Plu.v in g the Piano. The Powell Pi a no
Mask blocks the sight of the l>:eyboard but permits sight of the music.
PIa v like the artists-by
the exctustve senses
of touch and hearing.
Effectively
aids hand independence,
ear-training,
sight reading,
memoriai'n g-, One piano mask with manual
of instruction
and original exercises.
Send $2. Addr-ess
John E. Gantner,
1001 Churchill
Ave., Utica, N. Y.
"'rHE
SCIENTIFIC
lUUSIC TEACH ..
ER"_monthly_$3.00--'Sample
on re .
que.s t. Sch il ling er System
Musical
Composition,
$30. Morong,
Box 21,
Br-ook l yn 25, N. Y.
HOW 'ro IlUPROVISE complete
32
page course
S1.00. 1728 Ad-Lib Jazz
Phrases
only $1.00. Chord Pr-og re astons Vol. #2, 96 pages, $1.25. Stuart
Music, Box 514, Union, N. J.
50% OFF \VI'J'H 'rRIS AD. Virtuoso
Pianist,
Hanan,
complete
$1.75:
Schultz
Scales
and Chords
in All
Keys, 50¢; oaernv Op. 299 BI{ one,
501; Kohler Op. 242 60¢; Burgmufler
Op. 100 75¢. Order with this ad and
deduct
50% from above prices.
For
more
bargains
send for free
catalogue.
Lewis Arfine Music, 117 W.
48th St., New York 36, N. Y.
VIOLUHSTS:
students,
amateurs,
dawdlers,
hobbyists,
beginners
and
dilettan tes. "How To Play Better".
A booktet
everyone
who loves the
violin should have. $1.00. Prager,
28fl
Empire,
Brooklyn
25, N. Y.
HA.LI~'S HA1\"DllOOK 01" l\lUSICAL
FOltlUUJ,AS-a
reference
collection
of standard
melody-harmony
progressions
for COIIIJ)osers, arrangers,
instrumentalists.
Price $1.00. Order
from Albert
Raitanen,
8 Riverbank
Rd., Maynard, !llass.
~IODERN PIAl\"O TREl\"DS magazine.
Over 1,000 professional
jazz pianists
get it monthl~'. Current
issue 50¢6 month
subscription
$2.50; 8 back
issues
$3.00. Stuart Music, Box 514,
Union, N. .1.
BOY SOPRAN"O SOLOISTS \VANTED.
Episcopal
choir experience preferred;
not essen tial. Great ten week summer Church
concert and camp experience.
Northern
New
England.
Write
FranI{ R. Hancock, 90 Eighth
Ave., Brooldyn 15, N. Y.
JOHl\" S. HULL, Violin
Mal{er,
32
years experience. Specializing
in fine
repairing.
Fort gunter,
New York.
lUODEltN
HAR.lUOl\-Y. Composition
instruction.
1\ew, individual,
"Personal
Letter"
method.
Piano
arrangements
made. Korber
studios,
406 St. Johns Place, Brooklyn 38, N.Y.
FOlt
SALE: Benjamin
Banks
cello,
$150; Thomas Preston cello, 1760, $75.
Excellen t condition. Also several fine
old violins and violas. "Trite:
Leonard
Higginbottom,
5 Morris
Ave.,
Chesterfield,
Derbys, England.
ORGAN CHARTS. Dictionary
of Hammond Stops 75¢; Hammond
novelty
effects 75¢; effective Hammond
combinations
50¢; popular organ styling
50¢. Stuart Music, Box 514, Union, N.J.
\VA'.rCHES \VAN"'l'ED. Any condition.
Also bl'oJ,en jewelry, spectacles,
dental gold, diamonds, silver. Cash sent
promptly.
Mail articles.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Lowe's Holland
Building, St. Louis 1, Missouri.
POll REX'I'. Building that would be
most desirable
for a music school or
studios,
in thriving
suburban
Phila*
delphia
lllusical community.
Inquire
from Efrem Hian, 137 E. Montgomery
Ave., Cynwyd, Pa. Mohawk 4-4157.
FOR SALB: Steinwa~' grand,
DuoArt piano. Mahogany, jm:it refinished.
Player action perfect. $1750. Also 200
rolls. Franl{ Morgan, 359 Hewett
Rd.,
Wyncote,
Pa. Ogontz 201nV.
VIOI,IN" 'I'EA_CHEIl WAl\"'rED. Beautiful
private
estate Brooldyn.
Plan
music
studios
this spl"ing.
Opportunity
to advance offel'ed. Good 609
Neck
Road,
Cor. Ocean
Park~vay
Broold~'n
2::, N. Y. De 9-4573.
'

were allowed to be slipshod as first
year pupils, and then just kept getting worse. Their work was characterized by every possible £auh-halting rhythm,
inaccurate
note-.reading, absence of real legato, consistent
.ignoring of fingering, sti fI hands and
no agility. Can you wonder that I
felt frustrated
last year?
"With all that to remedy I came
to the conclusion that the pattern of
the pupil's work is established
du~ing the first six weeks. If the habit
of mastery is begun then, with each
new element completely
understood
and absorbed as it is learned, progress will be slow but sure, with no
loose ends to go back and pick up
later. For instance,
our first six or
eight weeks each season are spent
almost exclusively in mastering each
single element of reading. We read
through pieces for (l) rhythmic patterns; (2) bass fundamentals;
(3)
interval spacing j (4) long sustained
tones; (5) rests. We look away from
the piano and play after grasping
whole measure contents of (1) single
hands;
(2) first bass (left hand)
tone of each measure, with complete
right hand content;
(3) entire measure both hands.
"TIlis means,
of course,
that a
single piece is read over many times.
When mistakes
occur, we may not
insist on correcting
them, but we do
insist on being
able to recognize
them as mistakes.
Therein,
I think
lies the secret of training
careful
workers.
"I am more than ever delighted
with my beginners'
classes.
Each
pupil has two pieces of his own;
otherwise they all use the same materials. Now they are ready to start
the Schaum A Book (having completed the Pre A) and the Wa ....ness
Book I. They also use the H~well
'My First Trip to Music Land.' What
delights me most is that they all
know very well what they are doing.
They KNOW how to read!
"I couldn't
resist writinO" this to
you. Now I'm going happil;
to bed.
Happily
because
I've finally mastered the pjano part of the Kreutzer
Sonata. and besides" I've indulged
in a MiJgrim hat!"
Bravo! and thank you, Mrs. GuhI.
I understand
everything.
hut what
on earth is a IVlilgrim hat?

TEACHER'S
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and real leaders
in fields far removed from academics."
He gave as an iJluslralion
the case
01 Joe Louis, former heavv-weiITht
20¢ a word, minimum of $3. Copy must be received by May 5th for
ch~mpion of the world: "U~ in Dethe July issue. Forward your order to Advertising Director.
.
troll wh~n Joe was in the seventh
TUDE the music magazine
BRYN MAWR, PA.
g:ade, Ius teacher
wrote a note to
E
hilS mother which urged transferring
~B~:::111 ~~IIBI~~~II~~t
~nl~~~~~~~~~;I~I~B~n:~I~~~~~~lt;~~~~~~
tle boy to a vocational
school be*
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cause 'Joe probably would have a
better chance for success by doing
something
with his hands.' That
teacher
had no idea how right she
was."
Dr. Hamlin said education should
be fitted to a child much the same
as his clothing is tailored to suit
his physique.
"The mere granting
of a college degree does not mean
the student has fulfilled his duty to
obtain an education," the professor
declared.
"Some children reach the peak of
their learning
capacity before thev
finish the tenth grade. They would
be happier and better situated if thev
took up some trade. So why mak~
them
go on studying Latin and
geometry
just for the sake of a di.
ploma. Why not give them a chance
to prepare
themselves as best thev
can to take their places in society
and then give them the diploma
anyway?"
One may agree or disagree with
Dr. Hamlin, at lea t in part. But
transporting
the i ue more specifi.
cally upon the field of music educe.
tion, I cannot help thinking of ~()
many gifted college students who
have complained to me of the heavy
load of academic work piled up on
them and requiring long hours which
they would rath r devote 10 practicing. They, too. wonder about what
gothic architecture.
pherical trigo·
nometry.
rural sociology and other
such topic
will do for them wIlen
they
launch
upon their musical
career.
Tho e interested
in the abO'le
might turn to the paragraphs "O\'er·
crowded Condition "-February
1949
-and
UDegree·itis"-~o,'ember
1948, Teacher'
Roundtable. in which
I djscu ed the iS5ue at some length.
And in conclusion. my young friends.
do not despair:
rather. lhink that
during
hj student days in Berlin.
Bruno
Walter was told he would
never
be a conductor. and Saint·
Saens and Ravel both railed to oh·
tain that supreme degree, the Prix de
Rome. Still. later on . .. THE E~D

NEW RECORDS
(Continued tram Page 49)
Donizctti: "Luda di LaUllucrmoor"
This fuU-length recording. taped
jn April. 1954. is the teRlh and lasl
to be made under the conLIact be·
tween
Columbia
Records and the
letropolitan
Opera
ssociation. a
contract
tllat ran from January.
1947. to Januar)'.
1955. It·s a good
"Lucia."
superbly good as to Ie·
corded sound and more than accept·
able as to artistic succ~. The ca~l
includes Lih' Pons (Lucio). Richald
Tucker
(Edgardo),
Frank Guarrera
(Enrico). Thelma Votipka (AI",).
Thomas
Hayward
(Arturo). JaIDee
McCracken
(Normannal.
and ~or·
man
ott
(Raimondo).
Fausto
Cle'-a
conducts
the .)!eLIopolitan
Chorus
and Orch~LIa.
(Columbia
51.-127, two disc, and libretto)
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SOLOIST WITH

TOSCANINI

MAR GAR ET
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1955 PIANO TEACHERS REFRESHER
for which one might normally have
taken tWO or three breaths. Later,
whenI had the privilege of preparing "Aida" with Maestro Tcscanini
forthe recording, this was illustrated
irI the great Nile Scene Aria, 0 Paw
tria Mia. Ihad often sung this before
hut now the first four and a half
bars, all slow and sustained, had to
be sungon one breath: When I first
sangit this way, the Maestro scolded
me for singing "just notes," and
struck me with his baton;
by the
timewe had finished coaching it together, he said my notes were infusedwith artistry and meaning, and
he presented me with that same baton as a souvenir.
A second point that loomed large
withMaestro was diction. He wished
his singers to "bite" on the words.
By sending the voice far and pronouncingwith clear, crisp incisiveness (always singing with forward
resonance!), the singer won a particularly carrying sort of diction
whichthe public could hear without
effort.
But Toscanini's first consideration
was always musicianship--the
pre·
cise, perfect rendition of the composer'sintentions. He would correct
us up to the last minute, and during
rehearsalsnot a slip escaped him j
but if anything unforseen
went
wrongat the performance itseH, he
nevermentioned it, letting bygones
be bygones. Another interesting aspect of his masterly psychology is
thathe would demand certain effects
of us, according to his idea of how
the music should sound; if we sim·
ply could not give him what he
wanted,and he saw we were trying,
he wouli:lstop and let us do the best
wecould-but if ever we did hit on
givinghim exactly what he had in
mind,he would never let us rest until
wehad done it again and again!
. The emotional integrity of the muSiC meanteverything to him. The last
soprano aria of Verdi's "Masked
Ball" is a difficult one, and also a
very sad one. It is not unusual for
the singer to interpolate a few sobs
to heighten the effect. When I first
saqgthe aria for him, I did this, and
he became luriously angry. "No;"

he shouted, "that is not music-tl ,e
effect is not on the inside. A fe w
sobs won't help you if you haven
got the part inside you, heart an d
soul!" And he sang the aria for me
As I watched him I saw tears com
into his eyes; nothing but the pur e
Iine of the music came out in h is
voice-no
sobs
or "effects't-c-hu t
somehow, the intended sadness wa s
there. To imitate him, I had to g 0
back to learning
the role all ove r
again, deepening
its values and its
meaning,
making the feeling com e
out in the voice itself, and not i n
outside effects!
Maestro
Toscanini
himself
fo 1lowed every least indication the com
poser had written into the score an d
insisted that we do the same. We ha d
to study our roles by ourselves,
01
course; then, at rehearsals. he woul d
tell us if we had studied correctl Y
or not! The first step he wish~d wa s
that we read through the score as I'1
it were a dramatic play; that is, n 0
music-simply
the words. the fee I
of the character,
the line of th e
opera. The next step was to read th e
music, fitting it, emotionally, to wha t
we had already
learned.
Then, in
third place, we sang our parts fo r
him, and at this first hearing he al lowed us to sing exactly as we fel t
the part should go. Sometimes
he
would ask why a certain phrase wa s
taken a certain way, and he woul d
expect us to be ready with well·cal
culated reasons. After this, he would
tell us how he wished the part t 0
go, and from then on it was rea I
work!
Vocally,
he wished exact tempI ,
so that the quality of each note as serted itself;
long phrases;
perfec t
breath
control;
and complete
free
dom of the voice. He regards
the
voice as an instrument-and
as such
it needs much practice, much warm
iug up, preferably
on scales, And he
taught us to avoid any strains, wheth er of range or of power. But the
things Toscanini
taught us must al ways be secondary to the impact 0 1
his tremendous
musical personality
Working
with him is a privilege
which carries one a step nearer the
goal 01 art.
THE END
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ANSWERS

three full tones

(or whole

steps)

would
b e lent!
'd 'fi ed as an augmented
f
ourth; four full tones (or whole
steps) wouJd be an augmented fifth'
andfivfll
e u tones (or whole steps) '
~~:~d be. an augmented sixth. Any
deahng with the subject of har.

mony will give you further informa
tion along this line. You will also
find a full explanation
of all such
matters
in my little book, "Music
Notation
and Terminology,"
which
you may order from the Presser
CompaD)'.
K. G

781 N. Marshall
2, Wisconsin
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Street

TO STUDY?

ALFRED MIROVITCH

Teacher of Piano
Matthey exponent, formerly his representative.
Private lessons, technic courses: available
a5
viliiting lecture-recltolls
t, or critic-teacher.
Six·Day Piano Seminars
St.inway
Bldg.,
113 W. 57th st., N.Y.C.

Eminent Pianist
Teaching

in New York

23 Edgecliff Terrace
YO 3-2637

Yonkers,

New York

EDWIN HUGHES
SUMMER MASTER CLASS fOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
July 5-August 13
117 East 79th St., New York 21, N.Y.
Write for full informofion

WILLIAM T. POLLAK
A.M., Mus. Dcc., A.A.G.O.
New York College of Music
Piano, argon. Conducting, Coachirlg,
Choir Trairljng. Improvisotion.
Hormony, Counterpoint,
Fugue,
Composition, Orchestration
Correspondence
Courses

HELEN ANDERSON
itTeacher
of Successful
Pianists"
Master's
T echnique-T
one-Interpretation
Special
Courses:
Harmony,
Improvisation
Tel. Sc 4-8385
166 W. 72nd St., N, Y. C.

Mme. Giovanna

Viola Hullfoe5mond)
Teacher of singing-European
trained
"Sel Conto"
Voice culture-didion-eooching
Phone: Trotolgor
7-8230
iOI West End Ave.
Nn .. York City

6454 B3rd St., Rego Pork 79, L.I., N.Y.

ALFRED TROEMEL
LEOPOLD
sented

AUER'S
in an original

violin principles
prewoy. Faculty
member:

MANHATTAN

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
& M.M. Degrees
238 E. I05th St., N. Y. C.
B.M.

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of Singing
Popular Songs ond Classics
TV.-Rad io-Sta g e-Concert
New York 22. N. Y.
405 East 54th St.

LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN

HARRY EULERTREIBER: Mus. D.
Voice Building
Pupil of the lote Wm. L, Whitney
(Vonnucini Method)
Studio 50': 270 Huntington Ave., Boston,

Composer,
Pianist
ood Teacher
Teacher of Aaron Copland.
Elie Siegmeister
ond many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING
TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia, B'way at·73rd St., New York City

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

Pianist, Teacher
314 West 75th St., New York, Su·7-3775
Compositions
published
by G. Schirmer
and Theodore Presser.

ERNESTO BERUMEN
CONCERT PIANIST AND TEACHER
ADVANCED PIANO TECHNIC AND
REHEARSALS
REPERTOIRE-CLASS
MUSICALES
Steinway

Hall Studio,

113 W. S7th St., N. Y. I'

Mass.

LUCIUS DUNCAN
Violinist
La '-0723

104 N. Mole St., Phila.

2, Po.

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachen:
ModernPionoTechnic:CoachingConcertPionish:
Group Work: For further iniormOlion oddres.:
Studio 202,10051/2 Elm St., 001105, Texos

LOREN YAGGY
Teacher of Piano
Pionodynamics Approach
and Chorted Motion
2402 South Harrison
H-2277
Fort Wayne 6
Indiana
Audition required
Originator

Pupil of Leschetizky and Artur Schnabel
"Pianist ond teacher of renown"-ETUDE
music
magazine
Now teaching at Nolo Studios, Steinway Hall
New York City
113 W. 57th St.

HAZEL
(Continued from Page 22)

POINTERS"

in Pops, ",,_est teacher

WHERE SHALL I

MARY BOXALL BOYD

QUESTIONS AND

TOPICS"

A BACKGROUND"

KAHN-Tops

.June 27 •.July

TEACHING

"BUILDING

GRIGGS

Pianist
Teachers' Workshops
617 Stein way Holl
113 West 57th St., New York 19, N.Y.

CLARENCE ADLER, Mus. D.
Teacher of famous pianists now touring the
world. Pupils teaching
in Harvard,
Yale,
Eostmon, Syracuse and Smith College.
336 Centrol

Pork West,

New York, N. Y.

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert

Pianist-Artist

17447 Coltellammere

Teacher

Pocific Palisades,
EX 4-6573

Cclif.

MAE GILBERT REESE
Pianist
Specialized
training
for
teacllers and concert ortists
1330 N. Crescent Hh. Blvd., HollYwood.
Ho 3-229&

Colif.
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Slide Rule for Scales
For Standard and Modern Fingering
with Scale Book.
. .......•.
$1.50
For Standard Fingering Only with jnstructions for use. .
.
$1.00
Copies Sent on Approval to Teachers
Order from your dealer ar direct from
Publisher

Jenkins Music Company
St., Kansas City,

Mo.

TwentiethSeason'.--~
FOSTER MUSIC CAMP'
Richmond, Kentucky

BAND &. ORCHESTRA
5 weeks. June 12 to July 16
S'O.OO-ALL
EXPENSES
For High School Students
James E. Von Peursem, Oir.
Students Int'l Travel Assn.-22nd Anniversary

IUUSIC STUDY TOUR

~i!

.-::>=

.

&..:

I,

~.....

~:?

_

$990

llJiIkun

I

all.e"p .• incl.~teamer

travel a,ent or

FIFTH AVE., N. Y. C. - MU 2-6544

d:ewi!-

an4kt

30 E. Adams St.-Chicago
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I

Early July Sailing

Featuring concerts at salzburg,
Bayreuth,Rome.Paris. Edinburgh.
Opento non-music majors and/or
performers as well as students.
Y Ollr

SITA-545

3, Ill.

VIOLIN SPECIALISTS
OUR NEW
CATALOG

OLD INSTRUMENT
NOW AVAILABLE

Publishers of "VIOLINS & VIOLINISTS"
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SPANISH
ITALIAN
RUSSIAN
JAPANESE
MODERN GREEK
-any

of 32 languages

You Acquire a True Accent
With LLNGUAPHONEyou can LISTENto mod·
ern, lire·like recordings and LEARN onother
longuage in 20 minutes 0 day. It's the same
easy, naturol way yOIl leorned English long
before yOIlwent to school. AT HOME you /tear
native men and women speak abovt everydoy
molters with 0 1955 vocobvlory. You listenyou Understand-YOU SPEAKl You reod ond
write.

u~.....all over the world by schools. colleges, gove,..•
m"nh Arm"d Servicu and bu~in"ss forms for ""••
so...."I' trai ..;ng. Ov"r a millio.. "om....study uud"nb.

~~rr;.~
:~r:,~YvJ~~ldfao"iiop'~~'!\u~~~~'
bC'i':.~u~~:.,s;
Institute.
Radio C,ty. N.
20. N. Y.
39.045

'1'.

rLiiiiGUAPHONE iNsTlfiiTT 39-045 Rodio City, N. Y. 20
I I'leose ,end me your FREEbook,

- - - ..,

I LANGUAGE INTEREST....
I NAME.....
I ADDRESS..
CITY
ZONE STATE
I,
Le.den for OYllr 50 Ye."
in Up· To· Date
M.22e!.!!.I;!!l~I..!- C!!!.r5.!!:
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THE MODERN APPROACH
TO SCALE PLAYING

1217 Walnut

SHOWMANSHIP
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audiences in "paroxysms of wonder
and admiration."
He encouraged all kinds of fietional stories about himself and
adopted a facial expression that with
his long gaunt figure, sallow skin,
long black hair and fiery eyes, encouraged the belief that he was in
league with the devil. On the other
hand, he exploited the legend that
shortly before his birth his mother
had a vision of the Virgin Mary.
He was, in a sense, his own best
press agent. Dexter Fellows, "king
of press agents," never did more for
Barnum's circus than did Paganini
for Paganini. One of hie female admirers, according til Saussine, said,
"There are times when Heaven is in
his eyes and there were times when
hell was there." Women continuously fell violently in love with him.
He was regularly called by the press
"charlatan" and "sorcerer." He was
accused of having the "evil" eye, a
dangerous appellation in Latin lands.
His performances were unpredictahle, sometimes amazing, sometimes
disappointing.
Once he conducted
Rossini's opera, "Matilda di Shabran," in Rome. He dumbfounded
the audience by conducting with his
violin, playing the violin part one
octave higher than written ..
Paganini
blazed like a meteor
through
the European
countries.
Honors were showered upon him.
The Pope made him a comrnendatore, "Baron Paganini," This title
was transmitted
to his illegitimate
son, Achillino, of whom he was inordinately fond. In England, Ireland, and Scotland, Paganini met
with unprecedented platform success
and acquired a huge fortune. Everybody wanted to hear and see this
"Samiel, son of Satan," and the star
of many
questionable
romances.
When Paganini "died at Nice, in
1840, he left an estate reputed to
be $40,000 (which measured by the
values of today would probably rate
$400,000).
His innovations had a
definite influence upon his contemporaries, Rossini, Bellini, Schumann,
Brahms and Liszt.
When Paganini was at the height
of his lurid career, another musical
showman arose who attracted
in.ternational attention. He was Louis
Antoine Jullien (originally Julien),
born in the French Alps in 1812. Son
of a bandmaster, he studied at the
Paris Conservatoire, but achieved no
distinction there. He became the conductor of popular dance concerts.
Then he attempted to publish a mu·
sical paper without success. In 1838,
he went to London and conducted
summer concerts (Concerts d'ete) at
the Drury Lane Theatre. Gradually
his fame increased as a conductor
and impressa rio. He had a band of
ninety pieces. and a chorus of eighty.
Season after season these concerts,
and especially Quadrilles, were fa-

mous. He adopted extravagant dress
and "fancy" manners to emphasize
his gallic origin. This invited much
caricature in the press. While conducting his orchestra, he went about
seizing different instruments,
tuning them and playing them to illustrate his versatility. When he came
upon the stage he was followed by
a lackey with a silver platter upon
which J ullien deposited his white kid
gloves before taking up his baton.
Another lackey removed
his cloak
and adjusted his lace neck piece.
Finally at the end of a concert he
would sink completely exhausted in
a gorgeous velvet chair and rece-ive
restoratives, to the sighs and shrieks
of the Victorian pantaletted
damsels
-the
bobby soxers of that day.
Could it be possible that "Gorgeous
George"
of the padded
square,
Frank Sinatra and Liberace read up
on the psychology of J ullien?
Jullh;n's . orchestras
were composed of. the finest musioians obtainable and he secured the greatest
artists of the day for his concerts.
By giving the public what it obviously wanted he derived an 'immense income for many years, only
to have it evaporate in latter extravagant projects. He had a music store
in London which for a time did an
excellent business, but it expired
through the owner's neglect. He then
leased the Drury Lane Theatre for
an opera. season and induced no less
a personage than Hector Berlioz to
become its director. The speculation
was a failure and he was obliged to
sacrifice his business. This did not
stop him, however, and in 1849 he
started giving grandiose
concerts
with an orchestra
of 400 players.
three large choruses and three military bands. These projects were also
huge failures. Even this did not stop
him. He wrote an opera, "Pietro i1
Grande" (Peter the Great). Despite
an extravagant presentation
it turned
out to be "Peter the Fiasco." Just
about one hundred
years ago he
visited America
where his tOUTS.
marked by his sensational showmanship, met with temporary
triumphs
and big money returns. He returned
to Paris for pecuniary
reasons and
in May 1859 he was confined in
prison for a month for debt. The
following year found him in an
asylum for insane in Paris, where
he died at the age of 48 after one
of the most pyrotechnical
careers in
musical history. He reached the top
rung of the ladder of musical showmanship, but in climbing he used
the rungs of mediocrity.
(In Part II of this editorial the
inimitable showmanship
of the famous musical
clown "The Great
Gro~k," Vladamir de Pachmann
un.
forgettable. piano
virtuoso,
Victor
B?rge, mUSICal satirist supreme, and
Llberace, the most extraordinary
of
all, will be discussed.-Ed.
Note)
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with the FRANZ
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ELECTRONOME
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the only metronome with the,.
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•

light vi,ible from all ,id.,

•

99% accurate
5 year written guarant ••
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BUSTS OF FAMOUS COMPOSERS
Pressed White Marble Busts,
4 ll:z" high
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Underwriter,.ap"
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metronome
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MFG. CO.,INC.

57 WClIIClceSt. New HClven,Conn.

Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin Handel
Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Moza;t Pader:
ewski, Puccini, Schubert, Schum'ann, J.
Strauss, Wagner, Toscanini, Tchaikoveky
Verdi (specify which).
'
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.

$.35
plus shipping
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Ivory finish
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J·22A
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"..
2.00
plus shipping
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Ivory finish ...•.
Bronze finish

ETUDE Advertising
Representatives
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Sadler & Sangston Associates,
342 Madison Ave.
Murray Hill 2·1432

... ....
. $1.00
plus shipping
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Highly polished design against rose background.
f J-111 A
fJ·l11B
t J·ll1F

Chicago
Virgil Melcher,
430 N. Michigan Ave.
Delaware 7·0512

'OK Gold
Sterling...
Gold Filled

.. $4.40
2.25
....
, 1.65

Black enamel design against metal.
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•

Sterling
Gold Plated
Silver Plated
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(specify color).
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Sterling
J·113C
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LYRE AND WREATH PIN
reads "Music"
reads "Choir"
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reads "Music"
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The background of circle in Lyre design is
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C
0
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Gold Plated . . ............ . .45
Silver Plated . .............
.45
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*Matching Necklace only
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Sterling.
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. $2.50
......
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plus shipping

Rich ivory finish plaster, 3%, x S". Bach,
Beethoven, Brahms,
Chopin,
Handel,
Haydn, Lisat, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Paderewski, Puccini, Schubert, Schumann, J.
Strauss, Toscanini, Tchaikoveky,
Verdi,
Wagner (specify which).
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*Bracelet with Nine Charms
J·50B
Sterling

Beethoven, Liszt, Mozart, Wagner.
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Gold Plated (Pin back only)
Piano pin with sofety catch.
Sterling Pin or (harm
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Sterling
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INSTRUMENTS IN MINIATURE
Piano, Violin, Cornet, Cello, Banjo Trombone, Guitar, Drum, Saxophone.
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·Cannot be sold in Canada
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All articles pictured
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otherwise specified.
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items.
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UNIVERSITY

gives the proper emphasis to
spiritual development, academic knowledge, cultural
training, social contacts, and
every other aspect of life.
Its graduates are, therefore,
wholesome and ""-balanced

@UL(Q

IJAUt'C
men and women equipped for
.positions of leadership.
Muaic, speech, and art without
additional cost ahove regular
academic tuition.
Academy
and seventh. and eighth grades
in connection.

Summer Session: June 6-July 9
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